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ABSTRACT

Existing research on peer-to-peer mentoring has focused mainly on cross-age peer mentoring with several years’ difference between mentor and mentees (Karcher, 2005, 2007; Lawon, 2014; Willis, Bland, Manka, & Craft, 2012) and the impact of peer mentoring on the mentee. I aimed to examine the relationship of participating in a high school based peer-to-peer mentoring program and the impact on the high school upperclassmen mentors in this study. School is a social organization where peers can develop school connectedness and expand their prosocial skills and through their social networks increase social capital. The impact of peer mentoring programs on high school peer mentors is an area that has not been sufficiently investigated. The current exploratory case study used data from surveys, interviews, and field notes to understand the experiences of mentors and the impact of peer mentoring in a high school mentoring program on these mentors in terms of their school connectedness, social capital, and prosocial skill development. Researchers have identified increases in mentees who are involved in peer mentoring programs (Karcher, 2005, 2007). Further research is needed to investigate the impact of these social connections on high school peer mentors. In this study, data was collected from the Hemingway Survey, mentor interviews, and field notes. Findings of this study support the conclusion that the peer mentors’ prosocial skills of school involvement, school connection, and social capital increased as a result of participating in a peer-to-peer mentoring program. Additionally, mentors did not report identifiable differences between matches that were same gender or different genders. Results from this study demonstrate the impact of increases in the development of prosocial skills and social capital in peer mentors.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Introduction to the Problem

High school marks a shift in which students are experiencing more independence yet, there are significant declines in supports designed for student success once they enter high school. Researchers at the Consortium on Chicago School Research have suggested as students transition from middle school to high school they experience shifts in their school environments different from their previous school experiences (Roderick, 2006). First, incoming ninth grade students’ school schedules shift with increased number of classes and teachers. Second, the size of their school increases from the middle school setting. Finally, their peer group size can increase, significantly expanding the number of peers that they know and have contact with on a daily basis. For students who are already identified as at-risk, this transition may depend upon additional supports to ensure a successful high school experience. Currently, there are Link Crew programs in some American high schools. These programs serve just over 2,000 schools of approximately 26,000, showing that there is still a need for transition programs for incoming high school freshman (“Link Crew’s Reach,” n.d.). Through the Link Crew programs, upperclassmen implement a one-day orientation training day which provides all freshmen a tour of the school, a quick review of the basic rules and a few “getting to know you” activities. For a majority of freshman, this orientation day is a fun day that begins their initiation into connecting to their high school home. For students who are socially at-risk, the information can be overwhelming, they may feel more confused, and lost in the larger high school setting before the year begins. Another component of Link Crew can include cross-age peer mentoring. With cross-age peer mentoring high school mentors assist in building personal skills and self-confidence that may help in preparing youth for their lives in high school and beyond (Garringer & MacRae, 2008). For other schools throughout the nation, high school students rely on student
leadership groups to organize a transition program similar to Link Crew. Still others have shorter morning orientation or advisory classes to show freshman their new schools. “Incoming freshman face navigating a new school, making new friends in unfamiliar classes, and getting to know new teachers” (Winters, 2013). All of the academic, social, and behavioral expectations may feel overwhelming without having an older, more experienced student assisting them (Karcher, 2007).

Cross-age peer-to-peer mentoring at the high school setting is a viable way to utilize a resource available in schools, by having more experienced students helping less experienced students. Here, upperclassmen provide incoming students with the information and support that they need in order to navigate this new environment in a proactive and prosocial manner. Additionally, peer-to-peer mentoring opportunities can build the leadership capacity of upperclassmen which encourages their school connection, prosocial behaviors, and involvement in human and social capital (Garringer & MacRae, 2008; Karcher, 2007). Peer-to-peer mentoring programs provide opportunities for youth to network with others, build leadership skills, and increase school connections. Karnes and Beanem (2010) explain that “it is clear that more serious attention should be given to developing young leaders— influential people who are critical thinkers, creative problems solver, and strong communicators” (p. vii). Peer mentoring develops leadership skills and allows youth to practice critical skills necessary for academic and social success.

Helms and Marcelo (2007) analyzed volunteering across states and age groups between 2002 and 2006 and found that 8% of high school graduates who did not attend college reported some kind of volunteer activity, compared with 31% of college graduates, 26% of current college students, and 23% of young people who had some college experience but were not currently
enrolled. Marcelo (2007) determined that it is evident that high school programming does not currently produce graduates who have high rates of voting or volunteering. Also, significant, was that Oregon had the largest decrease-16 percentage points (Helm & Marcelo, 2007). Peer-to-peer mentoring may utilize social capital already accessible and provide opportunities for upperclassmen to build leadership capacity prior to graduation.

The research study that is presented in this dissertation was designed to provide greater understanding of matches between peer-to-peer mentors and mentees at the high school level. I initially sought to understand the effectiveness of different mentoring matches and the impact of mentoring. The research presents the perspectives and experiences of peer mentors at the high school level with regard to their sense of connection to the school, their overall perception of their engagement in prosocial activities, and their involvement in building social capital.

**Background, Context, History, and Conceptual Framework for the Problem**

Mentoring relationships have long been utilized to provide a framework in which either formal or informal relationships are structured so that one individual supports, encourages, and advises another. Mentoring in the United States has been documented over the past 200 years in a variety of structures and organizations. Formal mentoring programs in the United States were established in the mid-to-late 1800s to assist individuals with daily trials related to joblessness, poverty, and immigration (Freedman, 2008). Although the type, format, purpose, length, and nature of the type of relationship may vary, mentoring can be found in the literature from many disciplines: art, music, business, community service, education, and science. In the field of education, mentors have been used to support beginning teachers, college freshmen, gifted students, at-risk students, and special needs students (Brown, 1995).

During the past two decades, mentoring of youth in various school settings has given rise to a variety of different types of programs promoting the success of adolescents (Rhodes, 2001).
Within the high school setting considered for this study, the opportunity for peer-to-peer mentoring relationships allows for more experienced youth to provide support and guidance to less experienced youth as they transition into the high school setting. Based on the research, students are more likely to connect with and have regular contact with their peers allowing for natural relationships to occur during the transition process. Peer relationships are easier for students to establish and maintain due to the frequency of contact and close proximity (Bukowski, Newcomb, & Hartup, 1996). For the mentors, the cross-age peer mentoring allows the upperclassmen opportunities to build self-confidence, decision-making, planning and personal leadership. Komives, Nance, and McMahon (2007) share that peer-to-peer interactions also can promote leadership and personal empowerment. Garringer and MacRae (2008) have indicated that peers are more likely to engage with other peers than adults. Based on these descriptions and claims, it is fair to conclude that peer mentoring provides significant social support to high school youth.

Each high school setting has its own set of academic, social, and behavioral expectations. Certain school districts may ascribe to similar expectations; however, there are different nuances from school to school, district to district, and state to state. The academic expectations are different than those found in elementary and middle school. “Expectations are part of the culture that plays a particularly powerful role in school. Expectations are grounded not only in each individual’s experiences but in how each individual interprets experiences” (Osher, Sprague, Weisseberg, Azelrod, Keenan, Kenzsiora, & Zins, 2007, p. 4). Students are expected to manage their own study and homework schedules, keep track of assignments and projects, and prepare for assessments with little, if any, guidance from teachers and staff. Ruiz (2012) discusses the transition into high school stating, “it is essential for teachers to set high expectations for all their
students and expect students to reach these standards” (p. 1). Benner (2011) connected these expectations to ninth graders’ lack of true understandings about school success stating, “More concretely, students may want to do well in school, but when faced with the choice of either doing their homework or hanging out with friends, they may opt for the option with the more immediate reward” (p. 303). High school students also are expected to know the classroom academic and behavioral norms, whether or not they have been explicitly taught or stated. Students face multiple pressures to perform, often in a public venue, at a time in their life when they are particularly sensitive to how they are being perceived by others (Manning, Bear, & Minke, 2006). This transition can disrupt already established social relationships and in a new social context, freshman may struggle with balancing social and academic expectations and behaviors.

Most of the prosocial behaviors that lead to academic and social success are implicit, that is, students are expected to discern from experience as a student or from watching those around them what the appropriate behaviors to engage in should be. Many students who enter the high school setting already identified as at-risk are at a disadvantage in the areas of academic and social skill development (Hammond, Linton, Smink, & Drew, 2007). These at-risk students can benefit from the assistance of a more experienced peer to provide them with explicit instruction and advising in academic and social skill development. Mentoring serves to promote social relationships and a sense of attachment to others that helps at-risk youth develop strong connectedness and development (Karcher, 2002). According to Karcher (2005a) the opportunity to receive support through peer mentoring relationships is an important factor in promoting positive outcomes for cross-age peer mentoring relationships. The activities that students choose to become involved in throughout their high school years lay the groundwork for other activities
promoting prosocial skills, social capital connections, and behaviors in the future (Reeves, 2008). Peer mentoring may provide a context that helps build skills, positive attitudes, and confidence in social interactions that may lead to increased social capital over time. Karcher’s (2005a) research has indicated that for the more experienced individual, such as an older student who is a peer with a couple of years in age or grade level, the connections that mentoring provides increases involvement in building social capital. Finally, there are social behaviors expected and adhered to in the high school setting both as students and among peers in social and academic activities. An investigation of school-based peer-to-peer cross-age mentoring is important because high school students spend most of their time in in school, and mentoring in schools may provide a form of social support leading to high school success for both mentor and the mentee.

The theory of social learning provides understandings of how social skills are developed and internalized. Several key social learning theorists provide lenses in which to view the high school adolescent and social skill development. Additionally, these same social learning theories can be utilized to develop a framework for understanding school-based mentoring in the peer-to-peer context. There are four key theorists addressed for this purpose. Erik Erikson, Albert Bandura, Carol Gilligan, and James Coleman are social learning theorists who provide theories that relate to the development of the adolescent, social learning, social skill acquisition, and the development of social capital.

One of the theories that provides a framework through which to view school-based mentoring in relation to adolescents and the importance of social skill acquisition is that of Erik Erikson. Erikson (1968) described the impact of social experiences across the lifespan. Erikson’s stages focused on developing competency and new learning, both of which are needed
for development. The psychosocial learning comes from the successful adaptation of the self, but this must be reaffirmed and nurtured continuously (Erikson, 1968). According to Erikson, positive social learning allows the adolescent to experience a sense of mastery. Furthermore, negative experiences cause the individual to emerge with a sense of inadequacy and poor self-esteem. Each of Erikson’s stages allows for an opportunity for adolescents to be exposed to additional social learning skills and experiences.

Another of the theories that provides a framework through which to view school-based mentoring in relation to adolescents and the importance of social skill acquisition is that of James S. Coleman. Like Erik Erikson, James S. Coleman also believed in the importance of the social experiences for adolescents. Coleman (1988) described social capital as the resource that is created by investing in relationships with others through processes of reciprocal trust. Coleman further defined social capital as “any kind of social relationship that is a resource to the person” (Coleman 1990, p. 35). Coleman’s theory (1988) claimed that positive, supportive relationships with parents represent a significant resource to developing adolescents. Coleman extended the concept of social capital when he asserted that it serves as a mechanism to transmit the effects of human capital from parents to children. Coleman (1988) theorized that parents possess social capital that they can invest in their children through the positive relationships and interactions that they have with their children. Additionally, the intellectual skills and career experiences that parents have, allow them to further create a cycle of human capital in adolescents. Such social capital can also be developed through other positive relationships. Strong bonds of trust and affection, which are directly related to social capital, are established when parents are active and involved in their children’s lives. Mentoring can be an important element in creating self-esteem and guiding young people into developing into strong and successful adults. Coleman’s theory
implies that positive parent relationships, along with mentoring relationships, allow for the creation of social capital (Coleman, 1988). In the situations where mentoring exists within the school setting and a parent is unavailable, not present, or lacking in skills, youth benefit when mentors provide necessary supports that are otherwise absent or weak.

A different social learning theory that provides a framework through which to view school-based mentoring in relation to adolescents and the importance of social skill acquisition is that of Albert Bandura. Albert Bandura’s social learning theory focused upon the process of observational learning as the manner in which individuals learn how to function in society. Bandura (1977) stated that behavior is learned from the environment through the process of observational learning. Bandura’s theory may explain how adolescents rely on mentorships to develop their ability to be motivated and create positive change in their life. His ideas can be applied to students who model the behaviors of those around them. Bandura’s theory applies to the student mentor who engages in a leadership role and extends into a role of empathy, support, and encouragement. Many academic, classroom, and school related behaviors can be learned through modeling, imitation, and observation (Quigley, 2004). Upperclassmen in high school have previously experienced the transition from middle school to high school and may be able to provide prosocial skill and academic skill support, social engagement, and encouragement to incoming students. Peer mentors encourage, model, and teach students specific skills to assist them in becoming successful through inclusion in activities, observation, and imitation of appropriate social behaviors necessary for success in the high school system (Garringer & MacRae, 2008). The psycho-social theoretical frameworks of Erikson, Coleman, and Bandura were used to view and analyze this peer-to-peer mentoring program case study.
Purpose of the Study

The central purpose of this case study was to examine the experiences of high school peer mentors in a cross-age peer mentoring program in a rural high school setting in Oregon. The secondary purpose of the study was to identify issues related to mentoring matches related to age and gender. Student matches were based on four groupings: male to male, female to female, female (9th) to male (11th) and male (9th) to female (11th). Student contacts were monitored by staff during a specifically scheduled class time and extra-curricular school activities are supervised by staff to eliminate any potential risks to participants.

The study examined what aspect of relationship, school connectedness, self-esteem, and efficacy were influenced in mentors as they exercised their role in the peer mentoring relationship. Peer mentoring in this study referred to high school mentors who were mentoring other high school students in one-to-one relationships. The study examined mentoring relationships in which a more experienced high school student of junior standing mentored ninth grade students. The mentoring relationships focused on the prosocial skills needed by ninth graders to succeed in high school. The case study explored the personal reflections, experiences, and perspectives of the participants; in particular, those of the mentors in relationship to their school connectedness, thoughts about their personal self-esteem, and involvement in social capital were examined.

Research Questions

The case study was guided by two research questions from the perspective of the peer mentor.

1) To what extent does peer mentoring increase the peer mentors’ prosocial skills of school involvement, school connection, and social capital?
2) Do mentors report identifiable differences between matches that are same gender or different gender, or differences between age differences and different gender? If so, what are the reported differences? If they do not, what are the reasons for the lack of reportable differences?

Sub-Questions

a. What is the impact or effect of mentoring on the youth mentor?

b. What effect does the quality of training of mentors prior to the mentorship match have on the mentoring relationship?

c. Why is it important to support and provide ongoing training for peer mentors?

Rationale, Relevance, and Significance of the Study

Serving as peer mentors can be an important component in bolstering self-confidence, self-esteem and guiding youth towards developing into independent, healthy and successful adults. It assists youth in becoming self-sufficient, experiencing educational achievement, and attaining social/emotional well-being. Peer mentoring provides opportunities for adolescents who are transitioning into the high school to develop a sense of connection and capability by learning what mores are expected of the high school student. Seita and Brendtro (2005) indicated the importance of peer connections among adolescents. Seita and Brendtro explained that peer influence is a strong force in the lives of adolescents. Seita and Brendtro stated that peer bonding meets important social needs, in particular with adolescents who are vulnerable and struggling. Given that contact with members of their peer group is important during adolescence, peer relationships meet powerful social needs with at-risk youth who find themselves disconnected with family, school, and the community. The relationships established through peer mentoring provide an opportunity for students to be engaged in positive
relationships that increase the self-efficacy of students who have low social skills and low esteem when transitioning into the high school setting. Peer mentors engage in modeling and imitation that allows students to collaborate on joint decisions, express empathy, and deepen their perspectives (Krueger, 1992; Wentzel & Caldwell, 1997). Successful interaction and relationships with peers can facilitate the social skills and confidence of students including those of the peer mentors.

Moreover, researchers have identified that positive academic performance, including increased school attendance, and a more positive attitude has been attributed to connected mentoring relationships (Foster, 2001; Green, Mitchell, & Taylor, 2011; Karcher, 2009). Serving as a peer mentor is connected with increases in academic connectedness and self-esteem (Green et al., 2011; Karcher, 2009), academic engagement, (Crooks, Chiodo, Thomas, & Hughes, 2009) and empathy for others (Carter, Hughes, Copeland, & Breen, 2001). While the literature search executed for this study only found limited research regarding the impact of peer mentoring on the upper class peer mentor at the high school level when mentoring high school 9th grade peers, other research indicates that volunteering leads high school students to feel more connected and competent in regard to their school (Solomon, Watson, Delucchi, Schaps, & Battistich, 1988; Joselowsky, 2005, 2007). It is possible that the mentors themselves may experience these same reactions or feelings about peer mentoring relationships. High school students who feel better about themselves and their school will want to be at school and become involved in activities both in and out of the classroom (Deci, Vallerand, Pelletier, & Ryan 1991; McNeely, Nonnemaker, & Blum 2002; Schaps & Solomon, 2004).

One area of research that appears to be unaddressed in the literature is how peer mentors within the high school experience grow in esteem, connectedness, and confidence through
providing guidance and leadership to other less experienced peers. An additional area that appears unaddressed is the social growth and leadership that peer mentors engage in that may be related to increases in their own confidence, competency, and connectedness to their school. The investigations in this study sought to reveal the answers to these important questions.

Students involved in school-based mentoring programs increased their connections to their schools because they understand the roles and expectations at school and associate positive feelings with this connectedness (Karcher, 2005). According to Karcher (2005), connectedness raises the motivation for engaging in prosocial skills by students. The effects of connectedness are comparable to the positive effects of those reported by youth who engage in volunteerism (Snyder, Clary, & Stukas, 2000). Cross-aged tutoring or mentoring pairs a student with either higher grades or simply greater age or maturity with a younger student who may have a lower degree of academic success; this is often done for the purpose of academic tutoring and development of the younger student (Garringer & MacRae, 2008). While Garringer and MacRae (2008) stated that “some programs draw both mentors and mentees from the same school (for example, high school juniors mentoring incoming freshman)” (p. 3), they did not refer to specific studies or programs that had these mentoring configurations in order to establish this claim. The literature review for this study identified studies describing examples of cross-age peer mentoring between high school students and middle school or elementary school students, however, there were references to only a few studies that focused on the mentoring of the ninth grade student transitioning into the high school by an upper classman. Additionally, detailed studies identifying the use older high school students as mentors to ninth graders are unclear on the types or degrees of outcomes peer mentors might receive. Literature is available that outline the effects of mentoring on adult mentors. However, my review of the literature did not isolate
studies discussing the effects of mentoring on those engaging as a high school mentor with another high school peer. This study may add to the understanding of the effects on mentors as well as the benefits for both peer mentees and mentors.

**Nature of the Study**

In order to obtain information about the experiences of high school mentors as a result of their involvement with the peer mentoring program, a qualitative case study research design was selected. This research design was chosen because the investigation will examine constructed meaning within a bounded system of a specific group of individuals during a specific time frame (Yin, 2014). An exploratory case study research design was planned for addressing the research questions considered for this study because it could provide the most information about the perspectives of the participants as a result of their participation in the mentoring program. Peer mentoring relationships are specialized and involve the experiences of both the mentees and the mentor. There was a need to obtain information about the experiences of each mentor and identify if the experience of individuals promoted self-esteem, prosocial, and social capital skills. Interviews allowed the peer mentors to consider their activities and perceptions as peer mentors and consider their impact on the peers who they mentor.

As the primary researcher, I was the main instrument of data collection, recording, analyzing, and interpreting data. Data collection methods included surveys, interviews, documentation review, observation, and may include the collection of physical artifacts such as mentor notes of meetings with mentees.

**Definition of Terms**

*At-risk students* are defined as being at risk for “interpersonal problems and underachievement in the educational system, when their environments, abilities or behaviors
threaten to jeopardize developmental processes or academic success” (Karcher, Davis, & Powell, 2002, p. 35).

Mentoring is a form of human connection where one person invests time, energy, and personal expertise in assisting the growth and ability of another (Holmes, Hodgson, Simari, & Nishimura, 2010).

Mentors, for the purpose of this study, are the high school juniors occupying the role of the facilitators of growth and ability of another.

Mentees, for the purpose of this study, are the high school freshman occupying the role of the less experienced student in need of guidance.

Peer-to-Peer Mentoring is the high school mentoring program in which freshmen are the mentees and juniors are the mentors.

Positive psychosocial development outcomes include an improved self-esteem, increased sense of social and personal competency, and school connectedness (Karcher, 2009).

Positive outcomes in terms of behaviors refers to decreases in risk behaviors such as trying or engaging in drug and alcohol use, sexual experimentation and poor peer group interactions (Jekielek, Moore, & Hair, 2002).

Positive outcomes, of those who have been mentored, refer to increases in academic performance including improvements in homework turn-in, classroom participation, and formative and summative assessments (Jekielek, Moore, & Hair, 2002).

Prosocial skills are “a set of competencies and behaviors that a) allow an individual to initiate and maintain positive social relationships, b) contribute to peer acceptance and to a satisfactory school adjustment, and c) allow an individual to cope effectively with the larger social environment” (Walker & Holmes, 1987, p. 27).
School connectedness is “when a person is actively involved with another person, object, group, or environment, and that involvement promotes a sense of comfort, well-being, and anxiety reduction” (Townsend & McWhirter, 2011, p. 193). For the adolescent, school connectedness is characterized by “being close to people” and “feeling a part of” the school environment, contexts, and relationships (Resnick, Bearman, Blum, Bauman, Harris, & Jones, 1997, p. 825).

Self-efficacy is defined as the belief in one’s ability to create certain outcomes (Bandura, 1977).

Social capital is “any kind of social relationship that is a resource to the person” (Coleman 1990, 35). It is created by developing relationships with others through facilitating trust and reciprocity within the relationship (Coleman, 1988).

Assumptions and Limitations

It was expected that peer mentoring would increase the peer mentors’ reported prosocial skills, as reported and described through the surveys and interviews. These increases were related to school involvement, school connection, and social capital as measured by the Hemingway Connectedness Survey-Short Version. It was anticipated that the act of cultivating a relationship with a younger student and the process of developing a relationship and engaging in the mentoring activating would build social capital, self-esteem, and efficacy in the mentor as measured by the Hemingway Connectedness Survey Short Version. The details of these expectations are discussed in Chapter 2 of this document.

The present study has a number of factors that are potential limitations. The study had a small sample (7 mentees and 7 mentors) and short duration (a single academic semester). A study with a larger set of participants and a longer time span for data collection, with several
program cycles of mentors and mentees, could provide a more robust base of data from which to better understand the research problem. Additionally, participants in the present study may have reported more positive responses than they actually felt or experienced. As the students became more involved in the program, they expressed more positive results, perceptions, and feelings about the mentoring program even when particular activities were challenging or mentees appeared unengaged or uncooperative. It may be that mentors felt that by reporting notable results, whether or not these were perceptions they actually held, would reflect more positively on them as a group or individually. Another limitation may have been in the quality of the relationships. Mentoring relationships require time to cultivate (Clutterbuck & Lane, 2005). Given that this study was relatively short, there may have been a perceived or actual conflict between participants since they were still early in establishing their relationships.

Chapter 1 Summary

This chapter provided an introduction to the problem. It discusses the transition of freshman student into the high school setting and the role that junior level high school student can play in providing mentoring to aid in a successful transition to the high school setting. Cross-age peer mentoring was discussed as a potential format in delivering mentoring to youth.

The background, history and conceptual framework for the problem was discussed in this chapter to provide context to the study. The central purpose of this case study is to examine the experiences of high school peer mentors in a cross-age mentoring program in a rural high school setting in Oregon. The study examined what aspects of peer mentoring relationships, school connectedness, and the development of social capital occurred in mentors who were participants in this case study. Research questions of interest to the me in this case study include the impact of mentoring on the youth mentor, the quality of training of mentor prior to the mentorship
match, the support and ongoing training for mentors in the high school setting. The rationale for exploring this particular research was discussed in terms of the potential importance that peer mentoring may be for peer mentors in building prosocial skills, school connectedness, and social capital.
Chapter 2: Literature Review

Introduction to the Literature Review

Historical Foundations of Mentoring

Mentoring has been found in virtually every culture as a means through which humans engage in relationships of support and help with other humans. Stories can be found of various mentorships throughout historical literature. One such story is that found in Homer’s *The Odyssey*, in which Odysseus charges Mentor, his oldest friend, with the task of caring for his household. While Odysseus is away at war, Mentor serves as a teacher and guide to Odysseus’ son, Telemachus. Mentor supports and helps Telemachus as a de facto parent and advisor.

History offers other examples of mentoring relationships: Socrates and Plato, Naomi and Ruth, Hayden and Beethoven, Freud and Jung, and Anne Sullivan and Helen Keller. Mentoring is a form of human connection where one person invests time, energy, and personal expertise in assisting the growth and ability of another. “Mentoring requires dedication to the process, which includes substantial investments of time, energy, and resources—physical, emotional and intellectual” (Holmes, Hodgson, Simari, & Nishimura, 2010, p. 336). Through their time and work, mentors help move mentees towards competency, self-efficacy, and social growth.

There is no single archetypal mentor. Many kinds of mentors can be seen in the news, on television, and throughout everyday life. For example, many celebrities have mentored young people or have used their power, fame, and finances to encourage and mentor others during times of trouble or tragedy. There are countless ordinary individuals who have served as an example to one or two people—a retiree who works with a homeless adolescent rebuilding his self-esteem and confidence or a restaurant manager who provides skill and opportunities to others in the store. In each case, mentors have worked with others to teach skills, build confidence and pass
on knowledge. Mentors seek to facilitate the learning and growth of a mentee, while the mentee seeks the experience and encouragement of the mentor to assist in his or her growth and skill development. Merriam, Caffarella, and Baumgartner (2007) stated that, “The mentor serves as guide, cheerleader, challenger, and supporter during the learning process” (p. 138). Mentoring relationships are similar to friendships in that they emphasize personal interactions. The difference, however, is that a mentorship’s direct emphasis on personal or professional growth is something not required within a friendship.

Formal mentoring programs in the United States date back to the late 19th century and were developed to counter the risks individuals faced in their daily lives (Freedman, 2008). The Friendly Visiting Campaign recruited hundreds of upper middle class women to work with poor and immigrant communities in order to assist them in developing vocational and cultural training skills for everyday functioning (Freedman, 2008). Today, one of the oldest and largest programs of mentoring is the Big Brothers Big Sisters, which originated in New York City at the beginning of the 20th century as separate organizations, providing mentoring for disadvantaged boys and girls who had been involved in the city’s children’s court. In 1997, the two groups joined and have a common goal of connecting middle class adults with at-risk, disadvantaged youths to provide them with socialization, guidance, and positive role models. The Big Brothers Big Sisters mentoring program model has been utilized to establish various mentoring programs throughout the United States due to its success with youth.

As the largest youth mentoring program in the United States, Big Brothers Big Sisters of America have a network of over 375 agencies across the country and serve more than 210,000 children (Blakeslee & Keller, 2012). Big Brother Big Sisters also involve youth mentoring other youth. The Big Brother Big Sisters do have mentoring that target schools that “serve students
who are economically disadvantaged or have special academic needs” (Herrera, Grossman, Kauh, Feldman, & McMaken, 2007, p. 24). By partnering with target schools, Big Brothers Big Sisters can access large groups of young people who may be able to benefit from the program. The volunteer mentors in the Big Brother Big Sisters program are referred to as “Bigs.” In a recent study of school based mentoring Big Brother Big Sister programs, half of the Bigs were 18 years old or younger, and an additional 17% were 19 to 24 years old. Over 66% of the mentors were enrolled in either high school or college (Herrera, et al., 2007). However, the majority of students who were mentored were in elementary school (Herrera, et al., 2007). The results of this study provide evidence of positive outcomes for both mentors and mentees in school based partnerships. The success of the Big Brother Big Sisters programs highlights the positive impact that mentoring can have for youth.

In the United States today, many mentoring programs concentrate on specific segments of high risk populations including abused and neglected youth, youth with disabilities, pregnant and parenting adolescents, at-risk youth (Keating, Tomishima, Foster, & Alessandri, 2002), children of prisoners (Goode & Smith, 2005), and adolescents in the juvenile justice system (Britner, Balcaza, Blechman, Blinn-Pike, & Larose, 2006). Many school, juvenile justice and department of human services mentoring programs are supported by federal, state, local and private funding sources. With the support of foundations and corporations such as Fannie Mae, Commonwealth Fund, United Way of America, Chrysler, Procter and Gamble, and the National Urban League, the contemporary youth mentoring movement was established in the late 1980s (Fernandes-Alcantara, 2012). The federal government also began supporting structured mentoring program and initiatives at this time. “At that time, mentoring was becoming increasingly recognized by the government as a promising strategy to enrich the lives of youth,
address the isolation of youth from adult contact, and provide one-to-one support for the most vulnerable youth” (Fernandes-Alcantara, 2012, p. 4). With government support, structured mentoring programs had the ability to establish themselves throughout the country.

More recently, federal legislation has provided ongoing, stable funding for mentoring programs since 2001 including: (a) The Mentoring Initiative for System-Involved Youth for youth in foster care and juvenile justice systems; (b) The Safe and Drug-Free Schools Mentoring program for youth at-risk of educational failure, dropping out of school, or involvement in delinquent activities; and, (c) The Mentoring Children of Prisoners Program for children of incarcerated parents to provide social, emotional, and academic support (Fernandes, 2008).

Private mentoring programs are established in schools, through community organizations, and by church organizations throughout the nation and secure funding through grants, donations, and private individuals (Dubois, Portillo, Rhodes, Silverthorn, & Valentine, 2011).

Based on these historical foundation descriptions and claims, it is reasonable to conclude that mentoring may provide a significant form of social support to adolescents in high school. This conclusion led me to think that an investigation of school-based mentoring literature would be important given that adolescents spend most of their time in school and mentoring in schools may provide a form of social support leading to high school success.

**Conceptual Framework**

A conceptual theory that draws on both cognitive and behavior influences relevant to mentoring is that of social learning theory. Learning occurs through social interactions and influences from those with whom one comes in contact. Through social interactions learning occurs and meaning is constructed from these interactions (Vygotsky, 1978). There are numerous opportunities for adolescents to enhance their social learning through their interactions
with peers. Peer mentoring relationships is one way in which to enhance the social learning in school. Social learning theories are based on the idea that people learn indirectly by observing and modeling the behaviors with whom the person identifies (Bandura, 1977). In school-based peer mentoring, peers observe their peers behaving in specific ways and seek to emulate these peers. Peer support is a crucial part of the learning process for adolescents, especially through modeling (Bowers-Campbell, 2008). Modeling, along with other social interaction, creates an opportunity for adolescents to engage in active learning. “Social activities allow students to express and develop their understandings with peers as they pursue projects through conversations that stimulate examining and expanding their understandings” (Sherman & Kurshan, 2005, p. 12). Through peer-to-peer mentoring, social learning theory is evident as the ongoing assimilation of skills and confidence is built. This allows individuals to engage in new behaviors independently with success.

**Psychosocial Theoretical Frameworks**

**Erikson.** The social learning theory of Erik Erikson is one framework through which to view school-based mentoring in relation to adolescents and the importance of social skill acquisition. Erikson described the impact of social experiences across the lifespan. In Erikson’s (1968) psychosocial learning theory, he explained that the development of the ego identity through a progression of stages that an individual progresses through. The development of the ego identity is the sense of self that is developed through social interactions and is constantly changing, according to Erikson, through new experiences, interactions and information that is acquired. The formation of this ego identity is particularly important during adolescence and provides the adolescent with a cohesive sense of self that will allow the individual to progress through each stage and achieve the final stage of development. The description of Erikson’s
stages focused on developing competency and new learning both which are needed for development. The psychosocial learning comes from the successful adaptation of the ego but this must be reaffirmed and nurtured continuously (Erikson, 1968). Adolescents who engage in positive social learning experience a sense of proficiency in their skills. Negative experiences cause the individual to emerge with a sense of inadequacy. For each stage, there is an opportunity for adolescents to be exposed to additional social learning activities.

From this perspective, peer mentors provide direction and guidance surrounding expectations of the roles of a student and prosocial functioning of an adolescent. Targeted skill development can occur in a supportive and encouraging manner through peer-to-peer interactions. As a result, adolescents absorb these norms and engage in practicing positive prosocial behaviors and activities. For Erikson’s social learning theory to be applied appropriately to a mentoring relationship, it is ideal for the mentoring relationship to exist beyond a year in length. Studies have shown that the positive effects on youth outcomes became progressively stronger as relationships lasted for longer periods of time and were greatest when relationships were maintained for at least one year (Grossman, Chan, Schwarts, & Rhodes, 2012; Grossman & Rhodes, 2002; Rhodes, 2001; Sparks, 2010). This type of extended period provides the time for the movement through the stages of industry and ego identity formation and provides evidence of the adolescent engaging in the application of social skills required for mastery of these stages.

**Coleman.** While James Coleman did not necessarily build on Erikson’s theories, like Erikson, he did ascribe to the importance of sustained relationships and connections within social groups. The foundation to Coleman’s theory (1988) was that strong sustained relationships with parents represent a critical resource for developing adolescents. Coleman (1988) described
*social capital* as the value that is created by generating relationships with others engaging in processes of trust and reciprocity.

The foundation of social capital occurs when parents are positively involved in adolescent’s lives responding in a reciprocal relationship with trust and affection. Coleman asserted that social capital as a process serves as a mechanism to transmit the effects of human capital from parents to children. Coleman (1988) theorized that parents have human capital that they can invest in their children through positive interactions. Additionally, the cognitive skills and employment experience that parents have allows them to further invest in adolescents creating a cycle of human capital. Mentoring can be an important component in promoting self-esteem and helping youth develop into independent and successful adults. The cornerstone of Coleman’s theory is that the positive parent relationships, along with mentoring relationships, allow for “closure of the social structure . . . permits the existence of effective norms and also for another form of social capital: the trustworthiness of social structures that allow the proliferation of obligations and expectations” (Coleman, 1988, p. 107). In the situations where mentoring exists within the school setting and a parent is not available, is not present, or is lacking in skills, youth benefit because mentors provide necessary supports that are otherwise absent or weak.

Other researchers have built upon Coleman, finding that mentoring does not occur in isolation. “Parents, teachers, mentors, and other services providers . . . are all important agents in helping to develop youth. Each needs to understand and practice methods for support the development of healthy identities” (Ferguson & Snipes, 1994, p.22). Research shows that “supportive older adults . . . can lead to positive outcomes among youth living in high-risk circumstances” (Rhodes, Reddy, Rofman, & Grossman, 2005, p. 147). Both Erikson and Coleman believed that social learning allows for mentoring to contribute to creating a legacy of social capital
skills that one person passes on to the next. Mentoring assists youth in becoming self-sufficient, experiencing educational achievement and attaining social/emotional well-being. Future generational outcomes happen not only at school, but within an “ecosystem of learning in the home, at the computer, on athletic fields and in community clubs, churches, museums theaters, and a variety of other places” (McCluskey & Treffinger, 1998, p. 86). Mentoring allows the facilitation of social learning that is carried over into many of these experiences. While both Erikson and Coleman supported social learning, their theories extend across the lifespan and did not seem to fully address the short term assimilation of social behaviors that allow an individual’s overall success and achievement in the educational setting.

**Bandura.** Albert Bandura’s (1977) Social Learning Theory focuses on the internalization of modeled social behaviors and explains the mentoring relationship. According to Bandura’s, the mentor is the *model* and the mentee is the *observer*. Bandura claims that the highest level of observational learning happens when the observer, or mentee in this case, practices the social behavior symbolically, and then reenacts it in other situations (Bandura, 1977). In Bandura’s framework the observer, or mentee, is more likely to adopt and imitate the modeled behavior if they are similar to the model, in this case, the mentor. This theory may help influence the implementation of mentoring programs, pairing of mentors to mentees, and how the mentoring relationships should be developed.

Bandura defined mentoring as “exposure to actual or symbolic models who exhibit useful skills and strategies that raise the observer’s beliefs in their own capabilities” (Bandura, 1997, p. 93). Peer mentoring provides a vehicle in which youth transitioning into the high school setting can develop a sense of belonging and competency by internalizing the values and norms that are socially expected of the high school student. Given that peer influence is especially
strong in adolescence, peer bonding meets important social needs, in particular with vulnerable adolescents who find themselves disconnected with family, peers and school (Seita & Brendttro, 2005). According to Quigley (2004), young people who are considered high risk will naturally seek those with whom they can relate, especially if they feel wanted by a person or a group. Upperclassmen are in the unique position of having experienced the transition and can provide support and encouragement to incoming students. Bandura’s ideas can be applied to students who model the behaviors of those around them. Students who are struggling with behavior or social skills can learn behavioral skills by watching and imitating other people they admire. A wide variety of classroom and school related behaviors can be facilitated, strengthened, learned through modeling, imitation, and observation (Quigley, 2004). Peer mentors encourage, model, and teach students specific skills to assist them in becoming successful through inclusion in activities, observation, and imitation of appropriate social behaviors necessary for success in the high school system.

Bandura (1977) believed self-efficacy determines one’s behavior and well-being. Self-efficacy refers to the personal belief in one’s own ability to organize and manage a successful course of action. Bandura’s (1977) explained self-efficacy as the personal belief in one’s ability to plan and create specific outcomes. The ability to cope with or overcome adverse situations determines the extent in which to make an effort to do so. Individuals determine how much personal commitment to invest, effort to expend, and how long to remain persistent (Bandura, 1977). Many individuals cite self-efficacy as directly correlated to positive experiences within mentoring relationships (Parra, DuBois, Neville, Pugh-Lilly, & Povinelli, 2002). Peer mentoring provides an opportunity for students to be engaged in positive relationships that increase the self-efficacy of students who have low social skills and low esteem when transitioning into the high
school setting. Modeling and imitation allows for students to engage in collaborative decisions, express empathy, and deepen their perspectives (Krueger, 1992; Wentzel & Caldwell, 1997). Successful interaction and relationships with peers can facilitate the social skills and confidence of students including those of the peer mentor (Garringer & MacRae, 2008). These can contribute to building “knowledge bases that help them [students] navigate social situations” (Tate, 2006, p. 215). Bandura’s theory may explain how adolescents rely on mentorships to develop their ability to become motivated and create positive growth in their life.

Bandura’s Social Learning Theory is based on the idea that people construct a reality similar to what they see around them. Additionally, this reality becomes reinforced by what an individual observes of those around him or her who are most similar to him or her (Copple & Bredekamp, 2009). This theory of social learning implies that if an adolescent lives in a family of poverty, for example, where no one has graduated from high school and a limited work ethic is observed, then this behavior will be imitated. However, it also allows for the different opportunities and experiences that individuals may become exposed to as they construct this reality. The thought of contributing to others and improving one’s situation or environment is not directly considered by Bandura despite his reference to self-efficacy.

Bandura’s ideas can easily be applied to students who model the behaviors of those around them involved in mentoring programs. Many students involved in mentoring programs are first generation high school or college graduates breaking cycles of low academic achievement, poverty, and low motivation. Adults such as teachers, mentors and coaches who have encouraged, modeled, and taught students specific skills to assist them in becoming successful allow students the opportunity to observe and imitate appropriate social behaviors in the educational system necessary for success and acceptance. Bandura (1977) refers to this
concept as modelling. When mentees interact with mentors, they are socialized and as a result, adopt what has been observed from the mentor. Additionally, this theory applies to the student mentor who is engaging in a leadership role and extending him/herself into a role of empathy, support, and encouragement.

**Gilligan.** While Carol Gilligan has criticized Erikson’s stages specifically regarding adolescent identity formation, she may have important contributions around the development of relationships and social capital. Erikson’s stages, she claimed, largely ignore the importance of relationship and shows “the interference of human life and reliance of people on one another… [is] largely unrepresented” (1987, p. 68). Gilligan also suggested that Erikson does not place enough emphasis on the female in his stages of identity formation. Erikson did not believe that there were significant differences between males and females in adolescent development so did not address differences such as male and female gender role development. Gilligan noted female identity is integrated in the cultural norms and in establishing close intimate relationships. The gender differences in identity formation are keys to her argument against Erikson’s; however, they do not negate the idea of the social learning that takes place in the stage of Erikson’s theory that corresponds with adolescence. In fact, these gender differences in identity formation provide an area in which to expand Erikson’s ideas and an arena in which to highlight the psychosocial aspects of social learning for adolescents as they develop their identities and fulfill their roles. A majority of Gilligan’s work is centered on the development of caring behaviors among peers.
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Common Forms of Mentoring

Issues of accessibility and support for vulnerable populations have created a need for mentoring programs where youth are during the majority of their time. While many youth are involved in site-based activities, high school youth are not typically involved in afterschool programs outside of their home school of attendance (Lauver, Akiba, Wilkerson, Apthorp, Snow, and Martin-Glen, 2006). This explains the reason why, to date, 70% of site-based mentoring programs are school-based (Karcher, Kupermire, Portwood, Sipe, & Taylor, 2006). Schools provide the convenience and environment for mentors and mentees to develop and sustain relationships in a protected and structured setting for both the mentors and mentees. They also provide a perfect context for developmental mentoring because of the availability of volunteer mentors, the availability of a regular place to meet, and the opportunity for school personnel to assist in providing a structure the mentoring (Karcher, et al., 2002a). In my experience, a school’s mentoring program provides a setting for training of mentors and mentees, ongoing support structures, and a location for overall supervision and implementation of the mentorship.

School-based mentoring programs assume a variety of formats. One-to-one mentoring programs typically consist of an adult mentor matched to a youth. In one-to-one mentoring relationships, an older, more experienced person voluntarily gives time to teach, support, and encourage a younger person (Courtney, 2000). Traditionally, this has been one of the most common mentoring matches investigated by researchers in school-based mentorships (Herrera, 1999). In my investigation, school-based one-to-one mentorships has been clearly identified as the most common. However, because studies and research surrounding other forms of mentoring appear to be limited, it is difficult to know for certain if this form of mentoring is, in fact, the
most common. Additionally, there is limited research regarding national and state statistics on peer mentor and peer mentee involvement in mentoring programs at the high school level between ninth grade students and upperclassmen.

School-based mentoring occurs at the school site and either during or after school hours and includes activities such as tutoring, playing sports, or engaging in other activities or games (Herrera, 2004). School-based mentoring also can include job shadowing and college and career exploration. Online mentoring occurs over the Internet. This form of mentoring allows relationships to be developed through exchanging online communications. This can allow youth to develop technology skills, connect with a mentor around a potential careers or special project (Sinclair, 2013). Group mentoring relationships are where more than one young person is matched with one or more mentors. Here the mentor/s and mentee engage in a variety of activities including tutoring, career exploration, life skill development, sports, games, and other forms of entertainment (Jekielek, Moore, & Hair, 2002).

Included in the research about one-to-one school-based mentorships were the following primary elements: time to develop meaningful connection, frequency of contact, continuity and longevity (de Anda 2001; Dubois, Holloway, Valentine, and Cooper, 2002, Grossman & Rhodes, 2002; Schultz, 1999). It has been found that one-to-one mentorships are generally only successful when reasonable efforts are made to match mentors and mentee after the consideration of social and cultural contexts (Salinas & Reyes, 2004; Guetzloe, 1997). One-to-one mentoring works best when matches meet for at least four hours a month and relationships remain intact for at least one year (Grossman et al., 2012). Youth mentoring programs face the demand of establishing mentoring matches that will last long enough for the youth to gain benefits that quality relationships with mentors can produce. Grossman and Rhodes (2002)
indicated that youth may benefit most from matches that are at least one year in length, however, most school-based mentoring programs generally result in relatively short matches, culminating at the end of the school year. I have found that it is often difficult to recruit volunteers to commit beyond the regular school year, and students are involved in other activities during the summer and find it difficult to maintain contact with their mentors. The benefits of this type of mentoring program do not appear to persist beyond the school year (Aseltine, Dupre, & Lamlein, 2000). The research does not seem to specifically address the duration or quality of high school mentorships, instead grouping all school-based mentorships within one category. While this study was less than a year, the mentorships in this study are designed to last for two years.

Online mentoring is a form of school-based mentoring typically used at the college level that occurs online between mentor and mentee in the form of email, instant messaging, audio, video conferencing, and online discussion boards. While online mentoring exists as a form of mentoring, it typically is not used at the high school level for various reasons. First, it is difficult to recruit and maintain strong volunteers into a program that they have not grown up with (O’Neill, 2001). As comfort with technology increases, it is likely that the ability to recruit strong volunteers into online mentoring will also increase. As more adults are familiar with technology such as email and chat rooms, this may change and competent volunteers may be more available to engage in this form of mentoring (Woodward, Freddolino, & Wishart, 2013).

At this time more traditional forms of volunteerism and mentoring are easier to execute by schools because they are more familiar to current volunteer pools and prospective mentors. Volunteers must overcome the uncertainty of how online mentoring looks and works (O’Neill, 2001). There are a variety of organizations that sponsor online mentoring programs. However, these are associate with a cost. Schools may or may not have a budget for to participate in this.
As part of designing online peer mentoring, schools must consider if they have the technology or the structure to monitor and provide support and training for mentors and mentees to supervise an online-mentoring program (O’Neil, Gomez, & Louis, 1996; Stepanek, Gates, & Parsley, 2013). Sinclair (2013) defined mentoring, also, as a “nurturing process” (p. 79) where mentoring functions are carried out within the context of an ongoing, caring relationship between mentor and mentee. Based on Sinclair’s definition, this type of relationship is difficult to develop with the at-risk adolescent in the online environment. At-risk adolescents often require face-to-face interactions for positive relationship building. Beneficial effects are expected only to the extent that the mentor and youth create a strong connection and relationship that is characterized by mutuality, trust, and empathy (Spencer, 2007). For such a bond to develop, mentors and mentees are likely to need to spend time together on a consistent basis over some significant period of time (Spencer, 2007). Additionally, this form of mentoring is not generally viable for the at-risk student due to economic barriers related to accessing computers or other forms of technology. Specifically, for high school students, there are many barriers associated with student access to the required technology or knowing how to use it, issues associated with isolation and failure to log in regularly to communicate online often exist (Muilenburg & Berge, 2005). Panitz (1999) reported “technology can never replace the affective nature of education created by face-to-face interaction between students and between students and teachers” (p. 1). Studies have reported positive outcomes with online mentoring, such as immediate feedback and flexibility of timing and increased opportunities for interaction (Cravens, 2003; Ensher, Heun, & Blanchard, 2003; O’Dwyer, Carey, & Kleiman, 2007; Ku, Akarasriworn, Glassmeyer, Mendoza, & Rice, A. 2011). However, for at-risk students, there are problems associated with access to technology, knowing how to use the technology, lack of motivation, failure to use the discussion
boards, and further isolation from others (Corderoy & Lefore, 1997; Hart & Gilding, 1997, Ku, et al. 2007).

In terms of studies of online mentorships at the high school level, there is a lack of research at the high school level and an absence of investigation into online mentorships with mentors and mentees who are considered at-risk high school students. What is known is for the at-risk high school student is the need for face-to-face meetings both due to the desire for face-to-face interactions as well as for effective mentoring (Phelan, Davidson, Locke, & Thanh, 1992). “At-risk students encounter more troubles outside of school and are more easily distracted from their schoolwork. As a result, they desire more face-to-face contact” (Phelan, et al., 1992). The benefit of face-to-face mentoring is that it allows participants to build authentic connections, learn each other’s personalities, and create personal meanings.

Group mentoring programs can be found in both school-based and community based mentoring programs. Common community based programs are found in the form of scouts, 4-H, Boys and Girls Clubs and other similar skills-training, team sports, and outdoor adventure programs where one or more adults meet with young people in specific time slots on a regular basis. Group mentoring where one or more adults or experts engage with mentees, also is found in the college setting, businesses, and elementary and middle schools. In group mentoring, the group generally has a common purpose or mission (Rhodes, 2002). While there appears to be little reported in the literature regarding group mentorships specific to school-based setting and high school students, group mentoring may be particularly helpful to adolescents in the promotion of positive social interactions (Bandy & Moore, 2010; Herrera, Vang, & Gale, 2002). Youth and mentors report, in the literature, that youth improve their ability to work with peers (Karcher, 2007). “Some youth become less shy and inhibited, improve their conversation skills,
become more considerate or showed improved in their ability to manager anger and conflict. Both mentors and peers appear to play a role in bringing about these changes” (Herrera et al., 2002, p. v). Group mentoring may have the following limitations: lack of single personal one-to-one relationship, keeping costs low for activities, behavioral problems of mentees affecting others, and difficulty ensuring all mentees receive equitable time and attention (Herrera et al., 2002).

Similar research conducted by Eby (1997) expanded on the idea of group mentoring and included interteam, intrateam, and professional association mentoring. This team mentoring occurs when teams of individuals work together to help other individuals develop their capacity within or across teams. Professional association group mentoring occurs when a professional association mentors a mentee through various methods such as building social and business networking (Dansky, 1996). The team mentoring form of group mentoring is exclusive because the mentoring “emerges from the dynamics of the group as a whole, rather than the relationships with any one person” (Dansky, 1996, p. 7). Team mentoring appears in school-based settings most commonly at the college level, but can be seen in the high school level and can be present in professional academic groups such as National Honor Societies, National Forensic League, and others. Literature surrounding team mentoring at the high school level appears to be limited to specific clubs or groups designated towards average to above average students’ growth of academic skills and college-bound potential.

**School-based Mentoring**

Research surrounding school-based mentoring (SBM) indicates positive outcomes across three academic and behavioral areas: academics, risk behaviors, and psychosocial development (Jekielek, et al., 2002). For the purpose of this discussion, *positive outcomes, of those who have*
been mentored, as mentioned prior, refers to increases in academic performance including improvements in students’ homework turn-in, classroom participation, and formative and summative assessments. Additionally, positive outcomes will show increases in psychosocial development outcomes include an improved self-esteem, increased sense of social and personal competency, and school connectedness. School connectedness has been defined throughout the literature in a variety of ways. For the adolescent, school connectedness is described as “being close to people” and “feeling a part of” the school atmosphere and social contexts (Resnick, et al., 1997, p. 825).

A variety of studies have been designed to focus on the impact of behavioral and social outcomes for students in 6th through 12th grades who are involved in school-based mentoring programs. According to most of the research surrounding the purpose of mentoring, the main interventions for the mentees revolve around the idea of improving self-esteem and social skills (Green, Mitchell, & Taylor, 2011, p. 116). Studies have identified that positive academic performance including increased school attendance and a more positive attitude has been attributed to positive mentoring relationships (Green et al., 2011; Karcher, 2009). The research indicates that peer mentor relationships lead younger students to feel more competent about their place at school. High school students who feel better about themselves and their school; will want to be at school and become involved in activities both in and out of the classroom (Deci, et al., 1991; McNeely, Nonnemaker, & Blum 2002; Schaps, Battistich, & Solomon, 2004). Students who are at school more regularly engage in the habits, routines and expected behaviors that incorporate into their school identity (Blum, 2005; Goodenow & Grady, 1993; Noddings, 1996).
Psychosocial Outcomes

While academic achievement is often the goal of a school-based mentoring program, the psychosocial outcomes related to mentoring appear to be the primary benefits for students who participate in school-based mentoring programs (King et al., 2002; Portwood Ayer, Waris, & Wise, 2005). Gordon, Downey, and Bangert (2013) explain that school-based mentoring programs “reduce the number of students’ discipline infractions as well as improve students’ attendance, self-confidence, engagement in academics and a sense of connectedness” (p. 234). The process of assimilation of the expected social classroom behaviors, which occurs through mentoring, leads to feelings of competency and increased self-esteem. These ideas are supported throughout the literature. When students receive peer supports such as esteem enhancement, cognitive appraisal and emotional support (Munsch & Blyth, 1993), they develop a sense of school connectedness (Gordon, et al., 2013; King, Vidourck, David, & McClellan, 2002; Portwood, et al., 2005).

If students who are at-risk develop a sense of school connectedness, resolving issues of attendance and lack of student motivation, the development of self-confidence and competency may be modeled, which can lead to social growth (Rhodes, 2002; Schaps et al., 2004). This social growth encourages students to engage in more socially appropriate behaviors necessary for classroom success and later, academic achievement. One question that appears to be unaddressed in the literature is how peer mentors within the high school experience grow in esteem, connectedness, and confidence through providing guidance and leadership to other less experienced peers. Additionally, students who are mentoring others may also be developing a sense of social growth and leadership, thus increasing their own confidence, competency, and connectedness to their school.
Gordon et al. (2013) countered the information outlining the positive effects of participation in school-based mentoring programs on students’ academic performance and prosocial peer relationships by citing evidence found in a variety of studies (Dappen & Isernhagen, 2006; Herrera, 1999, 2004; Matinek, Schilling, & Johnson, 2001; Portwood et al., 2005). Some researchers cited inconclusive results regarding the impact of school-based mentoring programs. It is important to consider inconclusive results or contrasting evidence when exploring this topic and seek to address concerns or questions that have remained unanswered. A main reason for inconclusive results is directly related to the limited ability to provide youth with a mentor for an extended period of time in school-based mentoring programs. For example, school-based mentorships generally last a school year and may or may not continue into the next school year. Such a mentorship lasting a limited duration is related to little significant improvement in mentees’ academic, social, and substance use outcomes (Jekeilek, Moore, Hair, & Scarupa, 2002). The lack of commitment or follow-through by a mentor can be damaging to the at-risk adolescent (Karcher, 2006; Rhodes, 2002). Downey and Feldman (1996) reported that if adolescents have identified with their mentor and have developed a relationship and connection to their mentor “feelings of rejection and disappointment . . . can lead to a host of negative emotional, behavioral and academic outcomes” (p. 59) if the mentorship ends prematurely. Future research and training focused on the support of mentors and the prevention of premature mentorship termination will assist in shoring up mentorship programs focusing on adolescents. Rhodes (2002) identified ways to avoid limitations of mentorships in order to make consistent positive impacts on students. These include focusing on the strong advantages of school-based mentorship programs: increased supervision and training available for mentors and mentees, increased safety for mentors and mentees, increased numbers of volunteers available,
increased focus on direct student needs, and increased opportunities to reach high-risk youth and families (Rhodes, 2002).

Academic achievement is intertwined with the psychosocial development of young people; thus the implication is that, in order for students to achieve academically, they must develop social competence in the classroom (Rhodes, Spencer, Keller, Liang, & Noam, 2006). Mentoring relationships lead to classroom social competence by reducing disciplinary action, improving attendance, self-confidence and engagement, as well as a sense of connectedness (Gordon et al., 2013). Two variables that provides a buffer against stress and contribute to adjustment and development are social identity and support networks (Clark, 1991). Students who are less stressed are better able to adapt to the school environment. Cross-age peer mentoring assists youth in establishing and maintaining healthy relationships, expressing feelings and emotions, and developing self-esteem (Williams, 2011). Feeling socially supported in one’s school environment seems to encompass a large part of building academic resilience and encouraging positive educational outcomes for not only at-risk students, but all students.

There are a variety of studies found in the academic literature supporting the value of mentor programs. Mentoring, in its various forms, has proven to be effective with many different types of youth, including youth considered at-risk (Davidson & Redner, 1998; Karcher, 2005; McLearn, Colasanto, Schoen, & Shapiro, 1998). A primary purpose of mentoring, as described in the research, is that it is often utilized as an intervention for students classified as at-risk. The process of mentoring is intended to strengthen individuals who are considered at-risk by providing a personal connection with a mentor who is connected to at-risk youth and by establishing a personal relationship. Throughout the literature, the term at-risk has various definitions and applications in education, but is commonly associated with youth who do not
master the basic academic, vocational, social, and behavioral skills required to function
successfully in school, in the workplace, and in the community and “who lack the support to
navigate developmental tasks successfully” (Keating et al., 2002, p. 1).

In the school environment, mentoring assumes the form of a supportive relationship
between a mentor and a mentee that is based on trust, communication, and shared understandings
and behaviors key to being a successful student (Freedman, 2008). This trust and
communication is based on the sharing of personal identities and stories as well the mentor
providing guidance, direction, and explicit instruction in the acquisition of social roles. The
mentor provides guidance and support for the mentee to develop their fullest potential based on a
vision for the future. Student-to-student cross-age peer mentoring programs promote the
psychosocial development of both adolescent mentors and mentees by developing social skills,
experiences, and interpersonal support that promotes self-esteem and connectedness to the school
(Karcher, Holcomb, & Zambrano, 2008). Studies show that individual students’ feelings of
being connected to school are influenced by their peers (Cappella, Neal, & Sahu, 2012; Resnick
et al., 1993; Tarhan, Ayyildiz, Ogunc, & Sesen, 2013; Urdan & Schoenfelder, 2006).

From a developmental perspective, peer mentoring serves to promote social networks and
a sense of belonging that helps adolescents develop stronger connectedness to with others. It is
this connectedness that facilitates the social development of adolescents and, in turn, academic
growth (Karcher, 2009). Feeling socially supported in one’s school environment “encompasses a
large part of building academic resilience and encouraging positive educational outcomes for at-
risk students” (Richman, Rosenfeld, Bowen, 1998, p. 311). Social support serves two main
functions: it contributes to social adjustment and development and it provides a buffer against
stress (Clark, 1991). Additionally, “Mentoring programs work to ensure that youth can establish
and maintain healthy relationships and that they are able to express feelings and emotions and
develop healthy self-esteem” (Williams, 2011, p. 59). For the adolescent, student mentorships
serve unique needs that are otherwise unmet or need additional emphasis, re-teaching, or support.
Issues of attendance, student motivation and the development of self-confidence, and
competency are areas in which mentors may model appropriate behaviors that lead to social
growth and academic achievement through social learning (Hair, Jager, & Garrett, 2002). The
social characteristics related to learning describe how adolescents navigate social learning
contexts that can be conceptualized to include interpersonal skills and learning-related skills.
The interpersonal skills needed by adolescents refer to the youth knowing how to respond
competently in social situations, interacting positively with others, acting in a respectful manner,
sharing with others, and engaging in in cooperative acts (Masten, Roisman, Long, Burt,
Obradovic, & Riley, 2005). Masten et al (2005) have identified that interpersonal skills are key
for peer acceptance, social competence and social adjustment throughout childhood and
adolescence (Masten, et al., 2005).

Mentoring provides an important role in the arena of social learning related to how youth
can develop the skills and behaviors to be successful in school. The issues related to social
learning are those separate from those of student achievement. Behaviors such as cooperation,
self-advocacy, and attendance, active listening, following directions, and working with adults are
important skills necessary for long term success that relate to positive outcomes for youth.
Positive academic performance including increased school attendance and a more positive
attitude about school are shown to be related to school-based mentoring relationships (McNeely
& Falci, 2004). Students also report a decrease or prevention of negative behaviors such as
delinquency and substance abuse (Jekielek, et al., 2002; Karcher, 2007; LoSciuto, Townsend,
Rajala, & Taylor, 1996). Finally, mentoring enhances many aspects of the mentees social and emotional development including positive social attitudes, social competence with others, increased self-esteem, and self-confidence. Mentors can either supplement or substitute for supports that parents are either unable, ill-equipped or not present to provide the adolescent with the skills he or she needs (Hair, et al., 2002). Mentors can provide supports to mentees with skills in areas such as organization, communication, relationship building, and self-esteem development.

In *The Nurture of Assumption*, Harris (1998) reviewed decades of research surrounding social behavioral and medical studies on the lasting impact of peers on children. She concluded that peers have the greatest impact on the lives that adolescents lead and on the adults that they turn out to be. The research has shown that mentoring of adolescents indicates positive outcomes across three primary behavioral areas: academics, risk behaviors, and psychosocial development (Brody, 1991; Deutsch & Spencer, 2009; Dubois, et al., 2002; Jekielek, et al., 2002). Such outcomes show that mentoring provides more than academic skill development and serves an important role in supporting students. Studies have shown that mentoring enhances many aspects of the mentee’s social and emotional development including positive social attitudes, increased self-esteem, and self-confidence (Brody, 1991; Dubois, et al., 2002; Jekielek, et al., 2002). Promoting social and emotional development improves the outcomes for both mentors and mentees. Mentors are key to providing these supports to mentees. Such supports to social-emotional development include emotional regulation, esteem enrichment, cognitive assessment and emotional support (Munsch & Blyth, 1993). Other early studies identified mentoring supports to include: emotional regulation, self-esteem enhancement, situational perceptions, and social-emotional support (Dubois, et al., 2002; Jekielek, et al., 2002; Munsch &
Blyth, 1993). Given the significance of peer relationships the connections with peers in the high school setting are critical during the transition from middle school. Through supportive and successful relationships with non-parental adults, adolescents can receive emotional support, advice and guidance about various subjects that may not be completely addressed by parents (Allen, Aber, & Leadbeater, 1990).

Positive prosocial behavior with peers is a milepost of social competence throughout childhood and adolescence. The involvement of adolescents in prosocial activities serves the function of developing their awareness of the social norms and standards of the community in which they live (Lam, 2012). Adolescent demonstrations of prosocial behaviors and skills are related to peer acceptance and approval. Eisenberg, Fabes, and Spinard (2006) provide evidence that youth who spend time with prosocial peers are likely to adopt the prosocial norms of their competent peers. Through time with peers, Bandura (1986) identified that behavior patterns are observed, identified, and imitated. Here, prosocial behaviors are acquired and transmitted. Students displaying consistently positive prosocial behaviors have been shown to increased intellectual outcomes, including academic grades and standardized test scores (Kaloom, Behlol, Kayani, & Kaini, 2012). Cross-age peer mentoring appears to be to be a significant format for developing prosocial skills among students.

Mentoring allows the facilitation of social learning that is carried over into many of the experiences universal to an adolescent’s development. The modeling of prosocial skills by peer mentors addresses the efforts to increase students’ success by fostering positive outcomes for adolescents through school-based mentoring programs. Studies have been designed to focus on the impact of behavioral and social outcomes for students sixth through twelfth grades involved in school-based mentoring programs (Gordon et al., 2013; Grossman & Johnson, 1999; Karcher,
These studies have looked at outcomes but have not addressed the specifics of high school mentors and mentees. However, participants of school-based mentoring programs have had significantly fewer unexcused absences, higher scores on self-reports of school connectedness and significantly less discipline referrals (Gordon et al., 2013). The connectedness that students may experience through mentoring provides students with an understanding of the school system leading to positive school outcomes. Students involved in school-based mentoring programs have increased connection to school as a student because they understand the expectations at school (Karcher, 2005). This connectedness appears to raise the motivation for engaging in prosocial skills by students (Karcher, 2005). Prosocial skills are key to the foundation of overall school success for the high school student.

**Synthesis of Research Findings**

Mentoring with intentional partnerships that explicitly models and teaches social skills related to being a successful student result in positive learning gains for both peer mentors and mentees and allows adolescents to be on the track toward self-efficacy. For the student transitioning from the middle school setting, such peer mentorship may prove to be a critical role in the adolescent’s development of key prosocial skills leading to high school success (Karcher et al., 2008). It is the social learning that will ultimately allow the adolescent to move successfully forward in the high school environment. Without internalizing the social skills that are expected for adolescents when they are participating in the educational system, student have little hope of success (Wehby, Symons, & Canale, 1998). The at-risk student often does not have these skills when entering the public high school (Kennelly & Monrad, 2007; Neild, 2009, Wehby, Symons, & Canale, 1998). According to Burke (2008), in some cases the students never have internalized these behaviors or social skills in elementary or middle school. In these
situations, students are receiving an initial exposure when entering the high school system. For others, they have forgotten the expectations and need explicit teaching and direction in the form of modeling, imitation, and teaching side-by-side a more experienced individual from their peer group (Vygotsky, 1978). For the student providing mentoring, positive psychosocial outcomes may be realized as well.

Working with an older, more experienced peer may strengthen a positive transition to the social and academic setting of the high school. Using peer mentors, rather than relying solely on teacher-directed instruction, is an effective and efficient model of social skill instruction. “If students could be taught and then, in turn, teach their peers appropriate social skills, more students in less amount of time could receive training in social skills, a content area often neglected, yet needed by a larger proportion with and without disabilities” (Prater, Serna, & Nakamura, 1999, p 33). Available research suggests that the effects are comparable to the positive effects of those reported by youth who engage in service and community learning (e.g., Snyder, Clary, & Stukas, 2000). Other important research indicates that cross-age peer mentoring accomplishes a key goal of enhancing important social characteristics of learning (Sawyer, 2001; Madsen, Smith, & Feeman, 1988).

In today’s educational system, few schools offer programs that adequately transition middle school students into the high school setting nor keep them actively involved and engaged as they transition from the freshman level to upperclassman. Many studies show that students’ experiences during their freshman year of high school will often determine their success during high school and beyond (Dedmond, 2006; Kennelly & Monrad, 2007; Neild, 2009; Williams & Richman, 2007). At-risk students often experience difficulty adjusting to high school and acquiring the social and academic skills necessary for pursuing advanced and education and
training (Richman, et al., 1998). This information, found through the literature, show that the high school years are critical to the overall success of students and that programs must be in place to facilitate the transition from middle school to high school and continue throughout the high school years.

The social characteristics related to learning describe how adolescents navigate social learning contexts that can be conceptualized to include interpersonal skills and learning-related skills. *Interpersonal skills* refers to the ability to perform competently in social situations, including interacting prosocially with others. Prosocial skills with others includes: cooperating, sharing, and engaging in respecting peers (Masten, et al., 2005). Researchers have found that interpersonal skills are important for peer acceptance and social adjustment throughout childhood and adolescence (Masten, et al., 2005). I am interested in the development of prosocial skills, social capital, and school connectedness as an outcome of peer mentoring on the high school peer mentor. Additionally, I am interested in how peer mentors benefit from peer mentoring.

**Critique of Previous Research**

Willis, Bland, Manka, and Craft (2012) showed the potential for cross-age peer mentoring to promote socially responsible relationships among youth; however, there is an absence of literature regarding peer group mentoring of high school students mentoring other high school students. Karcher (2005) claimed that cross-age peer mentoring is the fastest growing model of school-based mentoring programs. Here, the mentoring program is structured around pairing an older youth with a younger youth. Typically, a high school-aged youth is paired or matched with an elementary or middle school-aged child (Karcher, 2007). Although there are case studies available on this form of mentoring, they typically discuss cross-age peer
mentoring in which there are several years’ difference between the mentor and the mentee rather than focusing on peer mentoring within the same school between an upperclassmen and lowerclassmen acting as mentor and mentee. There is limited literature addressing the mentoring of students transitioning into the high school setting by upperclassmen already in the high school setting with only two academic years between mentors and mentees. “Mentoring provides an avenue for motivation. Older students are great sources of inspiration for the younger [students]” (Green et al., 2011, p. 12). Various studies have been conducted showing the positive impact of regular education mentors working with special education students both who are younger and who are of the same relative peer group (e.g., Lawson, 2014). Some researchers suggested the positive effects of specific cross-age peer mentors in specific arenas such as mentoring in music and art programs (Kohlhauf, Stahl, & Wachholz, 2006). These programs are indicative of my investigation of the literature into mentoring within very specific subject matters or programs within the school setting. A gap in the literature is present when considering the mentoring of the ninth grade student transitioning into the high school by an upper classman – an eleventh or twelfth grader. While studies exist indicating the effects on adult mentors, limited numbers of studies are available on the positive effects of those participating as a high school mentor.

**Chapter 2 Summary**

This chapter provided a broad overview of the general history of mentoring in the United States including the type of mentoring programs found in school-based program. Additionally, mentoring research and theoretical frameworks have been discussed. The literature indicates that mentoring is a useful intervention strategy for at-risk youth but also provides strong reciprocal effects to the youth mentor in terms of psychosocial outcomes.
Most of the literature focuses on traditional models of adult to youth, one-to-one mentoring models. Additionally, some research has discussed mentoring within specific disciplines such as art and music; however, these studies have been very small and unduplicated to date. The literature review did not find many studies conducted regarding peer mentoring outside of cross-age mentoring with pairings within a 2-year age difference spanning more than a between the youth mentor and mentee. Questions to pursue include the impact of mentoring on the youth mentor, the quality of training of mentor prior to the mentorship match, the support and ongoing training for mentors and recruitment of upperclassmen mentors in the high school setting. Research exploring the psychosocial outcomes for the high school youth mentors and the perceived effects as related to their own school connectedness and school success are areas necessary for future research and discussion.
Chapter 3: Methodology

Introduction to the Research Design

Research Design

This research considered the impact of mentoring on eight peer mentors and eight peer mentees from a rural high school located in Oregon. These peer mentors, while all juniors in class standing, were from varying backgrounds and volunteered to serve as peer mentors to students transitioning from the middle school to the high school. All pairings were ninth graders to eleventh graders arranged in various gender groupings: male-to-male, female-to-female, female-to-male, and male-to-female. Students’ descriptions about their experiences as mentors was focused on and their relationships with their mentees was considered in terms of how they did or did not increase their personal feelings of social capital, prosocial skills and school connectedness.

A qualitative research case study was utilized for this study. Initially, a multiple case study approach was considered and rejected. The purpose for the focus on a single case study in this research was to focus on the impact of this peer mentoring program on the mentors. In this qualitative case study, I examined the perspectives and experiences of peer mentors by including the voices of the high school students about their thoughts regarding increased connection to the school, self-esteem, and overall engagement in prosocial activities. This study applied a qualitative approach to a case study of a mentoring program and focused on the descriptions of the mentors’ experiences. The single case study allowed the use of multiple methods for data collection and analysis. Yin (1984) defines the case study research method “as an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context; when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and in which multiple sources of evidence are used” (p. 23). The primary sources in this case study were interviews.
with key participants, observations, and surveys. According to Tellis (1997) case study methodology assists in explaining both the process and outcome of a phenomenon through complete observation, reconstruction, and analysis of the case under investigation. With this under consideration, this project followed systematic research protocols in order to establish validity. I collected, analyzed, and interpreted the data. The following sections detail the purpose of the study, questions, and design, as well as the methods of collection and analysis.

**Purpose of the Study**

The central purpose of this case study was to examine the experiences of peer mentoring in a rural high school in Oregon from the perspective of the peer mentors. The secondary purpose of the study was to investigate the quality of the relationships, as perceived by mentors, related to age and gender. Student matches were based on four gender groupings: male-to-male (2 pairs); female-to-female (3 pairs); female-to-male (1 pair; female 9th grader and male 11th grader); and, male-to-female (1 pair; male 9th grader and female 11th grader). Student contacts were monitored by staff during a specifically scheduled class time and extra-curricular school activities were supervised by staff to eliminate any potential risks to participants. The staff member supervising the peer tutoring class was a classified employee with a bachelor’s degree in behavior science. Her title was behavior support specialist. She was trained in the specifics of the mentor program and provided background on peer-to-peer mentoring and the goals for the program. Additionally, she participated in the initial interviews of the potential applicants for peer mentors and the meetings for selecting the mentees. The freshman counselor was available to assist her with any necessary support she needed with the mentors and/or mentees, as well as the on-site county mental health therapist.
One aspect examined in the study was what peer mentors derive from the actual peer mentoring work in terms of relationship, school connectedness, increased self-esteem, and efficacy. The secondary aspect was to identify issues that related to dynamics involving paired students to either same or mixed-gender peer mentoring relationships. In this case study, qualitative and quantitative methods were used to understand the perceived impact of the peer-to-peer mentoring relationships on mentors through their perspectives. Surveys, interviews, and observations allowed the thoughts and perspectives of the mentors to be shared and the changes that they experienced throughout the study to be documented. High school peer mentoring refers to the mentoring of other high school students in one-to-one relationships with the primary focus on creating the prosocial and connection skills within the school setting. The mentoring focused on the prosocial skills needed in high school. This approach is supported in the literature, since peer mentoring relationships appear to raise the motivation for engaging in prosocial skills by both mentees and the mentored students (Karcher, 2007). For mentors, there have been some reported improvements in: connectedness to school, self-esteem, self-efficacy, social skills, and conflict resolution skills (Karcher, 2007). Karcher’s (2007) investigations referred to mentors increases when engaged in cross-age mentoring, typically working with elementary or middle school students rather than peers within the same school. According to Lam (2012), prosocial skills are the shared standards and expectations within the school culture that are considered desirable and appropriate. For the purpose of this case study, prosocial skills refer to skills related to school involvement, school connection, and the understandings related human capital and giving back to the school community.
Research Questions

The case study was guided by two research questions from the perspective of the peer mentor:

1) To what extent does peer mentoring increase the peer mentors’ prosocial skills of school involvement, school connection, and social capital?

2) Do mentors report identifiable differences between matches that are same gender or different gender, or differences between age differences and different gender? If so, what are the reported differences? If they do not, what are the reasons for the lack of reportable differences?

Sub-Questions

a. What is the impact or effect of mentoring on the youth mentor?

b. What effect does the quality of training of mentors prior to the mentorship match have on the mentoring relationship?

c. Why is it important to support and provide ongoing training for peer mentors?

Research Design

While peer mentoring programs exist throughout the United States and involve many youth mentors, most studies have been conducted with high school mentors working with elementary or middle school students rather than the relationships of high school youth mentoring other high school youth within the same school (Karcher, 2007). In order to capture the experiences of high school mentors, an exploratory case study research design was selected as the methodology for this research. I did not employ a multiple case study approach since I was focused on the impact of a particular mentoring program on the youth mentors. This research design was chosen because the investigation constructed meaning within a bounded
system of a specific group of individuals during a specific time frame (Yin, 2014). I was interested in how peer mentors “interpret their experiences, how they construct their worlds, and what meaning they attribute to their experiences” (Meriam, 2009, p. 5). The case study research design was the plan for addressing the research questions considered for this study because it provided the most information about the perspectives of the participants. Since each peer mentoring relationship is unique and involves experiences not only of the mentee but also of the mentor, there was a need to acquire information about the experiences of the mentors and identify if these experiences promoted self-esteem, prosocial, and social capital skills.

Interviews allowed the peer mentors to consider their experiences as peer mentors and reflect on their impact on their mentored peers.

I collected, recorded, analyzed, and interpreted data. Tools to collect data included surveys, interviews, documentation review, observation, and the collection of physical artifacts such as mentor notes of meetings with mentees. The behavior support specialist, a counselor and a freshman teacher were trained to assist in administering, and collecting the surveys. As the primary researcher, I was responsible for the coding, analyzing and interpreting of the data.

As the study progressed, it was evident that this was an exploratory case study. Yin (1984) noted exploratory case studies as those set up to explore any phenomenon in the data which serves as a point of interest to this research. For example, the research questions were created to ask “if” peer mentoring impacted mentors and “if so, how?” The research questions were intended to allow for a further examination of the phenomenon observed. In this case study also, prior studies surrounding mentoring had been reviewed before the research questions and hypotheses were considered. This initial work assisted in creating the framework for this study.
Target Population, Sampling Method and Related Procedures

The target population for this study was eight high school peer mentorships pairs—mentors and mentees. There was established research available about the benefits of peer mentoring at various ages for mentees and the impact of mentoring on adult mentors (Jeielek, Moore, & Hair, 2002). However, little was discovered in the scholarly literature or empirical studies about the potential impact of mentoring on adolescent mentors themselves serving as high school peer mentors with other high school students in peer-to-peer mentoring programs. There are studies supporting the positive effects mentoring with college age and high school mentors and younger mentees (Karcher, 2007, 2005). Studies have shown that “there is evidence that cross-age peer mentoring can have beneficial effects for both the mentees and the mentors who provide it” (Karcher, 2007, p. 7). Additionally, research exists to support the positive impact of peer modeling (Gordon, Downey, & Banger, 2013; King, Vidourck, Davis, & McClellan, 2002; Portwood, Ayers, Kinmson, Waris, & Wise, 2005). Since both lower class and upper class students are found in most high school settings, the possibility of utilizing slightly older, more experienced peers to mentor slightly younger, less experienced peers is readily available as a strategy to promote prosocial and positive social capital behaviors (Karcher, 2005).

Originally, I identified 20 pairs as the number to work with for this study and quickly realized that this would be too many to manage within a qualitative case study. With 20 mentors and 80 formal interviews, it did not seem reasonable to conduct 40 of interviews, transcribe those interviews and code them accurately within one academic semester. As a result, I decided that two pairs from each gender combination group would be manageable within a qualitative case study. Such numbers would be reasonable to collect, analyze, and code data. Although this was a small scale, single site study, it provides valuable information for further research and inquiry.
The qualitative data was rich and the interviews provided insights into the mentors’ perspectives not only about their mentees but about themselves.

Purposeful sampling was employed for this case study research. Purposeful sampling allows the sample to be selected in such a way that the researcher can discover the most possible from the data (Merriam, 2009). In this case study, peer mentors were selected for the program through an application system. This type of purposeful sampling utilized critical case sampling (Patton, 2002). Patton explained that critical case sampling is a form of purposive sampling that is useful in exploratory qualitative research where a single case study is being employed. Patton further discussed that critical case sampling can be decisive in explaining the phenomenon that is of interest to researcher. Patton (2002) explains that critical cases should not be used to make statistical generalizations. Critical cases, however, can be helpful in making logical generalizations. It is with this methodology in mind that this case study was designed.

The application that was used has been developed from a previously developed application based on The ABC’s of Mentoring, and Governor’s Mentoring Partnership (Appendix A). Applicants were selected by high school counselors based on grade point average, availability in scheduling to enroll in the peer mentoring class, interest, commitment to engage with another student, and history of attendance or involvement in school activities. Neither mentors nor mentees were students that I was acquainted with prior to their involvement with the program. Peer mentees were referred for mentoring by the middle school based on high risk characteristics as decided by the 8th grade team of core teachers along with the eighth grade counseling team. These risk factors were primarily related to a lack of prosocial school skills both related to academics and poor social skill functioning. Each at-risk incoming ninth grader possessed the following characteristics: (a) greater than 15% absenteeism, (b) multiple failing
grades, (c) no school activity or sports involvement, and (d) two or fewer friends self-identified. Once participants were identified for the study, I met with the peer mentors and mentees and provide them with an informed consent form to take home with a letter to parents/guardians (Appendix B). A parent informational meeting was held to provide general information about the goals of the peer mentoring program, research study, its purpose, and the general timeline of the design. Additionally, a copy of the informed consent was provided to parents to sign prior to the study. The consent form was given to each participant before the interview, and participants were given the opportunity to review and sign the document to secure their assent as well.

Field notes were another aspect of data collection in this case study (Appendix D). I was able to document observations, both of specific individuals and of the overall setting of the mentors and mentees during their formalized meeting times. Actual contents of the field notes included descriptions, impressions, and my comments. These notes contained information shared by the mentors that provided evidence with which to address the research questions being investigated.

Interviews are primary sources of data collection in case study research (Merriam, 2009). The respondents were all protected through the use of pseudonyms. Since all participants were minors, interviews were not videotaped. The interviews were audio recorded with the permission of participants and transcribed verbatim as soon as possible after the interviews were concluded. During the interviews, I took notes and wrote comments as they occurred to me. Additionally, I wrote any new questions or specific thoughts that occurred to me immediately following the interview. Appendices related to the interviews are found at the end of this research document. Appendix E represents the interview protocol and a list of questions for the student interview protocol.
Surveys were provided to participants and were coded with a specific number to match the number of the specific participant. Survey results were analyzed both at individual and aggregate levels. Appendix F represents the survey.

**Instrumentation**

The Hemingway Measure of Adolescent Connectedness is a measure of adolescent connectedness in the published literature (Herrera, Grossman, Kauh, Feldman, & McMaken, 2007). It has been used in a variety of research studies and has been empirically tested and found to be a valid measure of connectedness (Karcher, Holcomb, & Zambrano, 2008). This survey, in its short version, is appropriate for this study as it measures adolescents’ connection and social and school involvement. Permission to use this survey during the course of this study was secured via email correspondence from Dr. Michael Karcher who developed this instrument and is found in Appendix F.

**Data Collection**

I obtained parental consent for each participant prior to the initial meeting with the participants. Then the I met with the individual participants and reviewed the consent form with each individual participant prior to the beginning of each interview. Interviews were conducted individually. The purpose of briefly reviewing the consent form was to reassure participants that they had the opportunity to discontinue participation at any time and they could agree or disagree to participate. All interviews were held in the same location (a study room in the high school) were audio recorded and lasted no longer than 30 minutes.

The same interview protocol was used for all participants. Participants responded to 10 total questions. The interview protocol is located in Appendix E. The questions were written to determine if serving as a peer mentor promoted the participants’ prosocial skills, school
connectedness, and feelings of social capital. All interviews were audio recorded for later verbatim transcription. The interview was structured in order to allow me “to respond to the situation at hand” and to ask follow up questions during the interview to clarify situations or circumstances (Merriam, 2009, p. 90).

Participants were also given the Hemingway Adolescent Connectedness Survey–Short Version at the beginning of this research, September 18, 2015, at two different points (October 28, 2015, November 24, 2015), during the case study, and at the end of the study (and December 16, 2015). The short version was chosen due to its focus on the individual, peer interactions, and connection to the school environment. The long version of the survey expands on connections with parents, family, and activities in the larger community. Each participant was given the survey four times with the intent to provide data about the participants’ level of social support, attachment, sense of belonging, sense of relatedness, and adolescent connectedness. This connectedness survey related to the participants’ prosocial skill development, school connectedness, and thoughts about social capital.

Data Analysis Procedures

This study relied on the following sources of information: a series of interviews with eleventh grade mentors, pre/post data from the school related to academic grades and attendance, participant surveys, and observations of the interactions between mentors and mentees. The attendance data was measured quantitatively for change over time. Given that this study spanned only one academic semester, there were very few absences recorded among either the mentors or mentees. With only a four-month period studied, it was difficult to assess whether or not academics were impacted by the mentoring program. Therefore, the academic data was not a main factor in this study. The other data from these sources was placed in categories. Over
time, these categories were compared to the original categories, which provided different perspectives for the themes and insights that emerged. These new thoughts about the data may have been from viewing the data with a fresh perspective after some time away from it. Viewing the data and coding over a period of time, in several different sessions, allowed me to consider the data with a fresh perspective each time. After each interview and scale completion occurred, time was allowed for me to reflect which initiated new inquiry and consideration regarding the participants’ perspectives and experiences.

Following the individual student interviews, I wrote my notes and any additional questions or thoughts regarding the interviews immediately following each interview. Then I transcribed the audio recorded interview session. Each interview transcript was assigned pseudonym code number-letter combination to protect the privacy of the participants. All participant responses were transcribed verbatim. I organized the responses using index cards, matching response with corresponding questions. This allowed me to systematically present the data in Chapter 4.

I pursued qualitative data analysis and used a priori and emergent coding. The organization of the data began using open coding. I read through the data several times and create tentative labels for the data (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). I created broad terms related to what emerged and established properties of each code. From here, I moved into an axial coding process, identifying the relationships among the open codes. Here, I searched for connections among the a priori codes. Strauss and Corbin (1990) believed that the purpose of axial coding is to make “connections between a category and its subcategories” (p. 97). Finally, I selectively coded, identifying the core variable/s that includes all of the data. It is the “process of integrating” all of the information. (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 143). The selective coding
required the re-reading of interview transcripts and selective coding of any data that related to the core variable/s that were identified.

In addition, I analyzed the observations by re-reading and sorting through all observation field notes. For each written page of notes, I took the key pieces of important information, writing them on index cards and laying them out under labeled headings. I continued this process until I had sorted through all the notes. Then, I began the process of matching traits and characteristics from the observation data to other collected data. This triangulation of data allowed me to narrow and refine the data matching the strongest similar concepts and ideas from each data source. I color coded these key concepts using colored tab as headings. I re-read all research data sources while color coding the key concepts to ensure that I have not missed any data. I carefully placed all combined data onto new poster paper. As discussed in Baxter and Jack (2008), I also decided to use a computer aided qualitative data analysis software to assist in collecting and organizing data so that double-coding could occur.

The data analysis consisted of examining, categorizing, tabulating, and recombining data obtained from the research. After each interview data and survey data, I read and sorted student responses into categories placing similar responses in to the same category. I put these responses on large poster for ease of use and saving. This allowed me to sort the responses under appropriate headings, organize, and view the data. The data analysis involved coding processes. First, I listed each of the a priori codes that I derived from the research questions and literature. Then I listed each of the a priori codes on a code sheet along with the definition of what each code meant. I anticipated that another set of codes would emerge from the reading and analyzing of the data. These emergent codes became the concepts, actions, relationships, and social meanings that arose from the data and were different from the a priori codes. These codes also
required an explanation and definition listing and went onto a code sheet. I also needed a system
to organize the codes and a systematic way to categorize the data in an attempt to make sense of
the phenomena presented. A collection process utilizing notecards and paper was one method of
categorizing data that was used. A second method that employed computer aided qualitative
data analysis software for double-coding was also implemented. Words and phrases were the
primary method of coding the data. Newly collected data was coded and then compared to
previously collected data in an ongoing manner. This process allowed me to develop an
understanding of the mentor’s perspectives and their relationship to other perspectives.
Throughout any research study design phase, researchers must ensure that the study is
constructed to ensure validity and transferability. By utilizing the Hemingway Connectedness
Survey-Short Version construct validity demonstrated the use of correct measures for the
concepts of adolescent connectedness and social capital being studied. Internal validity was
demonstrated by the use of multiple pieces of evidence from multiple sources. Since the
research design allows for well-documented procedures to be repeated, this was the best research
design for this case study.

Utilizing Denzin’s (1978) basic types of triangulation. I employed data triangulation,
investigator triangulation, theory triangulation, and methodological triangulation. Data
triangulation using several sampling strategies was employed. For example, I compared
observational data with the interview data. I compared what was said during the mentoring
sessions with what the mentors said during school activities and on the surveys looking for
consistency over time. As discussed by Denzin (1978), within-method triangulation and
investigator triangulation involves cross-checking for internal consistency. This type of
triangulation allows the gathering of data at different times, in different social situations, and
from different people. This was done through interviews and surveys with different people throughout the case studies. Theory triangulation was employed by using multiple perspectives to analyze and interpret the data. Finally, methodological triangulation allowed me to confirm ideas, patterns, and themes in the data by identifying them using multiple methods.

**Limitations of the Research Design**

The goal of this case study was to understand a situation from the participant’s perspective and it is possible for individuals to interpret the same events differently and derive different conclusions. Each case study may not reflect the behavior of most individuals in similar settings under similar conditions. “Because qualitative research occurs in the natural setting it is extremely difficult to replicate studies” (Wiersma, 2000, p. 211). This case study has limitations due to the small sample in comparison with the larger population of high school students. It is difficult to make causal conclusions from any case study (Simon & Goes, 2013). Causal conclusions cannot be made with this this particular study because alternative explanations cannot be completely ruled out (Simon & Goes, 2013). This case study involved the behaviors and experiences of a small group of individuals in a particular setting. This particular case study research does not allow for a reliable generalization (Brutus, Aguinis, & Wassmer, 2013) to be made to all high school populations. It does, however, offer perspectives of some students.

**Expected Findings**

The first research question was: “to what extent does peer mentoring increase the peer mentors’ prosocial skills of school involvement, school connection and social capital?” I expected that peer mentoring would increase the peer mentors’ prosocial skills as reported through the surveys and interviews. These increases would likely be related to school
involvement, school connection, and social capital as measured by the Hemingway Connectedness Survey-Short Version. Additionally, these would be self-reported in the interviews. During the coding process, I specifically looked for responses that addressed increases in school involvement, school connection, and social capital. By virtue of modeling the role of a high school student to the mentees, the mentor was likely to be more involved by reporting to attend more school activities per month and, therefore, more connected to his or her school through these activities. Additionally, it was anticipated that the act of cultivating a relationship with a younger student and building social capital will build self-esteem and efficacy in the mentor as measured by the Hemingway Connectedness Survey Short Version.

The second research question was “do mentors report identifiable differences between matches that are same gender or different gender, or differences between age differences and different gender? If they did, what were the reported differences?” During the coding process, I looked for any reported differences between mentoring pairs based on gender or age differences. The Hemingway Survey would not likely provide information in this area; however, the interviews and observations would likely provide specific information to answer this question. I believed that mentees would report that they identified more closely with peers of the same gender. I also thought that there would be little to no difference between the differences of same or different gender matches in terms of the mentors’ experiences regarding social capital and giving back to the community.

**Ethical Issues**

Ethical issues are present in any form of research. Research should not put the participants at risk of harm or discomfort. In this study, there was negligible chance of physical
harm. Safeguards were put into place to reduce the risk of possible psychological distress, invasion of privacy or protection of confidentiality, or social disadvantages.

It was imperative to protect the rights of participants by maintaining privacy and confidentiality. All participants had the freedom to discontinue participation at any time during the study without reprisal. Additionally, their involvement in the study was not related to their placement in academic courses or school activities. Participation or lack of participation did not affect students’ grades or school privileges.

Researchers must be diligent and prepared to address the unpredictable nature of qualitative research and its inherent issues (Batchelor & Briggs, 1994). In this study, it was important for me to maintain the role of researcher and not become an active participant so that ethical issues related to psychological or social distress could not arise from a conflict in the types of interactions that could potentially occur between researcher and participants. It was also imperative to be aware of the possible issues of power that could have arisen between two age groups of mentors and mentees. The very fact of the mentors being older and more experienced than the incoming freshman who are less experienced and younger could have potentially led to the mentees occupying a less equal role in the developing relationship between mentor and mentee. Additionally, the mentees were specifically identified for the program from the list of socially at-risk students transitioning from the middle school. Students whose critical skills and experience levels are developing, and who are younger, already enter the mentoring relationships at a potential disadvantage in comparison to the slightly older mentors who are selected based on their demonstrated prosocial skills.

Several safeguards were implemented to eliminate potential relationship inequities based on age or gender. These safeguards included providing training for all mentors. Providing a
specific class period for mentors and mentees to meet and a trained adult staff member during this class period to facilitate the mentoring relationships, supervised school social activities for students, access to a mental health therapist either staff referred or participant referred, regular individual check ins with all participants, and debriefing after surveys and interviews.

This study relied on interviews, surveys, and observations. Ramos (1989) described three main ethical issues in qualitative research: the researcher/participant relationship, the researcher’s subjective interpretations of data, and the design itself. It was critical to not be deceptive or to withhold information during this study. Since it was difficult to predict the impact of the research on a participant, I needed to anticipate the possible outcomes. For example, it was important for me to consider if the peer the relationships would be helpful or harmful to participants. With any relationship, deliberately construed or not, there is a risk that the parties may not get along or know how to communicate in a positive manner. It was likely that because the lower classmen in this study were already identified as at-risk, with lower social skills, the probability of difficulty relating with other students was a concern. Additionally, I considered if the students involved in the program would suffer any possible social repercussions for their participation in the mentor program. I also considered how other students in the school respond to the students involved in the program. Another consideration that was made was to be prepared to address any sensitive issues or conflicts of interest if they were to occur. It would have been imperative to address such issues. One way that to avoid the potentiality of these issues occurring was by creating a mentoring program during a specific class period designated for the pairs to meet where they were supervised and guided during their meetings with a gradual release of responsibility to the mentors. The behavior support specialist directed and supervised this class period acting as a trainer and consultant for the mentors and mentees. The mentors
also attended two trainings prior to the program beginning to help prepare them for their role as a mentor.

All participants had access to a licensed social worker during the course of the study and beyond. If the students were exposed to information that was revealed to them by their mentor relationship, they were able to self-refer or were referred to the therapist for individual counseling and guidance. The research site had a full-time county mental health therapist on site during the school day who has committed to partnering with this study and is available to meet with students should they require counseling assistance. Additionally, during the informed consent process, I reviewed the mandatory reporting requirements in the event that certain information related to abuse is disclosed. Participants were not assured privacy or confidentiality in these matters and my role as an educator would require me to report for the protection of the minor participant. Finally, data is being securely stored in a locked office at the research site for 3 years and will then be destroyed to ensure the protection of the participants.

Chapter 3 Summary

This chapter explained the process of the research design for this study and how this case study occurred. A rationale for the methodological decisions for this study was provided. The purpose, methodology and methods help illuminate the various complexities included in this case study: data collection process, analysis, and potential ethical issues with respect to the relationships between peers or the information that may be disclosed during the peer mentoring relationship are discussed. The explanation of the types of coding of data was presented in this chapter as well as expected findings. Finally, a consideration of limitations of this case study research and how potential ethical issues were addressed for this study were identified.
Chapter 4: Data Analysis and Results

Introduction to Chapter 4

The purpose of this case study was to record and analyze students’ experiences with a peer-to-peer cross-age peer mentoring program. By utilizing a case study research design, student perceptions of their mentoring experiences were described and analyzed in order to evaluate the impact of a cross-age peer mentoring program on mentors.

Brief Overview

The case study research design addressed two primary questions as they provided the most information about the perspectives of the mentors in relation to their involvement with the mentoring program. Since each peer mentoring relationship is unique and involves experiences not only of the mentee but also of the mentor, there is a need to acquire information about the experiences of each mentor and identify if the experience promotes self-esteem, prosocial, and social capital skills. Interviews allowed the peer mentors to consider their experiences as peer mentors and reflect on their impact on their mentored peers. The data collected were examined to determine how aspects of school connectedness, social capital, and self-esteem related to the impact of the mentoring experience on student mentors. I hypothesized that mentors would experience increases in school connectedness, social capital, and self-esteem during their participation in the peer mentoring program.

This chapter examines the role of high school peer mentors and their experiences mentoring incoming freshman in the high school setting. Key to this study were the experiences of the mentors and the impact of participating in the peer mentoring program. An additional focus addressed how mentor participation increased prosocial skills of school involvement, school connection, and social capital.
Description of Purpose

The central purpose of this case study was to analyze the impact of the peer mentoring program on high school mentors. The secondary purpose of the study was to identify issues related to mentoring matches specific to age and gender. The following research questions informed this study:

1) To what extent does peer mentoring increase the peer mentors’ prosocial skills of school involvement, school connection, and social capital?

2) Do mentors report identifiable differences between matches that are same gender or different gender, or differences between age differences and different gender?

If they do, what are the reported differences? If they do not, what are the reasons for the lack of reportable differences?

Sub-Questions

a. What is the impact or effect of mentoring on the youth mentor?

b. What effect does the quality of training of mentors prior to the mentorship match have on the mentoring relationship?

c. Why is it important to support and provide ongoing training for peer mentors?

This chapter begins with a brief review of the structure and purpose of this cross-age peer mentoring study. Next, the chapter describes the research population and sample. An explanation of the research methodology and analysis is then discussed. A full explanation of the manual coding process and then, further coding that was accomplished using ATLAS.ti follows. Here, each research question is addressed and this includes an analysis of the perspectives of mentors about their experiences, school connectedness, school involvement, and development of social capital, followed by an analysis of the perspectives of mentees about their
experiences within the mentoring relationship. A summary of the findings and presentation of the data based upon the codes that emerged follows. Finally, results and analysis of the interview transcripts using the codes were discussed. In Chapter 5, I interpreted the study’s results in light of the literature as well as future recommendations for investigation.

Overview Description of Data Analysis, Results, and Findings

Through the Hemingway Measure of Adolescent Connectedness–Short Version and in one-on-one interviews, study participants described their perceptions and experiences with peer-to-peer mentoring, school connection, social capital, and self-esteem and self-efficacy. The research findings that this chapter reports are based on analysis of the following data sources: semi-structured interviews; written observations I composed; and documented conversations with the staff involved with the mentoring program. Findings from the survey data were not statistically significant. Descriptive data were gleaned from the survey, which provided some information that is reported in the findings section.

Researcher’s Role

My role in this study necessitated the identification of personal values, assumptions, and biases during the design phases of this study. After 13 years of work with staff and students at the high school level, I noticed an untapped resource in the high schools. I noticed that upperclassmen were a valuable yet underutilized resource by the school system to assist with the transition of at-risk freshman into the high school system. I often had employed adult mentors in the programs in which I worked. However, I had found that when I had worked with high school peer tutors, younger students seemed more receptive and the peer tutors appeared to be more committed and involved in the tutoring relationships. I often wondered if creating peer-to-peer
mentoring programs in high schools would build social efficacy among the mentors and, thus, increase the overall network of social capital.

With a background in sociology and child development theory, I continued to be interested in the prosocial skills of high school students in leadership and volunteer positions as I entered into school administration. When I accepted a position as assistant principal in a small rural town in Oregon, it was my hope to create programs that would utilize upperclassmen and their experiences as high school students to assist lower classmen in the transition process. I found that this rural high school was interested in and in need of such a program, and saw the potential for a pilot program and a study of its implementation. I served as an administrator at the high school for one year prior to the study and was familiar with the staff involved with the study. I believe my background in secondary education, work with at-risk youth and alternative education, and experience with student leadership and volunteerism enhanced my awareness, knowledge, and sensitivity to the issues addressed in this study. Although every effort was made to ensure objectivity, my personal bias undoubtedly has shaped the way I view and understand the data collected. This personal bias may be a potential limitation in this study. With this in mind, I have worked to control this bias in the analysis and presentation of results.

**Description of the Sample**

Student matches were originally planned to be based on four groupings, with equal numbers reflected in each: male to male, female to female, female (9th) to male (11th) and male (9th) to female (11th). Due to the small sample size, these groupings were not equally distributed. Formal student peer monitoring contacts were monitored by staff during a specifically scheduled class time, and extra-curricular school activities were supervised by staff to eliminate any potential risks to participants. I was particularly interested in understanding
whether mentors noticed changes in their relationships, school connectedness, self-esteem, and self-efficacy that were taking place during the mentoring program. Secondarily, I was interested in identifying issues that relate to dynamics involving paired students to either same or mixed-gender peer mentoring relationships.

The idea of a peer mentoring program was considered in January of 2015, and initial meetings to plan for such a program began in the early spring of 2015. The rationale behind implementing a peer-to-peer mentoring arose from an investigation of research about the effectiveness of transition programs in the freshman year of high school as a vehicle of positive change for academic achievement and school behavioral outcomes. The formalized group transition programs were discarded as an option for this school at that time, due to the nature of the small rural setting in which this high school was located and potential costs involved. It was decided that a pilot program would be developed with the intent to permanently implement it at this high school using the data from the pilot year to evaluate and improve the program for the future.

Once a decision was made to implement the program, the actual people involved in the work on the program consisted of myself as the primary researcher (also a school administrator), a behavioral specialist, a mental health therapist/advocate, a ninth grade counselor, and a leadership advisor (also a licensed teacher on staff). Potential peer mentees were recruited by the eighth grade teams; 68 names were initially provided to the ninth grade counselor of incoming freshman who met the criteria as a mentee. Peer mentees were referred for mentoring by the middle school based on at-risk characteristics as decided by the eighth grade team of core teachers along with the eighth grade counseling team. These risk factors were related to a lack of
prosocial school skills both related to academics and poor social skill functioning as described by school staff.

Each at-risk incoming ninth grader possessed the following characteristics:

- greater than 15% absenteeism;
- multiple failing grades;
- no school activity or sports involvement; and
- two or fewer friends self-identified.

From that list, nine students had moved out of the school district during the summer, one student was in a juvenile facility, and two students were already participating in a mentoring program through a foster care program, leaving 56 potential participants. Of the remaining students, 37 students were male and 19 were female. The high school counselor randomly chose 10 males and 10 females from the eighth grade at-risk list to participate in the study.

Applicants for peer mentors were selected by high school counselors based on grade point average, availability in scheduling to enroll in the peer mentoring class, interest and commitment to engage with another student, and history of attendance or involvement in school activities. It was important that students interested in participating had knowledge of the school and its offerings and also were willing to connect with another student who were less experienced. Thirty-two students applied and met the criteria as mentors. From these 32 applicants, 20 had schedule conflicts and were unable to enroll in the companion course, 2 moved to another high school, and 2 were unable to secure parental permissions. One student volunteered to remain as alternate should another potential mentor not be able to enroll, participate, or remain in the program. This student was never called upon to participate in the
study. Neither mentors nor mentees were students that I was acquainted with prior to their involvement with the peer-to-peer mentoring program.

There were 14 high school students participating in this study. They ranged in age from 14 to 17 years old; seven were female, and seven were male. There were three male participants and four female participants assigned as mentors. Three male participants were mentees; four females were mentees. None of the participants had ever participated in a mentoring or tutoring program prior to this study. For reporting purposes, and to protect participants’ identities, each participant was assigned a pseudonym consisting of numbers and letters. At the time of the study, one high school was involved where the peer-to-peer mentoring program was implemented.

Once potential participants were identified for the study, I met with the possible peer mentors and mentees to provide an overview of the program, answer questions, and provide them with an informed consent form to take home with a letter to parents/guardians (Appendix B). Initially, an informational letter was also provided to the potential participants containing general information about the goals of the peer mentoring program, research study, its purpose, and the general timeline of the design, data collection, analysis, and final results (Appendix C). During the information session, both potential mentors and mentees appeared enthusiastic about the program and indicated interest in completing the required paperwork for the study as well as the course request.

In subsequent days, few potential participants returned with necessary paperwork. I contacted these potential participants who stated that, while they were interested, they had schedule conflicts. Far more potential mentees cited this conflict than potential mentors. Only seven potential mentors cited schedule conflicts such as sports practices, activities, work, or
other required courses as their main conflicts. I conducted detailed conversations with parents or guardians of potential mentees via telephone. While these parents indicated support and high interest in the mentoring program, there was reluctance on the parents’ parts to ask their students to enroll in the corresponding course in lieu of chosen electives. This theme among the parental conversations was recurring and was an unexpected obstacle to recruiting a larger sample for this study. Previous experiences in this rural high school setting were inconsistent with this response. Many parents had previously asked counselors and administrators, as well as indicated on school surveys, for increased options for transition support for freshman. The high interest yet lack of completion to enroll in the mentoring program was unforeseen and unplanned for in the early phase of this study which was a potential limitation of the study.

Despite the effort in obtaining parental consent, the counselor continued to provide names from the potential mentee list to allow for complete peer-to-peer matches until an equal number of mentor-mentee consents were obtained. Due to the difficulty obtaining participants, the final participant sampling was smaller than the original projection, and the gender/age configurations were not those originally expected for the study sample and may have been a potential limitation of the study. This was also not a consideration as a potential or probable obstacle in the planning of this case study. Despite these unforeseen issues, the case study proceeded as planned. The only change occurred in the anticipated number of actual participants.

The final participant sample included 14 total participants: six males and eight females. Three males were assigned as mentors. Three males were assigned as mentees. Four females were assigned as mentors; four females were assigned as mentees. The configurations were as follows:
Table 1

*Mentor/Mentee Configurations*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pairings</th>
<th>Mentor</th>
<th>Mentee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Junior</td>
<td>Freshman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 1</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 2</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 3</td>
<td>male</td>
<td>female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 4</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 5</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 6</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 7</td>
<td>female</td>
<td>female</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1.* Illustrates the mentor/mentee matches by age and gender configurations.

**Research Methodology and Analysis**

**Description of Analysis Method’s Fit for the Study**

In Chapter 1, I introduced the study by providing an overview of peer mentoring, the purpose of the study, and the conceptual framework. In Chapter 2, I presented a review of the relevant literature beginning with a history of mentoring and various types of mentoring programs in the United States. I also focused on current research pertaining to cross-age peer mentoring, models of peer mentoring programs, and evaluation of peer mentoring programs. As discussed in Chapter 3, this research primarily emphasized utilizing a single case study approach. Yin (2008) explained “a single case may meet all of the conditions for testing the theory” (p. 40). Single case studies are appropriate when a single site is characterized as being *extreme* or *unique* (Yin, 2014). The research site was unique because it implemented high school students as mentors to other high school students which is not commonplace for secondary schools within
the Northwest. This single case study was also exploratory in nature. Yin (2014) advised the goal of exploratory case studies to be that of developing hypotheses and propositions for further inquiry. However, after data were synthesized, areas of future research were found and are discussed in Chapter 5. To ensure the experiences and reflections of the mentors were fully explored at the school level, transcripts from all interviews were coded and analyzed for the prevalent themes.

The Chapter 3: Methodology provided detailed information regarding the participants and the procedures utilized to gather data for this study. It also described the specific steps employed throughout the course of the study to collect the most accurate information to address the research questions. The results of the study are presented in this chapter, which begins with a description of relevant participant demographics. In the additional sections, the data gathered are presented for each of the study’s five research questions. This chapter provides results that were revealed through qualitative methods and aligned with the original questions this study sought to answer. The degree to which the results met the goals and purpose of the study are discussed in the conclusion of this section. I acknowledge that this case study, with its limited number of participants from whom data were collected, will only serve to provide general information that may inform future program effectiveness with respect to addressing the research questions. Both statistical measures and descriptive data were utilized and analyzed in this study.

**Case Study**

As discussed in Chapter 3, my research design primarily utilized a single, embedded case study approach. This single case study was also exploratory in nature. Yin (2003) stated that exploratory case studies “should state the purpose as well as the criteria by which an exploration
will be judged successfully” (p. 22). Last, Yin (2003) advised the goal of exploratory case studies to be that of developing hypotheses and propositions for further inquiry.

I reviewed the consent form with each individual participant prior to the beginning of the four scheduled interviews. The purpose of briefly reviewing the consent form was to reassure participants that they had the opportunity to discontinue participation in the interview at any time. Interviews were conducted individually and lasted no longer than 30 minutes. All interviews were held in the same location, a study room in the high school, and were audio recorded for later transcription. Interviews only were conducted with the mentors since the primary focus of the study was on the mentors’ prosocial skills, school connection, and social capital development during this case study. The 10 questions that were asked throughout each interview were the same questions asked of each participant (Appendix E). The questions were written to determine if serving as a peer mentor promoted the participants’ prosocial skills, school connectedness, and feelings of social capital. The interview was structured in order to allow me “to respond to the situation at hand” and to ask follow up questions during the interview to clarify situations or circumstances (Merriam, 2009, p. 90).

Participants, both mentors and mentees, were also given the Hemingway Adolescent Connectedness Survey – Short Version (Karcher, 2011) a total of four times: at the beginning of this research, at two different points during the case study, and at the end of the study. A total of 56 surveys were administered over the course of the study. The surveys provided demographic information such as gender, age, ethnicity, and living circumstances. Additionally, the survey provided data about the participants’ level of social support, attachment, sense of belonging, sense of relatedness to peers, neighborhood and school, and adolescent connectedness. The short version was chosen due to its focus on the individual, peer interactions, and connection to the
school environment. The long version of the survey expands on connections with parents, family, and activities in the larger community. This connectedness survey relates to the participants’ prosocial skill development, school connectedness, and thoughts about social capital. Hemingway Measure of Adolescent Connectedness–Short Version is an established measure of adolescent connectedness in the published literature (Herrera, Grossman, Kauh, Feldman, & McMaken, 2007). It has been used in a variety of research studies and has been empirically tested and found to be a valid measure of connectedness (e.g., Karcher, Holcomb, & Zambrano, 2008). Additionally, studies have been successfully completed utilizing this measure as a baseline and post assessment tool (Chan, Rhodes, Howard, Lowe, Schwarts, & Herrera, 2013; Karcher & Lee, 2002).

Chan et al. (2013) conducted a study in which students were assessed at the beginning and end of the school year specifically addressing mentoring relationship quality. The researchers found that mentoring quality was significantly associated with positive changes in youths’ relationships with parents and teachers, as measured by subscales of the Inventory of Parent and Peer Attachment, the Teacher Relationship Quality scale, and the Hemingway Measure of Adolescent Connectedness (Chan et al., 2013). The researchers found positive significant correlations between post-assessments and mentoring quality and baseline assessments, including parent and teacher relationships, academic attitudes, self-esteem, and misconduct (Chan et al., 2013). Karcher and Lee (2002) utilized the Hemingway Connectedness Scales multiple times in the same study and examined mean differences in the five connectedness subscales across seventh, eighth, and ninth grades, three times to see if youth reported less connectedness to mother, father, and peers and greater connectedness to friends and to self across these age groups. All four of the composite scales and most of the subscales demonstrated
properties of validity and reliability with this Taiwanese junior high sample (Karcher & Lee, 2001). These findings suggested that the measure is reliable and valid. The results of the second set of analyses were also consistent with studies of youth in the United States in relation to the importance of social and academic connectedness in self-connectedness. The researchers successfully cross-validated the study with Taiwanese youth with the structural studies of adolescent connectedness found with adolescents in United States youth (Karcher & Lee, 2002). The Taiwanese youth subscale's higher correlations with connectedness to school, teachers, and friends suggest it is similar to the connectedness of United States youth.

The Hemingway Measure of Adolescent Connectedness Survey-Short Version was used to determine if there were changes during the period of the study while involved in the peer-to-peer mentoring program, particularly, in the mentors’ school connectedness, social capital, and self-esteem and self-efficacy. Karcher (2004) further outlined the importance of the ecology of adolescence connectedness including the micro-systems that adolescents experience daily. “Microsystems include youths’ important relationship . . . in school with teachers and peers, and in the neighborhood with friends” (p. 5). The general definition of adolescent connectedness described in the Hemingway is “the degree of activity and positive affect youth report that they direct toward people, places, and things” (Karcher, 2004, p. 5). Regarding “people,” the Hemingway Measure of Adolescent Connectedness–Short Version includes connectedness to parents, siblings, peers, friends, and teacher subscales. Regarding “places,” the Hemingway includes connectedness to school and neighborhood subscales. Regarding “things,” the Hemingway includes connectedness to reading, self-in-the-present, and self-in-the future subscales (Karcher & Sass, 2010).
Hemingway Survey Analysis

To assess the Microsystems of the mentors and the ecology of connectedness of the mentors, a one-way within-subjects analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted with the factor being the number of weeks mentoring in the mentoring program and the dependent variables being connectedness to peers, self-in-present, and connectedness to neighborhood scores. The data from these surveys was from a small sample. Repeated measures were conducted by very small differences. There was little data to arrive at conclusions or make inferences from the data.

The means and standard deviations for connectedness to peer, self-in-present, and connectedness to neighborhood scores are presented in Table 2. Table 2 shows the scores across each of the four survey administrations reflecting the dependent variables of connectedness to peers, self-in-present, and connectedness to neighborhood. The results of the ANOVA indicated no statistical significance in the duration of mentoring effect, Wilks’s $\Lambda = 0.74, F (2,5) = 0.85, p = 0.48$ (peers); Wilks’s $\Lambda = 0.94, F (2,5) = 0.15, p = 0.86$ (self-in-present); and Wilks’s $\Lambda = 0.508, F (2,5) = 0.24, p = 0.49$ (neighborhood). These results were not statistically significant but are reported in the following tables by duration.
Table 2

Means and Standard Deviations Scores for Peer, Self-in-Present, and Connectedness to Neighborhood

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Duration of Mentoring</th>
<th>Peer M</th>
<th>Peer SD</th>
<th>Self-in-present M</th>
<th>Self-in-present SD</th>
<th>Neighborhood M</th>
<th>Neighborhood SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>3.85</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other Sources of Data

Field notes were an important aspect of data collection in this case study. Appendix D provides the template for the field notes for this study. The field notes provided additional information about the organization of the mentors’ relationships and networking with one another. These field notes recorded events documenting the mentors’ activities with the mentees, many of which had not been planned as a part of the program. For example, the mentors organized weekly lunch meetings with the mentees as a full group. Additionally, mentors organized community service activities off-campus with the mentees on three different Saturdays during the length of the study. I was able to document observations of the overall setting of the mentors and mentees during their informal and formalized meeting times. Actual contents of the field notes included behavioral observations, descriptions, and comments related to the activities the mentors and mentees were engaged in.

Outcome data related to absenteeism and grades were gathered to assess if absenteeism was increasing, decreasing, or remaining the same once the students were involved in the peer mentoring program. Grade and academic performance data of the mentees informed the study...
further in developing and guiding the mentors with their work with the mentees. Academic data were not used to directly influence individual practices of the peer mentoring relationships. The academic data were only used for the adults associated with the mentoring program to inform areas in which the mentees were generally performing to assist in the training and guidance of the mentors. Mentors were then able to consider how to use the peer mentoring time to develop positive prosocial school skills. Specific, personal academic data were not shared with the participants; however, I observed patterns and the behavioral specialist assisted in the development of the mentor contacts with the mentees. For example, bi-weekly checks in October showed that all of the mentees had not achieved a “C” grade or above on their Algebra 1 or Social Studies 1 chapter tests. This detailed information was not provided to the mentors; however, the mentors were told to check in with the mentees about their most recent chapter tests. As a group, guided by the behavior support specialist, the mentors brainstormed questions to ask the mentees about challenges and successes in their academics. This process assisted the mentors in guiding the mentoring activities in the peer mentoring class. The academic and attendance data were gathered from the attendance secretary at the high school on a bi-weekly basis.

**Protections of Participants**

In order to minimize access to sensitive information about the participants, I followed data minimization best practices and implemented access controls on all student-level information. In the consent forms, there was raw individual student data that required the use of a number of direct identifiers (typically student’s name, address, parents’ names, and other unique student ID number) to allow access to specific students’ records such as grade reports and attendance. The case study procedures restricted access to the raw individual student data that
contained those identifiers to the individuals participating. Then, direct identifiers of the participants were removed. This reduced the overall sensitivity of the file. However, participants’ files still contained indirect identifiers (e.g., date of birth) and other identifying characteristics (e.g., gender), data on extracurricular activities program participation, and names of the student’s teacher(s) that could be used to re-identify specific individuals. Consequently, these data are still protected by FERPA.

Coding Process Overview

In this section, I will explain the process of the coding of the transcribed interviews. This coding process began with pre-set codes derived initially from the Hemingway Survey-Short Version. From here, I recorded a set of codes that emerged from reading the transcribed interviews, and then to process of coding and analyzing the data through a repeated process. Next, I will discuss the system used to organize the codes and the systematic way used to categorize the data.

Creation of Pre-Set Codes

The data from the interview sources were coded and recoded, and they provided different perspectives for the themes that emerged. This data analysis consisted of examining, categorizing, tabulating, and recombining data obtained from the research. After each survey, I read and sorted student responses into categories placing similar responses in to the same category. These responses were placed on a large bulletin board for ease of use and saving. This allowed for the sorting of responses under appropriate headings. The large board also allowed me to easily organize and view the data. The qualitative data analysis involved coding processes. First, there was a creation of pre-set codes that were derived from the research questions, and then a list of the codes and their meaning was created. These codes were
originally derived from the categories from the Hemingway Measure of Adolescent Connectedness–Short Version. These initial codes included: school, teachers, peers, self-in-the-present, self-in-the-future, neighborhood, friends, and parents.

**Emergent Categories**

Another set of codes emerged from the reading, coding, and analyzing of the data. These emergent codes were the concepts, actions, relationships, and social meanings that arose from the data and were different from the pre-set codes. These codes required defining and explanation for clarity. I established a system to organize the codes and a systematic way to categorize the data in an attempt to make sense of the phenomena presented. Codes were organized both by descriptive codes and codes based on direct quotes. A collection process utilizing notecards and paper was the method of categorizing data initially.

**Organizing and Verifying the Data**

As coding continued, I began coding for various themes. These themes consisted of grouping the codes in larger categories of similar concept. As activities and interactions were observed, raw data were examined using a line-by-line analysis of the transcripts. Categories were developed and labeled. Next, patterns were noted, and as repeated comments occurred, they were grouped together. This continued until all comments had been categorized or excluded from final analysis. Once all the comments had been categorized or excluded, data saturation had been reached. Burmeister and Aitken (2012) explain that a researcher cannot assume data saturation has been reached just because the resources have been exhausted. Data saturation was reached because there were no new themes or categories to emerge, no new data, and no new coding (O’Reilly & Parker, 2012).
The primary goal of the initial stages of the coding procedure was to establish categories that could be used to describe the data and serve as a basis for the analysis of this study. The preliminary stage began with an intensive reading and study of all transcribed interviews and field notes. The outcome of this initial stage was a set of categories and a description of the data according to these categories. This stage of the analysis indicated similarities between the mentors in their expressions regarding their school connectedness and belonging, as well as types of activities they were involved in both at school and with their mentors. The data were compared to find the differences in how the mentors expressed their perceptions of school connectedness and belonging, development of self-efficacy and social capitalism, and engagement in the mentoring program. I wanted to discover whether the categories that had been identified in the studies reviewed by Karcher (2002, 2004) could help describe mentors’ prosocial skills of school involvement, school connection, and social capital.

I engaged in a thorough reading of the transcripts and comparison of the first categories to the data in order to assess, reformulate the categories, or generate new categories from the data from each interview. Then, I returned to the data to assess whether or not my coding was accurate and precise. This process and went on until no further categories could be formulated. Then, categories were described. If categories were clearly similar, they were combined. Here, a clear picture began to develop regarding school connectedness, social capital, self-efficacy, and thoughts about the caring of others by the mentors. I then repeated the same process of looking for any additional data or potential categories by specifically looking at each interview question and the data from each interview question with each mentor. The result of this procedure was multi-category system with which the similarities and differences of the experiences of the mentors
could be described. The relationship between my categories and those from the Hemingway (i.e., the a priori categories) became clear when comparing the two categories.

All data were triangulated to strengthen the study and to gain an enhanced picture of the phenomena under investigation. I achieved triangulation by analyzing data from several data sources, including interviews, surveys, direct observations, and review of documents. Figure 4 represents the triangulation in this study. According to Creswell and Miller (2000), triangulation is a process of looking for “convergence among multiple and different sources of information to form themes or categories in a study” (p. 126). Triangulation of data about the experiences of both peer mentors and their mentees helped to confirm or disprove commonalities of experience.

Figure 1. Triangulation by Method

![Diagram](image)

*Figure 1:* This simple path model, demonstrates the triangulation among the interviews, surveys, and observations in this study.

The initial stages of the coding procedure established categories that both described the data and served as a basis for the analysis of this study. The preliminary stage began with an intensive reading and study of all transcribed interviews and field notes. The outcome of this initial stage was a set of categories and a description of the data according to these categories. This stage of the reading of the data indicated similarities between the mentors in their expressions regarding their school connectedness and belonging, as well as types of activities they were involved in both at school and with their mentors.
ATLAS.ti Categories

The use of ATLAS.ti was to help uncover and systematically analyze phenomena within the unstructured data from the interviews. The ATLAS.ti program provided tools that allowed me to locate, code, and annotate findings in the primary data material, to weigh and evaluate their importance, and to create visual figures of the complex relations between them (Lewins & Silver, 2007). ATLAS.ti stores documents and keeps track of all notes, annotations, codes, and memos. ATLAS.ti is primarily used to break primary documents down into quotations, coding of these quotations, linking these codes in networks, navigating around this work using the ATLAS.ti tools and taking notes during this process (Kato & Rudes, 2008). One tool within ATLAS.ti offers the ability to create a co-occurring table reflecting the number of times that codes co-occur as well as the strength of the relationship between them. ATLAS.ti provides the ability to quantify some qualitative material by calculating the strength of this relationship. The relationship between co-occurring codes is observed by calculating the correlation coefficient. While ATLAS.ti is not the only method to calculate the correlation coefficient, it provides an excellent way to code and analyze qualitative material. For understanding, Taylor (1990) explained the correlation coefficient is a number that varies between –1 and +1, with 0 representing no relationship. The farther the number is from 0, the stronger the relationship (Taylor, 1990). If the sign of the correlation coefficient is negative then there is a negative correlation (Taylor, 1990).

The transcripts of the semi-structured interviews were coded with the ATLAS.ti program following the manual coding. Campbell, Quincy, Osserman, and Pedersen (2013) applied ATLAS.ti within qualitative research analysis and provided an explanation of this coding procedure involving line-by-line coding from which concepts appear. The article offers
examples of coding the raw data, developing the initial codes, and then identifying the focused codes. This process was used with the ATLAS.ti program.

First, I removed questions and any responses that I had made as the primary researcher from the transcripts and only the responses of the mentors were preserved in the interview transcripts. Then each response was coded by the question number for easy reference. Once this was complete, the interview transcripts were uploaded into ATLAS.ti. Each transcript was uploaded separately as four different documents—Transcript 1, 2, 3, and 4. Then, each transcript was coded using open coding, in order to develop initial terms and categories. The a priori codes from the Hemingway Survey were not used as default codes for the initial coding when using the ATLAS.ti. Instead, the data were analyzed reviewing each line of the transcribed interviews using the constant comparative method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) in ATLAS.ti to decide which codes fit the themes suggested by the data.

ATLAS.ti was used for assigning open codes going line by line through the mentors’ responses throughout the interview transcripts. It was also used by including in vivo codes (mentors’ exact quotes). All coding and in-vivo coding that occurred was completed without consulting previous coding materials to allow for an authentic response to the transcripts. Each code was compared to all other codes to identify similarities, differences, and patterns. Then, ATLAS.ti was used to create analytical charts based on analysis of codes and themes. The ATLAS.ti “families” option and search features helped identify axial codes through the passages identified by user-defined sets of codes representing concepts from the data that had some aspects that were comparable. Selective codes were essentially constructs created by connecting and consolidating second-level codes. After, this process, axial coding occurred and the initial codes were related one to another. For example, social capital/volunteerism and social capital
were considered and it was decided that these two codes should be combined. Finally, selective coding was applied and one code, time as a barrier, was eliminated because it was found that there was little significance to this code and no apparent connections or networks shown to them. The initial open coding table can be viewed as Figure 3 at the end of this document. Figure 4, also placed at the end of this document, reflects the results of the selective coding and the final codes that were used from ATLAS.ti.

The process of data analysis for the present study began with completing the transcripts of the recorded interviews. The finalized transcripts with only the mentors’ responses were loaded into an ATLAS.ti file for coding. My next step was to re-read all of the transcripts for the purposes of identifying codes. The original ATLAS.ti coding process yielded a total of 19 codes and 269 in-vivo codes (i.e., direct quotations by mentors). These initial 19 codes were used to sort the data, determine which codes were most meaningful, and to decide which were not especially important toward answering the research questions. Using the first 19 codes, the data were categorized into six main themes that were used to address the research questions: social capital, servant leadership, self-in-present, self-in-future, school connection through activities, and belonging/sense of family. Each theme related to codes or families of codes that corresponded to in-vivo codes that showed the mentors’ increases in prosocial skills of school involvement, school connection, and social capital. The movement from the original 19 codes to 10 final codes occurred during the data analysis. It was found that several of the codes were very similar in meaning and in re-reading the interview transcripts and field notes, I decided to combine some of the codes to eliminate redundancy.

Figure 4, as seen in the appendix, shows the number of co-occurrences between the final 10 codes: academic support, awareness of others, belonging/sense of family, fulfilling to help,
relationships, school connectedness through activities, self-in-present, self-in-future, servant leader, and social capital. This table also shows the intensity of those co-occurrences measured using the C-Coefficient, whose values fluctuate between 0 and 1. The highest co-occurrence between codes was between social capital and servant leadership at 41 with a coefficient of 0.33. Additionally, the table allows us to revisit in context the quotations in which two concepts are co-occurring. In this table, the co-efficient varies between 0.02 and 0.33. This table allowed me to examine the associations between concepts that were identified in the interviews. These associations provided clues about contextual factors and how these factors reveal associations between concepts, their intensity, their meanings, and their role in constructing the phenomenon I was studying. This table is relevant in that it shows the co-occurrences of the quotes found within the interviews and how they relate to the research questions. Each of tables of figures that reflect the relationships of the codes are found in the appendix at the end of this document. The highest co-occurrence between codes was between social capital and servant leadership at 41 with a coefficient of 0.33. This indicates a positive relationship between social capital and servant leadership since the coefficient is a positive number moving towards 1.0. It also means that in-common quotes reflecting the elements of social capital and servant leadership occurred 41 times during the mentors’ statements across the four different interviews. Additionally, the table allows us to revisit in context the quotations in which two concepts are co-occurring. In this table, the co-efficient varies between 0.02 and 0.33. This table allowed me to examine the associations between concepts that were identified in the interviews. These associations provided clues about contextual factors and how these factors reveal associations between concepts, their intensity, their meanings, and their role in constructing the phenomenon I was studying. This table is relevant in that it shows the co-occurrences of the quotes found within the
interviews and how they relate to the research questions. Each of tables of figures that reflect the relationships of the codes are found in the appendix at the end of this document.

The code social capital had 106 quotes associated with it. These quotes represented a variety of concepts related to social capital. For example, activities, time spent together and feelings about the relationship are all information contained within the quotes associated with social capital. The co-occurring chart showed that social capital co-occurred with several other codes. Figure 5 represents the co-occurrence of social capital and servant leadership. Forty-one quotes demonstrated both of these categories. The types of relationships and assisting the mentees are identified in this category. For example, mentors’ thoughts about how they felt they were contributing to their mentees, what their interpersonal strengths were and in what ways they could contribute to not only the mentees but the greater community are contained within the quotes associated in this category. Figure 6 represents the 22 in-vivo codes co-occurring in ATLAS.ti connecting school connection through activities and social capital. This figure narrows down the activities of social capital to the specific activities related to building school connectedness such as sports, leadership, campus related community service or involvement in clubs or activities. Twenty-two quotes demonstrated both categories. Figure 7 represents 16 in-vivo codes co-occurring in ATLAS.ti connecting belonging/sense of family and school connectedness through activities. Here the mentors expressed their own sense of belonging at the high school. Several students indicated that there was a sense of family at the school through relationships and activities on campus. This sense of family was directly related to school connectedness. Figure 8 represents the 14 in-vivo codes co-occurring in ATLAS.ti connecting relationships and servant leadership. The relationships that were discussed and identified in the interviews by the mentors were specifically those of the mentors and mentees as well as those
that the mentors had developed with the other mentors. The co-efficient for this co-occurring category was 0.33. Figure 9 represents the 26 in-vivo codes co-occurring in ATLAS.ti connecting social capital and awareness of others’ needs. The co-efficient for this category was 0.19. Here, the mentors expressed how they developed an awareness of the needs of the mentees and offered friendships, advice, direction, and hope. In all, the figures represent the development of the aspects of the relationships among mentors and mentees that indicated an increase in the prosocial skills of belonging, feelings of fulfillment when helping others, awareness of others’ needs, school connection leading to servant leadership, and social capital. The various quotes relay the mentors’ perspectives of their experiences as a result of being involved in the peer mentoring. This impact show increases in the prosocial skills of belonging, feelings of fulfillment when helping others, awareness of others’ needs, school connection leading to servant leadership, and social capital. With the quotes from the interviews occurring under different codes multiple times throughout the coding, it shows that these relationships are significant in this study. This is important in demonstrating the relationship between servant leadership and social capital.

It was notable for each of these categories that very few of the quotes were from the first or second set of transcribed interviews. Most of the quotes that corresponded with any of the co-occurring codes were from the third and fourth interviews, indicating an increase in the reporting in those categories over time.
Figure 2: Relationship Development

Figure 2: This simple path model demonstrates the development of the relationships among mentors and mentees that brought about the prosocial skills of belonging, feelings of fulfillment when helping others, awareness of others’ needs and school connection leading to servant leadership and social capital.

Stage 1A: Mentors’ Responses

Stage 1A in the analysis consisted of a close examination of each category of mentors’ responses to interview questions. The responses of the seven mentors to each of the interview questions during each of the four interviews were compared and summarized, resulting in separate descriptions of the categories.

Stage 1B: Describing and Interpreting Mentors’ Experiences

In Stage B, similarities and differences in the mentors’ perception and experiences were compared. In doing so, patterns emerged in the mentors’ experiences, expressions, and statements that were later identified and described. The word pattern is used, in this instance, to refer to groups of associated statements that give insight (a) into the way in which mentors were establishing relationships with mentees, and (b) into the similarities and differences in the way in
which the mentors engaged or perceived personal school connectedness or school belonging. Furthermore, the patterns identified in the data identified into one of two clusters: first, one cluster concerned mentors’ actual involvement in school activities as a part of connecting or belonging; second, another cluster fit into the actual feeling of school belonging or experiencing a sense of family.

Stage 2: Analyzing the Interviews

The purpose of the second step in the triangulation procedure was to develop deeper insights regarding the categories that developed from the interviews and field notes. The procedure followed an analysis of these data as described in this section. This procedure consisted of two main stages.

Based on the pattern of the descriptive data viewed in the interview transcripts, the categories related to peers and school connectedness appeared to increase as a result of participating in the mentoring program. This was inferred from the data as it was considered that volunteerism, specifically involving the mentees, was different in nature than those volunteer activities in which the mentors were previously involved. The data seem to support the inference that additional networking activities as a result of the peer mentoring program, such as planned lunches, school or social activities, and thoughts about future mentoring, were a results of involvement with the program. These activities would not have existed had the mentors not developed intentional relationships with the mentees and had developed a supportive mentoring network with the other mentors.

The category of peer relationships was divided into establishing relationships, that is, mentor/mentee relationships and mentor relationships based on the different types of peer relationships, identified specifically during this study. Establishing relationships was specific to
the mentors working towards establishing intentional relationships with the mentees. Mentor relationships referred to the relationships that mentors had with other mentors. The category academic support was expanded to academic support/tutoring. Tutoring allowed for acts of teaching or mentor-led instruction or intervention of academic material. Academic support allowed for assistance and encouragement for academic material. Both activities often occurred concurrently during the peer mentoring class period. Categories that concerned connectedness to the school through peers and activities such as sports, school leadership, and school-based volunteerism were categorized as connectedness through activities/peers. Many mentors indicated that they engaged in or signed up for such activities with, or because of friends or siblings. This category remained unchanged throughout the stages of analysis. Mentor’s activities of volunteerism outside of the school and working with organizations in the community independently of the school district were categorized as community service/volunteer. New activities involving volunteerism or community service involving mentors after their involvement with the peer mentoring program were identified as new community service/volunteerism. Activities of community service/volunteerism with mentees were identified as community service/volunteerism. The category belongingness to school was reformulated into two categories: sense of belonging/family and sense of belonging/responsibility. Mentors clearly expressed two different perspectives of belonging in relation to this category. First, mentors expressed a sense of belonging that they had entering into the program as an established member of the school community. Secondly, the mentors expressed feelings of responsibility towards others that they experienced as older, wiser members of the school community able to assist younger, newer members entering the school community. The category of time was identified from later interview transcripts as mentors
indicated that they felt I was particularly interested in understanding whether mentors noticed changes in their relationships, school connectedness, self-esteem, and self-efficacy that were taking place during the mentoring program. In terms of school connectedness and relationship commitment, they expressed a desire to provide more time to mentees but schedules did not permit the amount of time needed or required to provide the assistance they felt was necessary. Another category identified, acts of helping and caring, from statements regarding wanting to help others, expressed ideas about assisting others both mentors and others throughout the community during the present and throughout life. Self-in-present/self-in-future combined categories from Karcher’s (2002, 2004) categories were grouped together as the mentors spoke of their own sets of strengths in reference to the present and in relation to future goals and aspirations in a connected manner during the interviews.

Stage 2A: Describing the Content of the Categories

During this stage, the process of analyzing focused on in-depth analysis of each of the main categories. To be able to describe the range of the mentors’ activities during the mentoring program, each category was considered for further assignment into subcategories. Using these subcategories gave more insight into the details of the mentors’ activities in each category. With the use of the subcategories, the data could be described in more detail.

Stage 2B: Describing and Interpreting Mentors’ Perspectives

Because I wanted to determine whether, and in what way, the subcategories were related to each other, the relationships between the subcategories were analyzed. Thus, the second main stage in the analysis procedure consisted of a close examination of the relationship between the subcategories. I identified patterns in mentors’ prosocial skills of school involvement, school connection, and social capital. These patterns described the common features, as well as the
differences, found in the subcategories. The result of this second step was the description of two patterns observed from the data: mentors’ relationships with mentees and mentors’ relationships with other mentors. Here, summarizing the most important similarities and differences in the building of the mentoring program constructs was completed.

**Stage 3: Combining Results of the Previous Steps**

The procedure to combine the results of the two previous steps, as described above, consisted of two stages. The purpose of this step in the process of analysis was to synthesize the results of the analysis in order to gain a deeper level of insight into whether involvement in the mentoring program increased mentors’ prosocial skills of school involvement, school connection, and social capital. It was here that the main themes emerged in relation to the specific research questions.

One of the types of triangulation identified was triangulation by method, which is also known as multimethod triangulation (Kopinak, 1999; Miles & Huberman, 1994). Kopinak (1999) indicated that the using multiple data methods provides for more detailed and multi-layered information about the phenomenon under study. Kopinak (1999) defined a multi-method triangulation as “gathering information pertaining to the same phenomenon through more than one method, primarily in order to determine if there is a convergence and hence, increased validity in research findings” (p. 171). This process was adopted for the present study.

In such a triangulation procedure, the way data are analyzed is of major importance. Data analysis can be approached in various ways. Triangulation in this study was not a matter of establishing whether analysis of the data from each of the methods would lead to the same results but, instead, the data from the methods were combined to develop a comprehensive view of the mentors’ experiences of school connectedness, prosocial skills of school involvement, school
connection, and social capital. This converging evidence model (Yin 2014) was done by analyzing the data from the surveys, interviews and field notes to develop a clear view of the mentors’ perspectives regarding their school connectedness, school involvement, school connection, and social capital. Each of these areas of data provided valuable information in constructing the perspectives as results of the mentors’ involvement in the peer mentoring program.

First, data were collected from the mentors at different times throughout the study and with different methods (the surveys, during the interviews, and through observations of the mentors and mentees interacting together). This allowed the data to be triangulated by various data sources. Triangulation by method occurred through the interviews, observations of the mentors and mentees, and a comparison of the documents. The use of ATLAS.ti assisted in this process as it verified the patterns and comparisons of the data.

**Results and Analysis**

Four main themes emerged when addressing the research questions from the mentee interviews: (a) self in present and self in future, (b) volunteerism and social capital, (c) servant leadership, and (d) connectedness and school belonging. These themes represented how the mentors perceived their personal development as result of their participation in the mentoring relationship.

**Research Question One: To what extent does peer mentoring increase the peer mentors’ prosocial skills of school involvement, school connection, and social capital?**

The research showed that involvement in the peer mentoring program increased the peer mentors’ prosocial skills of school involvement, school connection, and social capital. One of the themes that emerged from the research data was that of connectedness and school belonging.
It was difficult to identify whether or not peer mentoring alone increased the peer mentors’ school involvement. Most of the peer mentors were already involved in extra-curricular activities through a sport, student leadership, and/or National Honor Society (NHS). However, many of the mentors had tried new activities this school year with their mentees in an effort to introduce new school activities to the mentees. Additionally, the mentors worked together intentionally to involve themselves as a group in school and community activities with their mentees. My field notes document planning sessions during which mentors specifically planned out a schedule of events for the mentors and mentees. This schedule included a variety of events including community service, attendance at sporting events, participating in clubs or activities, and attending music and theater events. Many of these activities were those that the mentors had some experience with in the past and felt that the mentees would enjoy or benefit from in some way.

Mentor 101 expressed:

I am mostly involved in sports and leadership. These are things that help me feel connected to my school and community. These two areas overlap from the school into the whole area of [the town]. I am in Student Leadership this year. This is a new position for me. I hope my partner will try new things too . . . I feel very connected to my school. I have been involved in different activities for a while now but I always try something new every year.

Mentor 102 shared:

I was chosen to be in NHS. The community service I am able to do as a part of this really helps me feel like I am connected to the school. I also was chosen to be a part of leadership. I am involved in many different types of school activities through leadership.
I joined robotics and have a new group of people I am working with involved in this activity. These are all activities that build my sense of connection . . . This has helped me feel useful helpful and very connected.

Mentor 103 shared how peer mentoring increased his involvement and modeling of positive peer experiences:

I am now involved in sports and leadership. I decided to take leadership this year and I am sticking with it. There are new people I haven’t worked with before. I have been playing sports since I was young and I really feel connected with the other people involved with this activity. Leadership and sports have put me into two different groups of people . . . Both these activities keep me very connected . . . that helps me feel like I’m part of a family.

Mentor 106 discussed how being involved in the mentoring process assisted in her connections at school:

I am involved in sports events planned leadership events. I became involved in these activities through my new friendships and mentoring. I have been working hard to branch out. I have realized that it is hard to do and I have to work at it. It is important though . . . The peer mentoring program has allowed for me to meet and recognize new people . . . These are things that add to my feeling of being connected to [my school].

Mentor 109 explained:

I am connected to my school and community . . . Basketball and theater are activities I started when I was young that help me feel connected. I am doing both right now so I am pretty connected with the students and staff involved in those. I just became involved in Rotary with my mentoring partner so I could help introduce a fun activity with other kids.
Mentors reported high levels of school connection through their experiences over the past two years at the high school. They identified various ways that they experienced school connectedness, including the peer mentoring program as one of the ways that they felt increased school connectedness. Mentor 102 expanded on this idea sharing:

It is important to me to be able to help someone who may be struggling. I think high school can pivotal for a person and I may be able to encourage someone and help them move in a positive direction.

Increased social capital was identified as giving back, helping others, and building connected social relationships. These were all related by the mentors as positive impacts of the participating in the peer-to-peer mentoring program. Mentor 102 further explained:

I am involved in anything that positively unifies the student body. Ummm. I like to be involved in the student section of cheering for games and leading that. I also like to help plan both formal and informal events for the student body. I like getting people involved in community service activities too.

Mentor 106 also shared the importance of volunteerism and connection to the community:

I do tutoring when people ask me. I do lots of volunteer work in the community and with church. I just try to go to everything I can um . . . this is the key to connecting to school and community. Yeah. It’s vital.

While research often indicates the importance of connectedness and school belonging by students who are at-risk, notable is that each mentor indicated the importance of school connectedness and belonging at school (Blum, 2005; Herrera et al., 2008; Karcher, 2004). Blum (2005) expressed the development of such relationships as a critical component of school connectedness, saying, “First, we must recognize that people connect with people before they connect with institutions” (p. 4). Mentor 101 shared, “For me it is the family concept we have
here. Everyone seems to have a sense of belonging through a sense of friends or things that they enjoy.” For the mentors, involvement in sports, leadership activities, and outside volunteer activities were of primary importance to feeling connected to their school.

Mentor 102 explained his activities at school by sharing:

I'm in leadership and I help out with whatever school functions we coordinate at the school. I am in baseball and when I am not in baseball. I help coordinate the student sections and I really enjoy that and trying to bring people to get together through that activity.

Newman, Lohman, and Newman (2007) explain that the concept of belonging at school is linked to the peer group through three key components: affiliation with a group, the importance that youth attach to being part of a group, and the fact of being acknowledged within the group and feeling pride as a result. Mentor 101 also shared:

I like the idea of helping others. I feel like the peer mentor program could help create more friends, and more friendships throughout the school with people who haven’t been friends before.

Mentor 109 shared:

It has changed my view on my peers. I am no longer afraid of approaching others outside my friend group. I know that I can reach out and be of assistance. I can be a part of building and maintaining relationships.

Many of the volunteer activities in the larger community were either set up through organized groups from school or coordinated with peers from school. These were also the primary activities in which mentors indicated having developed their primary friendships and sought to involve mentees so that they, too, could develop peer friendships at the high school. The cross-
Age peer mentoring activities allowed mentors to serve as peer counselors, pairing more experienced student with less experienced students and potentially increasing mentors’ own feelings of school connection. Mentors expressed a need to assist their mentees and a strong desire to be present and available to help. Mentor 102 shared, “I really want to make underclassmen feel more sure of themselves. Yeah, I really want to keep the student section going and building that sense of belonging at the school.” Additionally, the mentors spoke of being able to teach incoming students how to connect to the school and build important connections and a sense of belonging. Mentor 108 elaborated, “I’ve been told I’m a pretty good teacher like I tutor sometimes and every time and if someone says I need help with this class, then they know to come to me.”

As mentioned in the literature, social capital is the value derived from membership in social groups, social networks or institutions (Jensen & Jetten, 2015). This membership gives individuals access to resources and collective understanding. Putnam (2000) described different forms of social capital, whereby social capital can be derived from shared experience, cultural norms, or shared purposes. The shared purpose in the mentoring program was to assist the incoming students in connecting with the school and building a sense of belonging and success. As discussed in Chapter 2, Coleman believed that increasing social capital in the school, by strengthening the social relationships between parents, teachers, and students, would increase overall personal awareness and achievement in students (Coleman, 1990). Additionally, Coleman also noted the importance of student involvement in the school to increase personal awareness and further enhance relationships with other students (Coleman, 1990). Coleman also discussed the importance of being actively involved in each other’s lives and establishing trustful and helpful relations (Coleman, 1990).
Mentor 102 explained the importance of relationship development in the mentor process:

I really enjoyed bringing people in and making them feel more comfortable. I want to help freshman feel more comfortable and feel a sense of belonging before they go through troubling times . . . I really want to make underclassmen feel more sure of themselves. Yeah, I really want to keep the student section going and building that sense of belonging in the school.

Mentor 109 continued by explaining:

I have been mostly focused on helping my partner create and execute a plan for success in high school. I cannot be the one who creates it . . . I can reach out and be of help to peers. I am glad that I can be a part of building and maintaining relationships that will be helpful down the road.

Mentors also discussed the involvement in the program as being an important component becoming involved in new activities as well as engaging in prosocial and student activities that engage in social capital. Mentor 103 shared:

We also work on organization and share upcoming events. My partner has not been very interested in extracurricular activities so I have been trying to share the value long term of these types of activities.

Finally, Mentor 102 summed up the ideas of social capital and connectedness stating:

Life can be really hard for a freshman . . . uhm, (laughs) it can be hard for everyone, actually. My job [as a mentor] is to make easier and improve the odds. The relationships are the most important thing I think. My success was because of good people who cared. Now it’s my turn.
These examples, imply that social capital is not fixed and new social capital was formed while the students were engaged in the mentoring program. It was unclear whether social capital that was formed during the mentoring program affected identity development.

As previously discussed, Coleman (1994) described social capital as the exploration of the nature of social structures. He argued that social capital was defined by its function. “It is not a single entity, but a variety of different entities, having two characteristics in common: they all consist of some aspect of a social structure, and they facilitate certain actions of individuals who are within the structure” (Coleman, 1994, p. 302). The mentoring relationships exhibited an example of such a social structure and the facilitation of the actions within the structure. The mentoring relationships were built in the social structure of the mentors leading the mentees in prosocial academic and social high school activities that were facilitated within the framework of the classroom. Then, expanded into more spontaneous adolescent relationships involving extracurricular activities such as lunch time gatherings, community service activities and sporting event attendance.

**Research Question Two: Do mentors report identifiable differences between matches that are same gender or different gender, or differences between age differences and different gender? If they do, what are the reported differences? If they do not, what are the reasons for the lack of reportable differences?**

Mentors did not directly or formally report either through the surveys or interviews identifiable differences between matches that were same gender or different gender, or differences between age differences and different gender. Female to female mentoring matches were more detailed in describing their relationship development and activities than they were involved in than the male-to-male or male-to-female or female-to-male relationship matches.
Findings of this study are inconclusive regarding identifiable differences between matches that were same gender or different gender, or differences between age differences and different gender. It does report, along with the literature, that females are more concerned with their feelings about relationships.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, Carol Gilligan (1987) noted differences between males and females in their feelings towards caring, relationships, and connections with others. Gilligan and her colleagues have conducted intensive interviews with adolescents from 6 to 18 years of age and reported that girls consistently reveal detailed knowledge about relationships. “They sensitively pick up different rhythms in relationship and often are able to follow the pathways of feelings” (Kalsoon, Behlol, Kayani, Kaini, 2012, p. 19) While all mentors were actively involved in the mentoring program, females were more articulate about their relationships than were the male mentor participants. The female to female mentors were more detailed and conversant about their relationship matches. Mentor 108, a female matched to a female mentee stated:

We have lunch a couple times a week. I took my partner to dinner. It was not difficult to keep conversation going and I was glad that we went because it was appreciated and I know this was a special outing for my partner. We also have plans to go to a basketball game. We have been to other activities with the rest of the group in the program too. We continue to work on schoolwork on almost a daily basis. Mentor 107, a female matched to a female mentee shared, “We are also doing little things to get to know each other you know like talking and texting. We also Snapchat stuff about our day.” Mentor 107 further stated:
My partner and I are close. We talk about much more than school work. I would say that I am more than just her mentor. I am her friend but my role has become like an older sister. I am a listener but also I can offer guidance and advice. I also get a lot from our relationship because I feel that I am needed. I know that I have an important role in her life that no one else can fill quite like I can.

Mentor 108 shared similar thoughts, “We even work on schoolwork in the evenings but we take time to relax too. We have watched some Netflix and talked in between working.”

Mentor 109, a female mentor with a female mentee also shared:

I have been mostly focused on helping my partner create and execute a plan for success in high school. I cannot be the one who creates it so we have gone through all subjects and decided what things to work on. We also have been figuring out what activities to focus on. We have had lunch together a couple times a week. We have gone to a movie and to the retirement home to help out there too.

While the other gender matches appeared positive, based on observations as well as through interview analysis, the mentors were not as articulate in describing their activities or quality of the relationship.

Mentor 101 a male mentor with a male mentee shared this, “We joke and have a great time together,” to explain his relationship with his mentee.

Mentor 103 explained his relationship with his mentee this way: “Um, I think it is really good. Um we talk about things. We like . . . have stuff outside of school we like as well so we have really connected.” Mentor 106, a female mentor with a male mentee shared the following when discussing the quality of her peer mentoring relationship, “Supportive and friendly. I work at it. I, um, feel good about things. I am friendly with my peer mentoring partner.”
Holmes’ (2007) study described both positive and negative experiences with same-race and same-gender mentors, as well as mentors from different backgrounds. The most important factor was the mentor's commitment to the mentee’s success, regardless of race or gender. Additionally, some research finds no significant differences among genders in career mentoring or psychosocial support when comparing homogenous mentoring pairs (same gender and race) and diversified gender pairings (Smith, 2001). In this study, mentors demonstrated a commitment to their mentees success. Gender did not appear to be a factor.

Cohen and Light’s (2000) theory that successful mentoring relationships are often reported as those where mentees felt they shared their mentors’ personal values. Gender or age of mentoring matches was not a key focus on this theory. In the design of the peer mentoring program, there was a fairly open-ended structure for the students to follow. The mentors in the program began their mentoring and coaching by asking the mentees about themselves and referred to a few guidelines provided by the program organizers but were encouraged to develop natural relationships. The guidelines provided for discussion regarding the mentees’ strengths and weaknesses as well as what they felt they needed to advance to have positive high school experiences. While the mentors did not specifically indicate more or less satisfaction with their mentoring partners through the surveys or interviews, the mentoring matches that were female to-female or female-to-male appeared to report in the interviews more involved and connected relationships than those of the other relationship configurations. This is not to say that there were not positive relationships matches. Instead, the data from interviews and surveys simply did not provide details about the other matches that would allow for a conclusion. What emerged in lieu of a focus on gender and age configuration was a focus on helping all of the
students whether or not their specific mentee was male or female. Mentor 101, a female matched to a male mentee, stated:

We have hung out at school in between classes, had lunch and I have been helping him on social studies classes. During out of class times, we pretty much walk around the halls with my friends and I introduce him and we talk about music and sports.

Mentor 102, a male matched to a male mentee stated, “We have been working on homework mostly. We also talk about what is going on at home. I am a sounding board. Sometimes I just listen.”

All of these mentors shared positive connections with their mentees regardless of gender or age matches. None of the mentees specifically identified their relationship quality in terms of gender in regards to the quality of the match.

Observational data, as detailed in the field notes, provided data regarding the mentors’ activities. The mentors intentionally organized events with the mentees as a group outside of the one-on-one relationships without regard for gender. Program parameters were set so that the mentoring could occur within the classroom during a specific class period of the high school schedule. It was assumed that mentors and mentees would engage in one-on-one activities outside of class approximately twice a month. However, within one month of the program, an unanticipated development began to occur. The mentors combined forces in mentoring their mentees, and mentors began assisting one another. Observational data documented mentors’ discussions, without adult direction, how to organize the 90-minute class periods. Listing on the classroom whiteboard priorities for the time was allowing for 45 minutes of academic support time. During this time the mentors identified who among the mentors were strong in various freshman level subject matters. After this, the mentors made triangular folded table-top tents to
place on the tables. From this point on, the mentors set up the tents on the classroom tables entitled: English, Spanish 1, World Studies, Biology, Algebra and Electives, and one mentor sat at each table available to work with any mentee, not just his or her assigned mentee. One mentor of the seven floated around the room providing additional academic support, sharing physical materials, or assisting with problem solving by talking with mentees and mentors. In this activity, the mentoring assumed the role of tutoring; however, tutoring was not the only activity that the mentors were engaged in with their mentees. While the mentors had specific mentees matched to them, they created a plan not only to work together but also to serve all mentees.

Mentor 109 explained:

   It has gotten me better with how to explain things to them when I’m helping them with their schoolwork …because originally the plan was to be with a partner, but it’s more of moving around and talking to whichever student that needs help at the time.

In the academic support activity, the mentoring assumed the role of tutoring; however, tutoring was not the only activity that the mentors were engaged in with their mentees. Mentors also organized weekly lunches with their mentees. The mentors shared with the mentees that they would be meeting on Wednesdays at a table in the Commons by the Clock Tower for lunch. Mentors organized themselves and signed up for various snack items to bring to share to these lunch times. The mentors, themselves, identified that these lunches were social and so that the entire group could get to know each other better. This was not required by the program and was an activity that the mentors created, planned, and executed without adult guidance. Due to this unanticipated program organization initiated by mentors, I was unable to discover specific data to address the question related to reportable differences in gender matches.

**Research Sub-Question A: What is the impact or effect of mentoring on the youth mentor?**
The youth mentors in this study shared that becoming a peer-to-peer mentor was an experience that assisted them in becoming more connected to the high school campus and positively shaped their own leadership skills. Early in the study, Mentor 101 expressed, “I feel like I am not only starting an important friendship but truly helping someone whose life will be impacted longer term for the good.” Mentors shared that opportunities for increased student leadership and volunteerism as ways in which they were impacted and ways in which they had experienced an increased connection to students and community members. Mentor 102 stated:

I just recently became involved in student leadership. I have been able to get involved in volunteering for many extra activities both on campus and off campus. I am enjoying different activities with students and community members. This has really helped me feel connected and useful.

Mentor 106 further discussed the following: “The peer mentoring program has allowed for me to meet and recognize new people. I feel like I get to teach and lead and these are activities I enjoy doing.” Understanding the needs of others and building relationships was one way in which mentors were impacted by the relationships. Mentor 107 explained:

I feel like I have helped people and have made them feel important here … drawing people in and giving them a place. Um, I guess, what I mean is we are all this together and someone has to take that step to make a spot for everyone else. Not that I can make a spot for everyone but I can plant some seeds and then next person can add and so on. I think we all have to do this.

Several of the mentors discussed their leadership in terms of encouraging their mentees. Mentor 101 shared:
I am in Student Leadership this year. I feel like this activity is more meaningful since I am working with a younger student. I feel like I am volunteering for more because of her. I am also more aware of other students in the sports I am in and what their stories might be. I want to get younger students involved and really reach out to more kids. 

Mentee 108 stated: “My job is to help her realize her own potential and help her pick up the skills she needs to succeed.” Additionally, mentors identified greater self-confidence, strong communication skills and a deeper commitment to helping others in the future. Mentor 102 expressed: “Over time, I can work with lots of high schools and kids and spread this to many places, helping many students.” Other mentors shared similar thoughts about helping others. Mentor 103 stated, “I will always be involved in working with community to programs to help others.” Mentors expressed that they experienced satisfaction from knowing that they helped younger peers develop understandings about the routines and expectations of high school, as well as developing a sense of connection to the high school. Mentor 108 shared, “I truly and deeply care about those who may not have had the chances to be as successful as maybe some of the other kids who are out there. I want everyone to have a chance. I think this is a strength of mine.” Mentors also reported that mentees learned basic social and academic skills. Mentor 109 explained:

I have been mostly focused on helping my partner create and execute a plan for success in high school. I cannot be the one who creates it so we have gone through all subjects and decided what things to work on. We have also been figuring out what activities to focus on.

Mentors shared that they believed that their relationships with mentees helped the mentees improve in their academic work, social behaviors with other peers, communications with
teachers, and develop interest in the school and community that they otherwise would not have had. Mentor 101 explained:

We have had our in-class meetings and have had lunch together with the entire group once a week. We got together for the community canned food drive with the peer mentors a couple Saturdays ago.

Mentor 102 further explained:

I would like to be able to have a stronger relationship and feel like I could make more of a difference. I do not know if the homework support is enough. I don’t see my partner connecting the school or community and it worries me. The program impacts me because it matters to me and I see it as important for all incoming 9th graders.

Mentors felt that their encouraging and supportive relationships provided support, guidance and friendship to students who really needed them. As Mentor 101 stated: “I feel like I am truly helping someone whose life will be impacted long term for the good.”

Additionally, mentors developed a sense of support and interest in helping each other and developing effective listening skills both with each other and with their mentees. Mentors exhibited a genuine commitment to helping their peers, both mentors and mentees, and demonstrated empathy and a desire to improve the life of someone else. Mentor 101 expressed the following:

I feel like I am helping others but I feel like my partner needs more of my time both in and out of school. My partner has other needs and when I think about it, I had them as a freshman too. I think that I had better outlets than my partner does. Not everyone has these supports. This has really shown me how important a program like this is and how
as much as kids are the same, they all have different stories. I have realized high school is more than what goes on during the day in classes.

Mentor 109 stated:

I never really thought of school as being hard. Either academically or socially. I have been lucky so being able to help and explain things thoroughly is a great feeling … I have already seen a change for the better.

Another one of the benefits that mentors expressed was that of the being exposed to new ideas about the world. Mentors shared that they started gathering ideas about their future involvement in community service and building relationships and social capital. Mentor 102 explained:

I know that I want to stay involved in this program and keep working with similar programs throughout my life. There is incredible value in this work … The program impacts me because it matters to me and I see it as important for all incoming 9th graders.

Mentor 109 shared, “I see myself as being able to help others. I can use this in many ways in the future to help people.” Mentor 101 shared these thoughts about the program, “I feel like I am truly helping someone whose life will be impacted long term for the good.” Mentor 102 further expressed it this way: “Now, I can see a big picture. I understand that things can be improved and refined to come up with something amazing. I can see that one small gesture can snowball into something amazing.”

Research Sub-Question B: What effect does the quality of training of mentors prior to the mentorship match have on the mentoring relationship?

Data from the observations and interviews with peer mentors provided some insight into their perceptions of the training that they received. The review of previous research indicated
that the more training and support that peer mentors receive, the more they will be equipped for successful relationships and experiences with their mentees (Foster, 2001; Heirdsfield, Nelson, Tills, Cheeseman, Derrington, Walker, & Walsh, 2008). Mentors were provided a series of trainings in preparation of their mentoring. The first training was conducted by the behavior support specialist and primary research for the purpose of preparing the mentors in working with the mentees. Activities in these sessions included how to provide academic support and tutoring, training student how to use a planner, how to share school activities and clubs, involving students in school activities and clubs, when to involve adults in concerning situations and different types of prosocial activities during mentoring class. During the trainings, mentors and the key adults—behavior support specialist, primary researcher, county mental health counselor and leadership advisor—facilitated conversations and assisted peer mentors in developing a short list of duties for peer mentors, including how to positively build rapport with the mentees, how to positively communicate with mentees and how to build academic and social success in freshman students. The document was a short list of the duties of peer mentors, including suggestions about how to build rapport with mentees, how to communicate with mentees, the paperwork peer mentors should use to document their work, and the duties of peer mentors as they help mentees to plan and practice their lessons. Part of this training was intended to develop mentor confidence and self-esteem in working with the mentees. Setting personal goals and modeling this for the mentees was an important part of the initial trainings.

Each of the mentors expressed an interest in the implementation of a new program that would assist freshman students during the transition into high school. Mentor 102 explained, “I really enjoyed bringing people in and making them feel more comfortable. I want to help freshman feel more comfortable and feel sense of belonging before they go through troubling
times.” Mentor 101 stated, “I feel like I am helping others but I feel like my partner needs more of my time both in and out of school. I have realized high school is more than what goes on during the day in classes.” During the weekly mentor debrief sessions, the mentors discussed how to best support the mentors and often mentioned the needs of the mentees that surpassed transitioning into ninth grade.

The mentors expressed an interest in the mentorship program out of desire to assist the incoming freshman. Mentor 102 continued, “... it is fun and fulfilling to help others. Sometimes I do not know how to best help because I think these students needed assistance many years ago long before high school.” Mentor 103 explained relying on the guidance of the other mentors [friends] and trainings:

My friends have a lot of school spirit so that really helped me because I am a quiet person … It is a stretch for me because I am quieter. But it is good for me to be stretched and I am lucky I have friends who draw me in.

Reviewing the academic transcripts, none of the mentors needed the elective credit or grade associated with the course; therefore, the mentors joined the program with the intent to serve the mentees and provide leadership to these students as they entered the high school setting as a function of service and care. The training sessions that were planned and executed addressed many of the typical transition issues as well the issues that Mentor 103 shared:

I think the whole idea of the program is great for the younger students. I would like more time during the school day with my partner because I think my partner struggles throughout the day in class and out of class. I am not always there and I find myself worrying during the day. I wish that there were a way to fix this for the students who are really in need during the day. I do like the aspects of helping others.
Discussions surrounding how to support independency in the mentees and developing an awareness in the mentors that they were not responsible for “fixing” every problem for their mentee was an area in which training and support for mentors was provided.

The category and theme of the self in present and self in future related to the idea of mentor training and the effect on the mentoring relationship. Here, the mentors were able to talk about their personal strengths and how they felt they were able to utilize their strengths in their current daily lives. Identifying strengths demonstrated the mentors’ self-efficacy and self-esteem. Early in the study the mentors were not as certain about identifying their strengths. Mentor 109 stated, “That’s a really hard question. I can’t answer.” By the end of the study, the mentors were very clear about their strengths. Mentor 103 conveyed, “I’m patient and I can explain things to kids. I think this is important to helping others.” Mentor 108 indicated her strengths in the final interview as:

. . . studious habits, I’m a pretty good listener. I’ve been told I’m a pretty good teacher, like, I tutor sometimes, and, every time, and if someone says I need help with this class, then they know to come to me. I’m pretty artistic.

How the mentors reflected and considered their own potential and the types of careers and activities that they considered themselves capable of pursuing became more detailed throughout the study. Mentor 102 expressed in one of the last interviews during the study, “I want to go college and major in psychology and see what bothers people and how we can get through it.” Mentor 101 discussed long term plans sharing their connection to mentoring, “I plan on helping people with PTSD and matching them with animals who may have been abandoned or abused to form a partnership that will heal them both. I think mentoring is somewhat similar.”
The recognition of their strengths, their focus towards the future, and the feelings of social confidence play a significant role in the mentors hopes and belief in their sense of who they are as individuals currently and their hopes and aspirations for their future. Mentor 107 shared her aspirations by stating:

I hope that I can provide comfort and encouragement. I ultimately want to help people and be a better person than I used to be. I want to consistently be bettering myself and the community in which I live and work.

In a final interview, the same mentor shared both her strengths and her aspirations for her future:

I relate well to others and have a sense of compassion for others that I don’t know that I ever had before. I was pretty self-centered and maybe not even a very good person. My qualities and strength is that I know that I can change and can help others see that they can change and grow and make the world that the live in better. Little changes make big changes. I still want to be a labor and delivery nurse. I feel that I can be compassionate to others during a time that can be uncertain and stressful. I also feel that I can use those skills in positive ways in the community in which I live.

Mentor 104 shared how her thoughts and understandings changed throughout the program:

I guess it helped because I like don’t really think about how it was when I was younger coming to a new school so it kind of puts perspective on things like they are new kids and they are scared and it’s not like I can just do everything I want to so that kind of helps me think about that.

Mentor 103 expanded:

I pretty much, perspective, like going into a new place or when I go to college next year I can take what I’ve learned like, ok, some of these scared and don’t want to get involved
and it hurt them and knowing that I can be like, ok, I need to get out of my bubble and get involved because if not, it wouldn’t be a good experience for me and I want it to be all that I can get.

**Research Sub-Question C: Why is it important to support and provide ongoing training for peer mentors?**

Subsequent trainings after the initial month were informal. These trainings were discussion and problem-solving based on input from the mentors and adult facilitators and led to a theme that emerged regarding volunteerism and social capital. The sessions were intended to focus on providing support and information to mentors as they had questions or needs as they arose. Mentors shared that felt more relationship development training would be helpful for future mentors. Mentor 101 expressed during an informal conversation with me, “The more I work with the students, the more I realize the need.”

Mentor 109 shared:

I can do anything I want to and there are lots of things I would like to do. I am still just a kid. When I am older . . . I will have more power over how I organize my time and the impact I will be able to make. I know I can reach out and be of assistance. We are working on all of those skills right now.

These statements express the mentors’ understandings and awareness of the mentees’ needs and their potential limitations at being able to meet those needs. By providing on-going support and training, mentors are better equipped to assist and encourage the progress of the mentees.

Such support and ongoing training for peer mentors was necessary as the high school peer mentors were adolescents and students themselves with only two more years of experience in the high school setting with academics and social experiences. Peer mentors required
explanation and training by mentor program advisors about how to best work with their mentees and how to set achievable goals within their mentoring relationship. These activities assisted in the development of the mentors’ engagement in volunteerism and social capital. Volunteer activities such as mentoring develop connections with people who might otherwise not have developed a relationship or contact with one another. Ongoing training assists with the support of these positive connections. Additionally, mentors asked for phrases to use when mentees have the need to advocate for themselves in peer settings throughout the school in academic and social settings or during peer social conflicts with other peers outside of the program. Mentor 101 explained:

The [mentor] meetings we have help a lot. I am in Student Leadership this year. I feel like this activity is more meaningful since I am working with a younger student. I feel like I am volunteering for more because of her. I am also more aware of other students in the sports I am in and what their stories might be. I want to get younger students involved and really reach out to more kids . . . I like to think it is bringing people together in a sense of camaraderie.

Mentor 107 shared the following thoughts about the program:

It has helped me mature a lot because I am their role model. I don’t want them to go own the wrong path. I need to make sure I am responsible and a good role model . . . [this] actually is improving my own self-esteem. I know that I am helping . . . I have learned to be patient and a good listener. I also am learning about the different stories people have in their lives. It made me realize that my mentoring partner has a life story too that I may not know about.

Such statements show that mentors are aware of the needs of the mentees and have some skills in
working with the students but may not be equipped to know how to involve the younger students in activities or how to reach out to other young students. Additionally, mentors also shared that the trainings helped them understand the needs of the mentees. It was through these understandings that the mentors created a teamwork approach in working with the mentees to best provide support and guidance. Mentor 103 explained:

These students need the support of several peers and adults. We have figured out a way to work together so that the students are able to work with several peers who can care about them and encourage them. We, mentors, work as a team. We didn’t talk about it, we just started doing it. I think it is who we are. Um, for me, I like helping others and giving back. I get to do that in this program . . . I’m patient and I can explain things to kids. I think this is important to helping others.

The mentoring activities of this program were centered on the development of social networks, developing specific future goals, and a reliance on information and resources. Through the weekly mentor training/support meetings with staff, mentors discussed developing teaching and advising skills as they worked with and tutored their mentees. During one interview, Mentor 106 shared that the training and mentoring “helps me teaching wise with interacting kids younger than me. This is really key to my future. It helps me give back to others who are in need of guidance and friendship.”

Others spoke of how they worked with other mentors as they worked with the mentees to manage projects and work in teams to promote positive relationships and school connectedness. Mentor 103 explained that the mentors were “able to work with other students in the program on their academic work. This is really great for the students because they can get the best out of us mentors.” Mentors shared that these activities helped them with their own communication skills
and social capital skills such as understanding their peers better, motivating their peers, and the
development of better problem solving skills. The mentors spent time working on, not only the
individual partner relationships but also relationships with the other mentees, through various
activities. This structure was developed through the ongoing trainings. The mentors’
relationships with each other was important to the overall success of the mentee partnerships.
Mentor 102 explained:

It is a good relationship because we can work as a partner team but we also work in the full
mentoring group and are accomplishing good things in the class. We are also doing service
and getting involved in campus activities. This is positive because we didn’t even know
each other before.

The mentoring program offered a new social network to the mentors and inspired them to
expand the idea of assisting other students with similar needs. Mentor 101 explained,
“I feel like it could help a lot of people. I just wish it were bigger and allowed for the help for
more students. This is a really important for the kids in our school.” Volunteering, in the form
of peer mentoring, be viewed as a form of social capital, as it promotes prosocial behaviors and
school connectedness, assists marginalized social groups at the high school, assists in community
building and enhances the social network between students and community members. In a final
interview, Mentor 102 stated, “I know that I want to stay involved in this program and keep
working with similar programs throughout my life. There is incredible value in this work.”
Mentor comments are consistent with the literature (Dotterer & Lowe, 2011; Durlak, Weissberg,
Dymnicki, Taylor, & Schellinger, 2011) which highlights that participating in volunteer activities
contributes to stimulating a sense of belonging to a social network. Ongoing training is key to
the success of such mentoring programs.
Chapter 4 Summary of the Findings

Chapter 4 presented the research questions that guided this qualitative case study. It also presented the data gathered during the process of conducting semi-structured interviews with seven high school juniors in mentor roles at the high school. From the gathered data, four themes emerged: (a) self in present and self in future, (b) volunteerism and social capital, (c) servant leadership, and (d) connectedness and school belonging. I was able to use these themes to explain the overall increases in social capital, prosocial skill development and school connectedness the mentors experienced as a result of being involved in the peer-to-peer mentoring program. Findings illustrated the connections between various codes which in turn lead to the development of overarching themes related to the five research questions. Aspects of the mentoring relationships that held meaning for the participants were identified and an enhanced understanding of the qualities of the mentoring relationships in relationship to the research questions were identified. It was discovered that in this particular study that peer mentors self-reported increases in their prosocial skills of school involvement, school connection, and social capital. Mentors did not formally report differences between peer mentoring matches that were of the same gender or different gender. However, female mentors who were matched to female mentees were more detailed, in that they spoke longer and were more specific in describing the activities they were involved in with their mentor counterparts, in their conversations during the interviews about their relationships and activities than other gender combination mentoring matches. Peer mentors in this study reported that the mentoring created opportunities for them to build school connectedness and positive leaderships skills. Mentors reported that they joined the program with the hope of assisting the mentees and providing support to these students as they transitioned to the high school. Quality of training
can only be assumed to have assisted in the positive relationship outcomes since these trainings were not compared with other types of trainings provided to mentors in similar programs. Finally, mentors self-reported questions or concerns about the mentees throughout the program that program facilitators were able to address as they occurred. Since high school students only have a certain amount of life experience, ongoing training and support is necessary to assist them in navigating the mentoring of another youth. Additionally, access to competent, trained adults is necessary in the event of a more complicated or serious academic or relationship issue that the youth may find themselves unable to navigate independently.

In Chapter 5, I will discuss the findings relating to previous research and conceptual frameworks of the study, suggest practical implications, and identify additional research needed in the future.
Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusion

Introduction to Chapter 5

The first chapter of this study introduced the background, purpose and significance of the study. The second chapter presented a review of relevant literature, including different types of mentoring programs utilized in educational settings with specific attention given to what constitutes a peer-to-peer mentoring program. The third chapter outlined the methodology of the study, including the sampling procedures, instrumentation used, and the data collection and data analysis procedures. The fourth chapter presented the results of the study and included the data analysis of descriptive statistics and interviews with the mentors. This chapter presents a brief overview of the problem, purpose, research questions, methodology, and major findings of the study. The primary focus of this chapter is to present findings related to relevant literature on peer-to-peer mentoring programs and social capital and school connectedness, implications for action, and recommendations for future research are addressed.

Mentoring relationships have long been utilized to provide a framework, in which either formal or informal relationships are structured so that one individual supports, encourages, and advises another. Although the type, format, purpose, length, and nature of the type of relationship may vary, mentoring can be found in the literature from many disciplines: art, music, business, community service, education, and science. In the field of education, mentors have been used to support beginning teachers, college freshmen, gifted students, at-risk students, and special needs students. Mentoring in the United States has been documented over the past two hundred years in a variety of structures and organizations. In the review of the literature it was discovered that during the mid-to-late 1800s, charitable societies developed in many cities during the friendly visiting movement, as an effort to establish uplifting, mentoring relationships
between middle class volunteers and poor Americans (Freedman, 2008). During the past two decades, mentoring of youth specifically in the school setting has given rise to a variety of different types of programs promoting the success of adolescents. Herrera (1999) suggested at that time, that “school-based mentoring is one of the most promising and rapidly expanding of these approaches” (p. 1). Within the school based high school setting, one of the ways that peer-to-peer mentoring relationships may be utilized is to allow for more experienced youth to provide support and guidance to less experienced youth as they transition into the school based high school setting.

Throughout the literature it has been documented that both adults and cross-age peers have been successfully paired with youth as mentors. While adult mentors are most frequently used as mentors for adolescents in the high school setting, peers are more likely to engage with other peers (Garringer & MacRae, 2008; Karcher, 2005b). Peer mentoring programs, capitalize on adolescents’ increasing interest in peer relationships as they enter the teenage years. Garringer and MacRae (2008) point out that mentees’ tendency to look up to a slightly older peer indicates that they view their mentor as a role model and value what they have to offer. Hartup and Abecassis (2002), Harris (1998), and Rowe (1994) have claimed that peer groups have a stronger influence than that of parents. As adolescents seek to become independent, they often spend more time around peers and can be positively influenced by strong peer models. Karcher (2005a) found that that meaningful guidance and instruction occurs in mentoring between youth and older peers. One of the reasons that peer mentorships may be successful may be due to the ability for students to establish and maintain stronger relationships due to the frequency of contact and close proximity (Komives, Lucas, & McMahon, 2013). Since peer mentors were in the same school daily as the mentees, they were accessible and meetings were able to occur
beyond the scheduled formal meeting times allowing for more connected relationships to develop. These interactions also can promote leadership and personal empowerment (Komives et al., 2013). In this case study, mentors built strong relationships not only with their mentees but with each other. Additionally, the mentors relied on utilizing and expanding their prosocial skills to engage with their mentees in a successful manner. Later parts of chapter will provide a detailed interpretation of these mentor-mentee relationships as well as the mentors’ relationships with one another.

The positive peer relationships that were developed among the mentors and mentees provided increased social connections, built elements of social capital and demonstrated prosocial behaviors for the mentors. An investigation of school-based, peer-to-peer, cross-age mentoring was important since high school students spend most of their time in school and mentoring in schools may provide a form of social support leading to high school success for both the mentor and the mentee. This chapter will interpret why this occurred and what it may mean to high school peer mentoring programs. Additional studies would be needed to provide more data to support these conclusions.

Summary of the Results

The research data revealed four main themes that addressed the research questions from the mentor interviews: (a) self in present and self in future, (b) volunteerism and social capital, (c) servant leadership, and (d) connectedness and school belonging. The four themes categorized the mentors’ perceptions of their individual development and their perceived impact on their personal development as a result of being a part of a mentoring relationship. This study, as evidenced in the survey, interview, and observational data, revealed participation in the peer-to-peer mentoring program increased the mentors’ prosocial skills of school involvement, school
connection, and social capital. The focus of this case study was to examine the experiences of peer mentoring in a high school setting from the perspective of the peer mentors. In the context of the study, a qualitative case study approach provided the most appropriate method to explore the experiences of the high school mentors participating in peer-to-peer mentoring program. This study was guided by two research questions from the perspective of the peer mentor:

1) To what extent does peer mentoring increase the peer mentors’ prosocial skills of school involvement, school connection, and social capital?

2) Do mentors report identifiable differences between matches that are same gender or different gender, or differences between age differences and different gender? If they do, what are the reported differences? If they do not, what are the reasons for the lack of reportable differences?

Sub-Questions

a. What is the impact or effect of mentoring on the youth mentor?

b. What effect does the quality of training of mentors prior to the mentorship match have on the mentoring relationship?

c. Why is it important to support and provide ongoing training for peer mentors?

While it could not be concluded whether or not peer mentoring alone increased peer mentors’ school involvement, peer mentors did indicate an increased belief about their feeling of school connectedness and school belonging and in the field note observational data. The data do not support a conclusion that this was solely due to participation in the peer mentoring program because each of the peer mentors were already involved in some type of extra-curricular activities through sports, student leadership, and/or National Honor Society (NHS) or a combination of these school related activities. It is important to note that most of the mentors did
indicate that they had participated in new activities during this school year with their mentees. Mentor 102 shared, “Most all of my activities are new this year. Once I started mentoring, I decided I needed to try new things both on my own and with my partner.” Mentors indicated that they had tried new activities with their mentees in an effort to introduce new extracurricular school activities to the mentees.

In this study, mentors expressed a need to assist their mentees and a strong desire to be present and available to help. The mentors expressed an increase in these feelings as the study progressed. Creating relationships and assisting other younger students are strategies that support increased social capital, prosocial skills, and school connectedness. As the study progressed, the mentors expanded their ideas about their strengths and skills that they could use with mentees as a mentor. For example, Mentor 107 shared:

I relate well to others and have a sense of compassion for other that I don’t know that I ever had before. I was pretty self-centered and maybe not even a very good person. My qualities and strengths is that I know that I can change and can help others and see that they can change and grow and make the world that they live in better. Little changes make big changes … I feel I can be compassionate to others during a time that can be uncertain and stressful.

At the conclusion of the study, the mentors expressed thoughts and ideas about their future involvement in contributing to the community and helping others. The peer mentoring activities in this study allowed high school peer mentors to serve as peer advisors, pairing more experienced students with less experienced students increasing mentors’ own feelings of social capital and school and community connectedness. Mentor 108 reported the following ideas about the program and future involvement in helping others:
I understand that others may not understand something the first time or have the same opportunities that others may get. Sometimes people need a helping hand or someone to reach out and make them feel valuable. By doing this, I feel valuable too. The more I do it, the better I feel and the more I want to do it . . . . My life goal is to help others. That is all I really want in life.

One of the key areas that the mentors built social capital and school connectedness was through community service activities. Many of the community service activities the mentors engaged in throughout the larger community were either organized through service groups from school or coordinated with peers from school. Mentor 102 explained, “The community service I am able to do as a part of this [mentoring program] helps me feel like I am connected to the school.” Community service activities were also the activities in which mentors indicated that they had participated in that had developed their own major peer relationships. Therefore, these mentors sought to involve mentees with the intent to assist them in developing positive peer connections at the high school. The activities that students chose to become involved in throughout their mentoring partnership appeared to encourage and develop activities that would promote prosocial and social capital connections and behaviors. This can be inferred by the mentors’ statements during interviews about their desires to continue involvement in volunteer, community service, and other networking activities after they leave high school and in the future.

There was one area related to school involvement, school connectedness, and social capital in which the results of the study were not able to clearly identify discern conclusions related to participation in the peer mentoring program on its own. First, the results of the study were not able to clearly identify whether or not peer mentoring on its own increased the student mentors’ involvement in school activities. All of the mentors indicated involvement in previous
school activities prior to becoming a mentor and were in the process of signing up for various
school activities at the beginning of the school year when the mentoring program was
implemented. Mentors were already active in leadership, sports and other school activities.
Despite this previous involvement in school activities, the mentors actively engaged in activities
during the school year with the other mentors, with mentees, and individually. Because the study
did not utilize participants who had never been involved in any school activities previously, it
cannot be concluded that school involvement was only a result of the mentoring program.

Additionally, mentors did not report on specific differences regarding the configuration
of the gender matches through the surveys or interview. Differences in the quality of
relationships based on gender/age were also not observed during the course of the study. There
was not enough reported data regarding identifiable differences between matches that were same
gender or different gender, or differences between age differences and different gender by the
participants in this study. It was observed that all relationships were positive regardless of
gender/age. Therefore, this study is not able to support a conclusion regarding relationship
quality and configuration of the gender matches. I can infer from the interview, field notes, and
observational data, that gender may not be as important as connectedness between the mentor
and mentee.

Discussion of the Results

The quantitative portion of the research study examined the relationship between
connectedness of the mentors to peers, to their neighborhood and their perspectives of the self-in-present. The one-way within subjects ANOVA was conducted with the data from the
Hemingway Survey with the factor being the number of weeks mentoring in the mentoring
program and the dependent variables being connectedness to peers, self-in-present, and
connectedness to neighborhood. The results from this data were not statistically significant. This was likely due to two main factors. First, the study sample was small with only seven mentors participating in the study and second, the period of the study was over the course of one academic semester. Connectedness to peers, self-in-present, and connectedness to neighborhood when related to participating in a mentoring program are more likely to reflect significant changes over a more substantial period of time and when there is a larger study sample.

Ultimately, the results demonstrated that the mentors did experience increases in the school connectedness, engagement in prosocial behaviors and social capital due to their involvement with the peer mentoring program. This was evidenced through the interviews and observations. A key component of the increase in social connectedness, engagement in prosocial behavior, and social capital was related to the ongoing support that the mentors received throughout the program. Research indicates that training, supervision, and ongoing support may be particularly important in nurturing the success of peer mentoring relationships (Garringer & MacRae, 2008; Herrera, Kauh, Cooney, Grossman, & McMaken, 2008). A dedicated site coordinator can ensure that the program is functioning and that mentoring matches have access to advice and support that can help them work through any relationship difficulties. Such supports provided for the mentors in this study included structuring matches and providing ongoing support to mentors with access to resources, space, or supplies.

Data from the observations with peer mentors provided some insight into their perceptions of the training that the mentors received. The review of previous research had indicated that the more training that peer mentors receive, the more they will be equipped for successful experiences with their mentees (Heirdsfield, Nelson, Tills, Cheeseman, Derrington, Walker, & Walsh, 2008). Mentors were provided a series of trainings in preparation for their
mentoring. Such support and ongoing training for peer mentors was necessary as the high school peer mentors were adolescents and students themselves with only two more years of experience in the high school setting with academics and social experiences.

Peer mentors required explanation and training by mentor program advisors about how to best work with their mentees and how to set achievable goals within their mentoring relationship. Additionally, mentors asked for what to help mentees to say when mentees had the need to advocate for themselves. During program sessions, mentors expressed to the behavior specialist that they did not always feel confident in handling relationship issues that arose during the mentoring sessions. The mentors identified to the behavioral specialist that the relationship issues that were generally those experienced by the mentees with other peers in their grade or with teachers. Mentors assisted in providing advocacy for mentees in peer settings throughout the school in academic and social settings or during peer social conflicts with other peers outside of the program. These activities assisted in the development of the mentors’ engagement in volunteerism and social capital. Ongoing training would assist with the support of these positive connections. These trainings allowed mentors to continue working with mentees without experiencing lags in assisting them or moving forward with activities, as shared by mentors during informal conversations. From this it can be inferred that ongoing relationship development training would be necessary and constructive in order to support future mentors.

Volunteer activities such as mentoring develop connections with people who might otherwise not have developed a relationship or contact with one another. Along with this volunteer activity of mentoring, the mentors also were involved in both school-based and community service activities with their mentees. Many of the community service activities the mentors engaged in throughout the larger community were either organized through service
groups from school or coordinated with peers from school. Community service activities were also the activities in which mentors indicated that they had participated in that had developed their own major peer relationships. Therefore, these mentors sought to involve mentees with the intent to assist them in developing positive peer connections at the high school. Mentor 101 expressed:

I feel like my mentee would feel more connected if she could go to more sporting events and be a part of leadership. These activities would bring a sense of friendship and connection. This is why we do them.

The activities that students chose to become involved in throughout their mentoring partnership appeared to encourage and develop activities that would promote prosocial skills, social capital connections, and behaviors not only during the high school years but for the future. This can be inferred by the mentors’ statements during interviews about their desires to continue involvement in volunteer, community service, and other networking activities after they leave high school. Mentor 101 shared, “I guess my long time goals go hand in hand with mentoring.” The participation in community service, networking, and involvement of the mentees in these activities led to an unanticipated result of the development of servant leadership in mentors. Mentor 102 expressed, “I can help more than one person. Over time, I can work with lots of high schools and kids and spread this to many places, helping many students.” Each of the mentors expressed a desire to provide leadership and service to others throughout high school and beyond.

Another research question addressed was related to identifiable differences between mentor matches that were same gender or different gender, or differences between age differences and different gender. It was difficult to discern identifiable differences between the
matches that were same gender or different gender or differences between age differences and different gender. The surveys did not clearly address the quality of gender matches or difference between age differences and different gender. The mentor interviews and observations did not reveal clearly identifiable differences between mentoring matches that were same gender or different gender, or differences between age differences and different gender. The female mentors who were matched to female mentees provided explanations about their relationships with their mentoring partners whereas as the different gender/age combinations did not provide as detailed explanations or descriptions. Additionally, female-to-female mentors detailed planning and executing more social activities with their mentees outside of the program such as going to the movies, coffee, community service, or spending time together. Social media contacts were also a part of these contacts and connections described by the female mentors who were matched to female mentees. This does not allow me to make the conclusion that these relationships were necessarily different, positive or negative than the other mentoring configurations. It simply allows the conclusion that in this particular study the three female-to-female mentors were more descriptive in expressing information about their relationship matches.

Few studies have focused on how gender-match configuration might shape peer-to-peer mentoring relationships. Studies examining gender differences in outcomes among mentoring program participants have been mixed and have focused primarily on adult to youth mentoring matches (DuBois, Holloway, Valentine, Cooper, 2002; Tierney, Grossman, & Resch, 1995), and few studies have looked at differences in relationship quality. According to Rhodes (2005), compared to boys' friendships, girls' friendships tend to be based more on intimacy, empathy, and self-disclosure. These conclusions have been used when discussing mentoring and gender
matches. However, widespread studies have not been conducted among peer-to-peer mentoring relationships. In the school district where this study took place, students from elementary school through high school are explicitly provided lessons about individuality and friendships developed related to all factors outside of gender. Friendships and peer development lessons are covered in school through counseling (weekly elementary classroom lessons), advisory (middle school and high school) and in widespread assembly presentations focused on anti-bullying, friendship building and acceptance of all individuals regardless of race, gender or creed. This may be a factor as to why the mentors in this study did not report clearly identifiable differences related to their gender matches and mentorships.

While the differences reported were small, there were minor differences that were reportable. This does not mean that one can draw clear conclusions from this data. While the male mentors did discuss their relationships but were brief in their descriptions. Female-to-female partners described more relationship details in their interviews. They also described more in and out of school contacts with their partners than the other partnering pairs. However, the male-to-male mentoring partners were observed in the community together as were the other gender match configurations that were not necessarily discussed during the interviews. Despite the brevity in explanation of other gender relationship combinations, mentors expressed a feeling of companionship, the importance of the connections and activities that they were engaged in with their mentees. Gillespie, Lever, Frederick and Royce (2015) summarized that gender differences in friendships do exist. They explained that female friendships are conducted face to face focusing on emotional self-disclosure, while male friendships are conducted side by side, focusing on activities centered on common interests and goals. Gillespie et al. (2015) focused on friendships that are naturally occurring and did not address intentionally created peer
mentorships. However, these outlined friendship characteristics can explain some of the differences viewed in this study between how males and females communicated about relationships differently. Finally, the more detailed information could be related to individuals’ personality, language and/or conversational ability. However, with such a small sample and without specifically reported data about gender matches, a conclusion regarding the impact or success of one type of gender match over another cannot be made.

**Discussion of the Results in Relation to the Literature**

As discussed in Chapter 2, Coleman believed that increasing social capital through strengthening social relationships increases overall personal awareness and achievement (Coleman, 1990). This was evident in the mentors’ overall school and community connectedness and involvement while involved in the peer mentoring program. Mentors shared their positive feelings about their work with the mentees and the activities that they were involved in during the interviews. Observations identified that mentors were actively involved in on-campus activities, extra-curricular activities, and community service activities. Additionally, mentors clearly described their goals and plans for the future. Mentor 102 shared:

“I am involved in events and activities for the school community often. Many of these are new this year because I volunteer for them. I like to try to get others involved so that many hands are helping . . . . I can help more than one person. Over time, I can work with lots of high schools and kids and spread this to many places, helping many students.” Other mentors shared similar thoughts. Mentor 103 reflected about the future in this way:

I also will use these skills in whatever community I live and work in. I will always be involved in working with community programs to help others.
Mentor 107 expressed:

My qualities and strengths is that I know that I can change and can help others see that they can change and grow and make the world that the live in better. Little changes make big changes. I still want to be a labor and delivery nurse. I feel that I can be compassionate to others during a time that can be uncertain and stressful. I can help parents bring a baby into the world. I also feel that I can use those skills in positive ways in the community in which I live.

All these components increased the mentors’ social capital that they did not have previous to their participation in the mentoring program. Coleman (1990) discussed in the literature the importance of student involvement in school to increase social awareness. Coleman (1990) also emphasized the importance of peer relationships and networking with other students as a component of social capital. It was through social awareness and networking that peer mentors increased their own social capital.

In relation to building and maintaining social capital, Coleman also discussed the importance of establishing trustful and caring relations (Coleman, 1990). The structure of the mentoring program allowed for the mentors to discuss both school and non-school related activities and build trusting and caring relationships. Mentor 102 discussed the mentoring relationship:

I try to be a good friend too. Um, being a good friend means like showing caring and compassion. Life can be really hard for a freshman . . . uhm, (laughs) it can be hard for everyone, actually. My job is to make it easier and improve the odds. The relationships are the most important thing I think.
The social capital approach argues that individuals are embedded in a network of interpersonal relations (Coleman 1988). The mentors committed to developing strong, interpersonal relationships with their mentees thus, developing social capital.

Jensen and Jetten (2015) discussed social capital as value derived from membership in social groups, social networks, or institutions. For the mentors in this study, the membership in the mentoring program allowed them to access one another as a resource as well as provided the opportunity to develop a sense of collective meaning and understanding about the mentoring process and program. Here, the mentors created, as Putnam (2000) described, a *shared meaning* and *shared purpose* through their activities with the mentees. Building a sense of school belonging, prosocial skills and assisting with academic success was the shared purpose of the peer mentors. This shared purpose was the different activities, both one-on-one activities as well as the large group activities, intended to support and involve the mentees in a positive transition to high school.

A new theme emerged in this study that was unexpected and unanticipated. This theme was not discussed in the literature review because it had not been an original focus of the study; however, it did become significant and warranted discussion. From the data, I interpreted that the mentors expressed a sense of servant leadership in their work with the mentees in their interviews. The term *servant leadership* was introduced by Robert Greenleaf (1970). According to Greenleaf (1970), a servant leader is one who begins with a desire to serve and then develops aspirations towards leading others. Each of the mentors expressed an unselfish focus on the mentees needs and a true desire to assist them and improve their lives and experiences in the high school. One of the characteristics that Greenleaf described of a servant leader is that of an inspired servant ethic that can positively change the quality of society (Greenleaf, 1970).
was an ideal also expressed by the mentors in this study. Servant-leadership impacts the core of the individual and requires him/her to look beyond personal selfishness and need (Greenleaf, 1970). Mentor 103 stated, “I am very connected with how I feel and what I am involved in. This is why I think it is so important to involve younger students. I know how different I feel about school, myself and my future.” Each of the mentors expressed an unselfish focus on the mentees needs and a true desire to assist them and improve their lives and experiences in the high school.

The building of social capital in others was accomplished through the mentors contributing time to building relationships with their assigned mentees with no expectation of extrinsic benefit. Mentors shared the feelings of fulfilment at working together as a team to develop activities and ideas for the mentees. This building of social capital creates an environment that is built on relationships and the development of individuals who care and are cared for in return (Greenleaf, 1991; Noddings, 1995). Mentors also benefited from interacting with each other in positive ways, building new relationships beyond their regular social group and contributing to others. The interviews showed that mentors shared opportunities for increased student leadership and volunteerism as ways in which they were positively impacted and ways in which they had experienced an increased connection to students and community members. Research studies have shown that most people believe that helping others is a good way to gain personal fulfillment (e.g., Wuthnow, 1993) and further builds the framework of social networks. Mentors felt that their encouraging and supportive relationships provided support, guidance, and friendship to students who really needed them. Mentor 107 expressed:

[Mentoring] … had helped me feel like there is one thing that I’m able to do to help around the school and make people feel welcome. I see these this as an important long
terms solution to how we help all students. It is about building relationships and making students feel welcome and building a sense of welcome from the moment freshman walk in the door.

Statements and actions reflecting connectedness to mentees were not differentiated based upon gender/age matches. Questions in the interviews did not specifically ask about gender but about the mentors’ relationships with their mentees. The survey data did not reflect differences in relationship quality based on gender/age. Additionally, the interviews did not provide data reflecting stronger or weaker relationships based on gender/age.

In this study, while all mentors were actively involved in the mentoring program, females were more articulate about their relationships than were the male mentor participants. However, the male mentor participants did indicate feelings of caring and deep commitment to the program and their mentoring partner regardless of gender. I noted in the interviews and field observations that both females and males were actively involved in their mentoring relationships and demonstrated concern and care for the mentees. It is possible that there are other reasons that the female-to-female partnerships appeared to provide more details in their descriptions about their relationships. Gilligan’s research (1993) discussed the differences between males and females in their actions, attitudes, and feelings towards caring, relationships, and connections with others. This is significant when considering the relationships of mentors and their attitudes about the quality of their mentoring relationships. Gilligan (1993) identified that females are more concerned with care, relationships, and connections with others than males. It is possible that females are more articulate in describing their feelings about their relationships than males, yet have equally strong relationships.
The observational data presented in Chapter 4 regarding gender and peer mentoring is not reflective of earlier research findings (Eisenhart & Holland, 1983; Macoby, 1988, 1990). Differences in the relationships did not seem to be related to gender in the matches observed, interviewed or surveyed. Past research has shown that females and males have been found to have a similar number of peer attachments (Claes, 1992; Wentzell & Caldwell, 1997). This appeared to be reflective of the attachments of the mentors to the mentees in this study as well. Noted in this study was that male mentors were as involved with their female and male mentees as female mentors were involved with their female and male mentees. There may be various reasons for these results. One reason may be attributed to how the mentors organized themselves. The mentors as a group organized themselves as a unit. While mentors were assigned a particular mentee, all of the mentors worked with all of the mentees. There were frequent scheduled, organized group activities outside of the schedule mentoring class time. This type of organization and scheduling allowed for the mentors to work together to establish positive relationships with all of the mentees. The ongoing literature review revealed that Elliot, Leck, Orser, and Mossop (2007) found that male mentors are less likely to trust female mentees than male mentees; however, this was not evident in this study.

In line with the literature, this study showed that trust was an essential component of the growth of the successful mentoring relationships for both genders. According to Kutilek and Ernest (2001) an environment of trust and mutuality must be established in mentoring relationships. For this to occur, it was important for mentors and mentees to become acquainted and develop a relationship. It was important for the mentor and mentee to become acquainted with each other and begin developing goals. Both male and female mentors assisted the mentees in creating goals and had an agenda when organizing their meeting times with their mentees.
Contrary to research surrounding gender differences in peer relationships (Eagly & Crowley, 1986; Martin & Fabes, 2001; Rose & Rudolph, 2013) both male and female mentors played an encouraging and supportive role for the mentees. The mentors worked together to provide problem solving, nurturing, planning and skill development to the mentees.

It was expected that there would be evidence of modeling and imitation present among mentees as they would seek to engage in activities, similar to those of their peer mentors. While this certainly was the case with the mentees modeling and imitating prosocial behaviors of the mentors, this was not the area of interest in this study. It is evident that peers with positive attitudes and behaviors in the school setting have the positive effect of encouraging and teaching younger youth to model positive prosocial skills in the school setting. Researchers identify adolescent prosocial skills as those including: good problem solving (Marsh, Serafica, & Barenboim, 1981), being considerate, and resiliency (Strayer & Roberts, 1989), considerate (Graziano, Hair, & Finch, 1997), sociable, and a tendency to help others. Based on mentor applications and early interview information, it appeared that the mentors all possessed prosocial skills. This was observed through their ability to connect early in the program with other mentors and organize themselves in a collaborative manner in promoting strong connections with their mentees. Throughout the study, mentors identified themselves in interviews as: empathetic, considerate, and helpful. While the mentors possessed prosocial skills, engagement in the mentoring program increased these skills. Mentors demonstrated a gradual increase in prosocial skills through their independency and leadership with their mentees, their school activities, and community activities.

The organization of the mentors reflected Bandura's (1977, 1986) social learning theory of modeling and imitation. While it was an unexpected result of this study, the mentors worked
with more mentees than their assigned mentee. Similarly, to that of a teacher, the mentors modeled a classroom teacher’s role, rotating among all of the mentees, developing relationships with all mentees, and tailoring communication specific to each.

Mentor 103 shared:

If there is anything I have learned through high school it is that it our job to reach out and improve the lives of others. I don’t think classes teach that. Teachers and coaches teach it in different ways. It is something I would like to be involved with long term.

Through these observations, it was concluded that the mentors modeled and imitated behaviors that they had experienced previously.

McCaslin and Good (1996) stated, “Learning is socially situated” (p. 642). Mentors relied on role models that they had experiences with in previous social-school experiences such as the classroom, sports participation, and school leadership. Broderick and Blewitt (2010) explain that this type of social learning is indicative of the learner observing a model performing a behavior, and from close observation, learns it. From their previous experiences and social learning, the mentors organized themselves in a similar fashion to what they had previous observed. By rotating classroom leadership during the mentoring program, the mentors imitated how the classroom teacher had instructed the leadership class, as an example. This social learning may be able to provide a framework for implementing future peer-to-peer mentoring programs and how to encourage and facilitate prosocial skill development among mentors.

According to Erikson (1968) adolescents face the task of identity vs. role confusion. Here, adolescents are engaged in developing a sense of self. This was apparent in this study as the mentors developed a sense of self in present and self in future. Over the course of the study, the mentors clearly identified their own personal strengths as individuals who could contribute to
others and, later, their hopes and goals for themselves in the future. Erikson’s theory (1968) indicated an adolescent’s progression through various roles and ideas as individuals discover their adult sense of self and future goals. The mentors displayed success at this stage demonstrating a strong sense of self, identifying through the interviews a strong sense of personal identity, goals for the future, and an understanding of others’ perspectives.

**Limitations**

As previously discussed, both the small sample size and the short study period were a limitation in gathering data in this study. Secondly, an unanticipated result of the mentors organizing themselves into a cohesive mentoring group rather than focusing only on the one-on-one mentoring relationships may have influenced the reportable differences in this category. Here, mentors’ perceptions, reactions, and reflections may have been intertwined with their experiences with other mentees rather than the specific mentee they were intentionally paired with. Both positive and negative impressions by mentors involved more than one mentee and may have influenced the overall perceptions and experiences had by the mentors. Perhaps an issue to explore in future studies is whether mentors’ reported impacts could translate into observable effects related to a single mentee and mentor pairing.

An additional limitation of the study was that the interpersonal relationships that developed off campus could not be monitored or tracked effectively. As the relationships became more established, the mentors and mentees developed relationships with each other that included communications and activities off-campus: mentees with mentees; mentees with mentors; mentors with mentors. These communications and activities may have resulted in further connectedness within the group and among individuals that may have been relevant in the
mentors’ feelings of school connectedness, development of prosocial behaviors and building of social capital. This study did not measure these interactions.

The study was also limited in that it was not able to control for the effects of any potential past mentoring experiences the mentors may have been involved in. If pre-conceived notions of mentoring were present among mentors, the success of the relationship could have been affected. Additionally, the mentee’s self-efficacy was not examined prior to the study. Although the length and nature of the interview questions allowed for rich qualitative data, follow-up quantitative research is recommended with a much larger sample size in order to draw generalizeable conclusions. An additional limitation of the study was that the interpersonal relationships that developed off-campus could not be monitored or tracked effectively. As the relationships became more established, the mentors and mentees developed relationships with each other that included communications and activities off-campus: mentees with mentees; mentees with mentors; mentors with mentors. These communications and activities may have resulted in further connectedness within the group and among individuals that may have been relevant in the mentors’ feelings of school connectedness, development of prosocial behaviors and building of social capital. This study did not observe these interactions.

The study was also limited in that it was not able to control for the effects of any potential past mentoring experiences in which the mentors may have been involved. Past mentoring experiences may have caused mentors to have preconceived ideas about this mentoring experiences. If pre-conceived notions of mentoring were present among mentors, the success of the relationship could have been affected. For example, mentor’s expectations about their role as a mentor, as an advocate, and as a friend within the mentoring relationship could potentially have affected the developing relationships. Whether or not mentors had participated as a mentor in
the past, mentors may have held expectations prior to the relationship. Mentors’ expectations may have been more positive or negative than the reality of their developing roles as a mentor. Mentors’ actual experiences as a mentor may have been more positive or more negative than their expectations. The difference between the actual experience and the expectation is not controllable by a researcher. A mentee’s self-efficacy may have either positively or negatively impacted his/her mentor’s perception of the mentoring experience and association with school connection and social capital. A mentee with a strong, positive self-efficacy may have positively impacted the peer-to-peer mentoring relationship. A mentee with underdeveloped, weaker sense of self may have negatively impacted the peer-to-peer mentoring relationship.

**Implication of the Results for Practice, Policy, and Theory**

As has been noted, the existing literature related to peer mentoring in schools with high school participants is small. Literature related to peer-to-peer mentoring at the high school level is also very small. This study was designed to explore the experiences and perceptions of the mentors in the peer mentoring process. It is important to note that the results of this study may not be easily transferred to other peer mentoring programs because the study examined the perspectives of a small group of peer mentors within a particular program at a specific point in time. The process, instrumentation, and methods of this study are transferable. This particular study adds to the current literature in ways that may suggest considerations for others interested in implementing peer-to-peer mentoring programs. This study specifically addressed the benefits that high school mentors derived when involved in a peer-to-peer mentoring. The increases in the mentors’ own prosocial skills, involvement in and building of social capital and increased participation and connectedness to their school were all contributions to the existing literature. These results may assist in program development for other high school peer-to-peer mentoring
programs. Surprising results in this study was the natural relationship development among the mentors and their own organization among each other in creating a collaborative and supportive program for the mentees. These results allow others interested in implementing peer-to-peer mentoring programs to devise and provide training and direction to mentors, as well as offer other opportunities for leadership training, community and school connections, and other community service activities.

The current study suggests that a peer-to-peer mentoring component can add to the knowledge of mentors and mentees enrolled in a rural high school. School districts are struggling with budget cuts that mean fewer educators are being hired and available to provide programming to students to prepare them for specifically for the world of high school or the world beyond high school. One catalyst for the addition of a peer mentoring component to the rural high school under study was that the staffing and programming could no longer meet the demand for the need of incoming students needing transition supports nor was it providing opportunities for students seeking leadership or community service opportunities on campus. Drawing upon the experiences and knowledge of peer mentors helps increase the understandings of how to expand such programs in a positive manner. Peer mentoring programs empower students to create positive change in their environments, are student-led, and thrive within communities that value and support the program. These programs provide potential student mentors with opportunities to refine and build upon their leadership skills, gain new knowledge, develop new attitudes, and gain experience in the role as leaders. In order to prepare mentor to be leaders beyond high school, peer mentoring programs require a strong focus on the leadership development and ongoing training of mentors.
The literature and the experiences of mentors in the current study suggest that peer-to-peer mentoring is enhanced when mentors receive appropriate preparation for the mentoring role as well as on-going training and support. These trainings cannot always be pre-planned as some of the relational issues that occur cannot be predicted so it is important to provide time for mentors to debrief with a knowledgeable adult to allow for mentors to express concerns and ideas. These informal sessions allowed the on-site adults to gather information quickly for mentors and provide relevant skill building to allow for a continuous and fluid operation of the mentoring program. Such issues that occurred were those related to how to assist mentees in advocating for themselves with teachers, how to access clubs or activities when finances were an issue and how to navigate changing class schedules or accessing on-campus services. The mentor orientation for this study included information about the basic responsibilities of peer mentors. This orientation provided an introduction to skills to enhance the effectiveness of the mentors, such as ways to build trusting relationships, effective communication and listening skills, and effective feedback skills. Additional orientation topics might include the various programs available to students in the school. Of the many programs available, many of the mentors had never accessed them and some were unaware of the programs that were available to assist and support students, such as comprehensive counseling services, services for homeless students, after-school tutoring, and access for all students despite income to intramural clubs and activities. This information, at the beginning of the program, would have been helpful to the mentors in early establishment of relationships with the mentees.

**Recommendations for Future Research**

This study examined the mentors’ perceptions of the impact of a peer-to-peer mentoring program relationships and their influences on mentors’ school involvement, school
connectedness and social capital. Additionally, the relationships were examined to determine whether there were increases in school connectedness, prosocial behaviors, and social capital of the peer mentors over the course of the study as a result of the peer mentoring relationships. Due to the limitations of the study and various factors that became evident during the study, there are several recommendations for future research to extend this research. Although there are many positives that accumulate with high school students who mentor, there are some challenges which need to be considered in this type of program implementation. The inexperience of high school mentors does become evident over time. High school mentors, in comparison to adult mentors, may not be as consistent in meeting with their mentee or in continuing the relationship for a second year as an adult mentor (Herrera et al., 2008). This particular study was not long enough to measure relationship longevity. However, issues related to adolescent inexperience did occur and required adult intervention and training to assist the mentors. Here, a potential limitation is that peer-to-peer mentoring can vary in the in the amount of support, structure and training provided to the mentors themselves (Karcher, 2009). Such support and training can cause discrepancy among reported results among different studies and outcomes. Despite the fact that this study was a school system utilizing mentors, costs associated with mentoring programs in the school system must be considered. Although school systems are beginning to utilize students as mentors, it should not suggest that there is no cost to the program implementation (Karcher, 2009). Such programs require staff for student training and records management as well as other key components of implementing and maintaining the program. In this study, staff providing student training and supervision as well as records management were provided by the school district.
Expanding the current study in order to validate research findings would assist in adding to the research. This could be done by including multiple secondary schools with similar sized high school populations and increasing peer mentoring sample sizes. In addition, a researcher could conduct a comparative study or program comparison between the school mentoring programs in order to determine the differences in mentors’ perspectives regarding increases in school connectedness as a result of participation in the peer mentoring. Researchers could replicate the current case study using longitudinal data to assess the relationship between the increase in prosocial behaviors and school connectedness over time by peer mentors. The current study could be conducted with the inclusion of parents’ and teachers’ perceptions of the peer mentoring program’s impact on school connectedness, prosocial behaviors and social capital for students involved in peer-to-peer mentoring. Expanding the current study with additional variables of academic achievement, discipline data, and attendance rates would researchers to delve into undiscovered information. Additional variables offer insight into the impact peer-to-peer mentoring programs could have on the transitioning student as the move into the high school realm.

Researchers could conduct a comparative study between high performing and low performing schools in relationship to advisory programs in order to determine the differences in impact upon student achievement. A study comparing structured peer-to-peer mentoring programs with adopted curriculum to unstructured e-mentoring peer-to-peer mentoring programs, for example, would also provide relevant information. In a case study investigation, a researcher could examine the behaviors that occur within the different structures in order to determine the differences in impact upon students and increases in school connectedness, prosocial behaviors and social capital. Researchers could expand the current study with deeper
quantitative research using more information from the surveys at the beginning and ending points of the study. Larger sample populations would provide deeper qualitative research by providing more interviews, observations, and focus groups to support the quantitative research already revealed. Each potential study would provide important contributions to the literature on peer-to-peer mentoring.

**Chapter 5 Summary**

In this chapter, a brief overview of the problem, the purpose of the study, research questions, methodology, and major findings of the study are discussed. The main focus of this chapter was to present findings, in the mentors’ voices, related to relevant literature on peer-to-peer mentoring programs, social capital and school connectedness. A discussion of the peer mentoring pairs in terms of gender matches was also discussed. All major findings of the study were discussed and analyzed. Unexpected findings were also shared and analyzed with a connection to literature. Finally, implications for action and recommendations or future research were addressed.
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Appendix A: Mentor Application

MENTOR APPLICATION

Personal Information:

Name ____________________________________________
Gender ☐ Male ☐ Female

Address ______________________________________________________________________
Street City State ZIP

Home phone ______________ Cell phone ____________________________

E-mail address ____________________________________________

Volunteer Information:

1. What do you feel are your strengths that you can bring to this program? How do you feel you can best support a 9th grader coming into our school?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

2. Write a brief statement on why you have chosen to participate in the mentor program. Why do you want to become a mentor?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

3. Have you been a volunteer before? ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ If yes, where?

________________________________________________________________________

4. Do you prefer working with a ☐ Girl ☐ Boy ☐ No Preference

5. Do you prefer working with a quiet, reserved peer? ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ No Preference

6. Do you prefer working with an outgoing peer? ☐ Yes ☐ No ☐ No Preference
7. Please list any hobbies or interests you may have:


8. What would you like to do with a mentee?


9. What clubs or groups, if any, do you belong to?


10. My favorite subject in school is


11. My least favorite subject in school is


12. Please put an X by the activities you enjoy the most:

___ Playing sports such as ________________________________

___ Watching sports such as ________________________________

___ Writing

___ Reading

___ Listening to music such as ________________________________

___ Photography

___ Attending plays

___ Going to the movies

___ Arts and crafts

___ Visiting zoos and parks

___ Visiting museums

___ Using computers

___ Playing games
___ Cooking
___ Exploring possible careers
___ Hiking and seeing nature
___ Other ________________________________

13. What qualities would you like in a mentee?
________________________________________
________________________________________

14. What individual has served as a role model for you? Why?
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

15. If you could recommend one book for your mentee to read, what would it be?
________________________________________
________________________________________

16. Initial the two statements below:

_____ I understand that the mentor program involves registering and attending the scheduled peer mentoring class for which I will receive an elective credit.

_____ I understand that I will be required to complete the mentor program orientation and at least two training sessions during the year.

____________________________________
Signature  Date

Adapted from materials provided by Mentoring Partnership of Long Island and Philadelphia, The ABC’s of Mentoring.
Appendix B: Informed Consent Form

________ Peer Mentoring Program

CONSENT FORM

This form will tell you about a research study in which students have the opportunity to participate. If you are a student, this form will ask you for permission to participate in the study. A parent or guardian must give permission for children (a minor student under 18 years old) called “your student” to participate in the study.

Research Study Title: Peer-to-Peer Mentoring in the Rural High School Setting

Principle Investigator: Darlene M. Geddes, Peer Mentoring Program

Research Institution: Concordia University – Portland
Dissertation committee Faculty Chair, Dr. Marty Bullis

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of Peer Mentoring Program is to provide peer to peer mentoring to students. As part of these activities, the program is conducting research to learn how peer to peer mentoring impacts high school students. This study will begin in September 2015 and end in June 2016.

What You (Your Student) Will Be Doing

You (Your student) will be asked to complete a short survey three times at different points of the study. The surveys will ask questions about their connection to school and involvement in school and community activities. Each survey should take about 15 minutes to complete and will be done during the class session. You (Your student’s) name will not appear on the surveys. Students will also answer 10 interview questions about the peer mentoring program every four weeks. These questions will be repeated each interview. The interviews will be individual interviews and audio recorded for later transcription.

All audio taped interviews will be destroyed immediately after they have been transcribed. All study documents will be destroyed three years after this study has ended.

Risks

It is expected that both mentors and mentees will benefit from participating in this study. We expect that both mentors and mentees will experience increased self-esteem, school connection and positive school social skills due to their mentorship relationship. Additionally, students participating have the opportunity to earn a 0.50 elective credit.
There are no anticipated risks from you (your student) participating in this study. However, questions that may be asked could include asking how strongly students agree with the following statements:

- My family has fun together.
- I will have a good future.
- I really like who I am.
- I like my school.

These questions, although not expected to be disturbing, might cause some strong emotions or feelings. If the student wants to speak with a counselor after feeling strong emotions from a question asked in this study, a mental health counselor will be available. This counselor is __________, a ________ County Mental Health Therapist. __________ is available in the Counselling Office in ________ or by calling her office telephone number: XXX-XXX-XXXX.

Benefits

The benefit of this study is that we can learn how the peer to peer mentoring program can help you and more people.

By participating, you (your student) can receive a grade and elective credit from participation in the mentoring program. If you (your student) does NOT want to participate, he or she may still earn a grade and elective credit (0.50) in another manner.

Confidentiality

No person who is other than the investigator will know how the student answered the questions of the investigator. Information will be kept private, or confidential. The only exception of confidentiality is if the investigator is concerned with the student’s immediate safety in a way that must be reported as required by law. The results of this study will not include the name or other identifying information from the student. All names and identifying information will be in locked file cabinets and will be destroyed when this study is over.

Right to Withdraw

Participation in this study is completely voluntary. You or your student may stop participating in the study at any time. Even if the student does not participate or chooses to withdraw from the study, he or she can continue to access the study center, work with a peer mentor and related activities provided by the ________ Peer Mentoring Program. The student can withdraw consent (discontinue participation) at any time and may choose to remain in the course or may choose to select a different elective course. If the student withdraws and selects a different elective course, the student can still earn a grade and elective credit of 0.50.

Contact Information and How to Ask Questions

You will receive a copy of this consent form, so you can review the research description and have contact information.

If you have any questions or concerns about this study or this consent form you may contact:

Darlene M. Geddes
[Contact Information]

To ask general questions or talk to a participant advocate, contact the Concordia University – Portland Institutional Review Board (Dr. OraLee Branch; email obranch@cu-portland.edu or call 503-493-6390).

**Parental consent for minor students**

I have read this description of this study in this consent form. If I had questions about the study, these questions were answered. I give my consent (permission) for my child (the student) to participate.

Print the Student’s Name

Parent/Legal Guardian’s Signature Date

**Student participant consent**

I, the student, understand this study. If I had questions about the study, I have received answers to my questions. I want to participate in this research study, and I give my consent by signing below.

Student’s Signature Date
### Appendix C: Timeline of Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>People involved</th>
<th>Timing/Dates</th>
<th>Student Participants</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selection of mentors/mentees</td>
<td>Counselors, Behavior Support Specialist, Mental Health Therapist, Leadership Advisor</td>
<td>By 08/14/2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training of staff</td>
<td>Counselors, Behavior Support Specialist, Mental Health Therapist, Leadership Advisor</td>
<td>By 08/14/2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Information Meeting 1</td>
<td>Counselors, Behavior Support Specialist, Mental Health Therapist, Leadership Advisor, Primary Researcher, Parents/selected students</td>
<td>09/03/2015</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Information Meeting 2</td>
<td>Primary Researcher, Behavioral Support Specialist</td>
<td>09/09/2015</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completion of collection of informed consent</td>
<td>Primary Researcher</td>
<td>09/08/2015</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training of mentors/mentees</td>
<td>Primary Researcher, Behavioral Support Specialist</td>
<td>09/11/2015</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Survey</td>
<td>Behavior Support Specialist, Primary Researcher</td>
<td>09/14/2015</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Interview</td>
<td>Primary Researcher</td>
<td>Week of 09/14/15</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey #2</td>
<td>Primary Researcher</td>
<td>10/26/2015</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey #3</td>
<td>Primary Researcher</td>
<td>11/23/2015</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survey #4</td>
<td>Primary Researcher</td>
<td>012/14/2015</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Deadline</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview #2</td>
<td>Primary Researcher</td>
<td>Week of 10/26/2015</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview #3</td>
<td>Primary Researcher</td>
<td>Week of 11/23/2015</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview #4</td>
<td>Primary Researcher</td>
<td>Week of 12/14/2015</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completion of analysis</td>
<td>Primary Researcher</td>
<td>By 1/15/2016</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of results</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial report for</td>
<td>Primary Researcher reviewed by Counselors,</td>
<td>By 1/22/2016</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stakeholders</td>
<td>Behavior Support Specialist, Mental Health</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Therapist, Leadership Advisor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concluding meeting</td>
<td>Counselors, Behavior Support Specialist, Mental</td>
<td>1/28/2016</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health Therapist, Leadership Advisor, Primary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Researcher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix D: Field Notes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptions</th>
<th>Reflections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focus on the research problem.</strong></td>
<td><strong>Focus on thoughts and insights.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include greatest detail on aspects of the research problem and the theoretical methodology underpinning the research. Details about geography of the space, relations among persons and objects, activities participants are engaged in, and atmosphere or tone of site.</td>
<td>Complete after the observations when you have time to consider their importance. Record thoughts, ideas, questions, and concerns. Include insights about what you have observed and speculate as to why specific phenomenon occurred.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix E: Interview Questions and Protocol

To facilitate my note-taking, I would like to audio tape our conversation today. For your information, only researchers on the projects will listen to the tapes which we will destroy after they are transcribed. The form that you signed is devised to meet our human subject’s research standards and explains that: all your information will be held confidential, your participation is voluntary, you may stop at any time if you feel uncomfortable, and the principal investigator (this is me) does not intend to inflict any harm or discomfort. I am very appreciative of your participation.

I have planned this interview to last no more than 30 minutes. During this time, I have 10 questions that I would like to cover. If time begins to run short, I will let you know that we only have a specific amount of time left so that we complete all of the questions.

You have been selected to speak with me because you have been identified as a participant in the peer mentoring program. My research project focuses on how students are impacted in the areas of self-esteem, school connectedness and social capital when participating in a peer mentoring program. My study does not aim to make judgments about students individually but rather about how peer mentoring impacts students. I am trying to learn more about how to help students transition to high school, build student self-esteem, school connectedness and social capital.

The following questions will be asked of each individual participant in a private, confidential setting. Each interview will be audio-recorded for verbatim transcription after the interviews.
Appendix E (Continued): Interview Questions and Protocol

Participant Code: ____________________

Interview #: __________________________

Date: ______________________________

1. Describe your relationship with your peer mentoring partner.

2. Describe the activities that you have been involved in with your peer mentoring partner over the past four weeks.

3. Do you feel connected to your school? Do you feel as if you belong?

4. What are things that do or do not help you feel connected, or as if you belong?

5. What activities are you involved in outside of regular academic classes? How did you become involved in these activities?

6. Are there barriers present that prevent you from becoming involved in extracurricular activities at this time?

7. Do you enjoy the peer mentoring program? Why or Why not?

8. How has the peer mentoring program impacted you as of this point?

9. What do you see as your greatest qualities and strengths?

10. How do you see yourself using your skills and strengths in the future?
Appendix F: The Hemingway Measure of Adolescent Connectedness Survey Short

Used with author permission

![Image of the Hemingway Measure of Adolescent Connectedness Survey]

**MARKING INSTRUCTIONS**
- Use number 2 pencil only.
- Make dark marks that fill the circle completely.
- Erase cleanly any mark you wish to change.
- Make no stray marks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>Number:</th>
<th>Date:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex:</th>
<th>Grade:</th>
<th>Age:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race/Ethnicity:</th>
<th>Who do you live with?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>Mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>Father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>Both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>Other:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi-racial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**How TRUE about you is each sentence?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Not at all true</th>
<th>Not really true</th>
<th>Sort of true</th>
<th>True</th>
<th>Very true</th>
<th>Unclear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) I like hanging out around where I live (like in my neighborhood).</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Spending time with friends is not so important to me.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) I can name 5 things that others like about me.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) My family has fun together.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) I have a lot of fun with my brother(s) or sister(s).</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) Leave blank if you have none.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) I work hard at school.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8) My classmates often bother me.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9) I care what my teachers think of me.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10) I enjoy spending time by myself reading.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11) I spend a lot of time with kids around where I live.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(12) I have friends I'm really close to and trust completely.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(13) There is not much that is unique or special about me.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(14) It is important that my parents trust me.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15) I feel close to my brother(s) or sister(s). Leave blank if you have none.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I enjoy being at school.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like pretty much all of the other kids in my grade.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I do not get along with some of my teachers.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doing well in school will help me in the future.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like to read.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I get along with the kids in my neighborhood.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spending time with my friends is a big part of my life.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can name 3 things that other kids like about me.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I enjoy spending time with my parents.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I enjoy spending time with my brothers/sisters.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I get bored in school a lot.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like working with my classmates.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I want to be respected by my teachers.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I do things outside of school to prepare for my future.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I never read books in my free time.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I often spend time playing or doing things in my neighborhood.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My friends and I talk openly with each other about personal things.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I really like who I am.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My parents and I disagree about many things.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I try to spend time with my brothers/sisters when I can. (leave blank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I do well in school.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I get along well with the other students in my classes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I try to get along with my teachers.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I do lots of things to prepare for my future.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I often read when I have free time.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I hang out a lot with kids in my neighborhood.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I spend as much time as I can with my friends.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have special hobbies, skills, or talents.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My parents and I get along well.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I try to avoid being around my brother/sister(s). (leave blank if you</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel good about myself when I am at school.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am liked by my classmates.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I always try hard to earn my teachers' trust.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think about my future often.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I usually like my teachers.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My neighborhood is boring.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My friends and I spend a lot of time talking about things.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have unique interests or skills that make me interesting.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I care about my parents very much.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What I do now will not affect my future.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doing well in school is important to me.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I rarely fight or argue with the other kids at school.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix G: Peer Mentoring Recruitment Flyer

Peer Mentors needed for new mentorship program with incoming 9th graders!

**Who?** Juniors

**When?** Information meeting for interested students on:  **September 3, 2015**

**APPLICATIONS DUE SEPTEMBER 9TH!**

**What?** Work with and mentor 9th graders to help them have a smooth transition into high school. Lead small group activities and discussions on high school transition.

**Where?** [Site Name]

**What are the benefits?**

- Experience to put on job applications!
- Get leadership experience to put on college and scholarship applications!
- Class of 2017 will be able to fulfill required career service hours for senior culminating project!
- Earn elective credit for enrollment and participation in Peer Mentoring class!
Figure 3: The initial codes in ATLAS.ti as viewed in the co-occurrence table with in-vivo coding (direct quotes).
Figure 4. Final Codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Belonging/sel</th>
<th>Fulfilling to hr</th>
<th>Relationships</th>
<th>School conne</th>
<th>Self in future</th>
<th>Self in present</th>
<th>Servant Leade</th>
<th>Social Capital</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic Support/Tutor</td>
<td>2 - 0.03</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>12 - 0.15</td>
<td>6 - 0.08</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2 - 0.03</td>
<td>5 - 0.06</td>
<td>10 - 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness of others' need</td>
<td>3 - 0.03</td>
<td>11 - 0.15</td>
<td>10 - 0.09</td>
<td>1 - 0.01</td>
<td>6 - 0.07</td>
<td>5 - 0.06</td>
<td>20 - 0.21</td>
<td>26 - 0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belonging/sense of family</td>
<td>1 - 0.02</td>
<td>6 - 0.07</td>
<td>16 - 0.22</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>5 - 0.06</td>
<td>14 - 0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fulfilling to help</td>
<td>1 - 0.02</td>
<td>7 - 0.08</td>
<td>3 - 0.04</td>
<td>3 - 0.05</td>
<td>2 - 0.03</td>
<td>7 - 0.08</td>
<td>13 - 0.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationships</td>
<td>6 - 0.07</td>
<td>7 - 0.08</td>
<td>7 - 0.06</td>
<td>1 - 0.01</td>
<td>7 - 0.08</td>
<td>14 - 0.13</td>
<td>20 - 0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School connection thru ac</td>
<td>16 - 0.22</td>
<td>3 - 0.04</td>
<td>7 - 0.06</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2 - 0.02</td>
<td>22 - 0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self in future</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>3 - 0.05</td>
<td>1 - 0.01</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>4 - 0.06</td>
<td>9 - 0.11</td>
<td>20 - 0.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self in present</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2 - 0.03</td>
<td>7 - 0.08</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>4 - 0.06</td>
<td>4 - 0.04</td>
<td>5 - 0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servant Leadership</td>
<td>5 - 0.06</td>
<td>7 - 0.03</td>
<td>14 - 0.13</td>
<td>2 - 0.02</td>
<td>9 - 0.11</td>
<td>4 - 0.04</td>
<td>41 - 0.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Capital</td>
<td>14 - 0.11</td>
<td>13 - 0.11</td>
<td>20 - 0.13</td>
<td>22 - 0.16</td>
<td>20 - 0.17</td>
<td>5 - 0.04</td>
<td>41 - 0.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 4:* Final codes in ATLAS.ti as viewed in the co-occurrence table with in-vivo coding (direct quotes).
Figure 5: This figure represents the 41 in-vivo codes co-occurring in ATLAS.ti connecting Servant Leadership and Social Capital.
Figure 6: This figure represents the 22 in-vivo codes co-occurring in ATLAS.ti connecting School Connection through Activities and Social Capital.
Figure 7. Belonging/Sense of Family and School Connection through Activities

Figure 7: This figure represents the 16 in-vivo codes co-occurring in ATLAS.ti connecting Belonging/Sense of Family and School Connectedness through Activities.
Figure 8: Relationships and Servant Leadership

This figure represents the 14 in-vivo codes co-occurring in ATLAS.ti connecting Relationships and Servant Leadership.
Figure 9. Social Capital and Awareness of Others’ Needs

Figure 9: This figure represents the 26 in-vivo codes co-occurring in ATLAS.ti connecting Social Capital and Awareness of Others’ Needs.
Figure 10: This figure represents the 20 in-vivo codes co-occurring in ATLAS.ti connecting Relationships and Social Capital